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US J OIN.

“Till death us part.”
So speaks the heart,
‘When each to each repeats the words of doom ;
Thro’ blessing and thro’ curse,
For better and for worse,

a persistent literary criticism, and were
inclined to subject all the composition
presentegh,
to the test of the crucible of
severe
rhetoric and grammar.
In cases

of seeming hyper-ciiticism ot

this sort,

-- We will be one till that dread hour spall ecome, | resort was not unfrequently had to a test
"somewhat unique. ‘The committee was
Life, with its myriad grasp,
Our yearning soul shall clasp,
By ceaseless love, aud still expectant wonder;
Iu bonds that shall endure,

Indissolubly sure,
- Till God in death shall part our paths asunder.

Till death us join,
O voice yet more divine!

-%
3

It to the broken heart breathes hope

sls

_ Thro’ lonely hours
And shattered powers

We still are one despite of change and time(

Death, with his healing band,
Shall once more knit the band

: Which needs but that one link which none may
BOVOrY. iv...
i
Till, thro’ the only Good,
Heard, felt and understood,
Our life in God shall make us one forever.

— The Spectator.
>>
>
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BYE, OLD PSALMODY.

BY PROF. J. “FULLONTON,

D. D.

This parting salutation was suggested
by an announcement from the Lewiston
Main street pulpit, a few Sabbaths since,
that the old Psalmody ‘ must go,” in
order to give place to the new collection,
¢ Spiritual Songs.” Our bistory in the
matter of hymnology Is briefly told,
WATTS'S POEMS AND HYMNS,
Previousto 1832, covering about one
half ot the period of our existence as a
distinct people, we had ne denominational hymu bovk. The one in general use,
1 think, was Watts's old Psalms and
Hymns. - And. there is no good reason
why we should expend any considerable
commiseration on our ancestors. of that
period for being confined to that specimen
of antiquity. No authoras yet has ever
blessed the church with such an effusion
of song fur the sanctuary, or better adapted to its purpose. Watts's sacred poetry,
as a whole, bas never been surpassed, in
simpliciiy of style, in smoothness of versification, aod in an all-pervading spiritual
element,by that of any other author who
has written for a like purpose.
It is true, his thought is usually serious,
- often sulemn, and sometimes even melan-

choly.. Bute this is no reason why we
should go eyer to the opposite extreme,
as we huve sometimes done,and substitute
rollicking songs and tunes, or even railroad aud steamboat poetry.
Sing as
often as you may, ‘ All aboard the old
ship Zion,” I should not advise youto take

tbat route! For he, who would . succeed
in traversing this planet of ours to: the
¢¢ better laud,”

roust,

if 1

mistake

not,

trudge every. inch of the way on foot! and
be all the stronger and better for it.
THR CHRISTIAN MELODY.
In 1831, the General Conference outlined the publication of a denominational

hymn book.

In the following year, the

Christian Melody was published, compiled chiefly by the late Samuel Beede,
under the direction of Henry Hobbs and

Wm.

Barr,

publishing

first edition consisted

committee.

Its

of four thousand

copies, fullow8d soon after by a second of
three thousand, und by otbers still Jater.
This shows that it met a, denomiiiational

© ‘want, and was ih character and terms acceptable.

It was’ printed

in very

small

type, and though containing, if 1 rightly

remember,some one thousand hymns, was

bound in very dithinative gize, so
as to

be dtforded, 8s I8tppose,

price.

THE DEPARTURE.

These discussions, often animated, but
always Christian in spirit, called out
into conspicuous relief the peculiar char28, 1881.
acteristics of the different members of the
committee. Some brought to the work

NOVEMBER

TILL DEATH

were individual members in the com- authors of sacred song, as Doddridge,
mittee. It was enjoined upon each one Newton, Wesley, Montgomery and others
to select his share of hymns, to be pre- of their class, it ought to be satisfactory.
sented to the consideration of the. whole to the young old folks, as the insertion of
£0 many modern hymns, possibly more
committee at a subsequent meeting.
The contemplated meeting wag held lively and inspiriting.doubtless will make
some months later in Lowell, at the house it acceptable to the old young folks. As
of the chairman, who was pastor of our to the old, old people, ‘‘in the course
events,” well!
church in that city at that time. The [progress] of human
committee spent several. days in listening avoiding sentiment, I will only say, the
to the reading of the hymns selected, qne must try to make themselves as comfottby one, and after discussion, aceepting or able and conténtad as possible with the
rejecting them, I think, by majority of inevitable,
0
votes,

at a moderate

It attained a wide circulation, and

served an excellent Purpose for about
twenty sears, when, in 1858, it, was sum-

* moned to ivé Place to a new collection
which took the scarcely more euphonions

name of

| THE PSALMODY.
In accordance with the action of Goneral Conference, the corporators of i the
Printing Establishment appointed a com. |

mittee of compilation, whose names [give

for brevity's sake, as follows: Moulton,
Curtis, Fullonton,
Steere, ' Woodman,

Burbank and Cheney,

The cumugittee held its first meeting in

favored with several enthusiastic singers
of its

own

numbers,of whom

Cheney,

dumber ofiymne it was to contain, ‘were
decided ‘upon.!:c The whole work ‘was

_ divided into as any 2qusl parts as there

.

a

DEPARTING WITHOUT BEING DESIRED.

Ivisnot a brave or a Chtistian thing

now that his form

is bending,

and

his

hair silver,of his own father or of his own
mother, in the time long ago, as if there

conld never he another such a man, as

if

there never wis another such woman. Oh,
the counsels of those lips, now so silent!

Oh; the prayers of that heart, now so still!

Question still further, and you will find
the same word repeated so unconsciously,

and yet how

much

it means.

“Alas,

I

miss them more and more as the seasons
pass on!” Even take those who are wilfulest and wildest—who have felt and
yielded to the influence which some calm
elder brother once had over them,—how
often such a one says, ‘Oh, I should
be a better man, if he had only remained
to help me!” Some quiet sister it was

for a man to be indifferent or, careless of
what is said about him afterhe is dead;
for the pen of inspiration declares, * The. who. gave caution and admonition, of
memory of the just is blessed, but the whom it is said, ** I believe I could be a
name of the wicked shall rot.”
Christian, if she were only here; she was
We are told of a king—who in his day the only being that ever knew me !”
.was a man of a good deal of celebrity,—
Is anybody going to say all this of us,

who entered into office with a great when we are gone? Ah me! how true
flourish. of trumpets. He reigned in. piety does hallow a home! Come with

anniversary day,
when
Burbank and Moulton held the first place, Jerusalem eight years. Every body had me on some
the festal table is set, or the family song
indeed they constituted our choir for the to notice him, honor him, obey him.
But he behaved ill. He lived wicked- is singing. You find a seat empty, the
occasion. Appeals would be made. to
ly,
and abused his privileges. And when’ chairs growing fewer. How pensively
them to see by practical _ experiment,
whether the passages, whose style or he died, nobody wanted any more of him.
and affectionately we speak of the dear
language was in question, ‘“ would sing,” ‘He ‘‘departed without being desired.” ones gone !!
asit was familiarly termed.
I doubt A most pitiable spectacle, that of a man
There is nothing in all this world thay
whether this test in all cases was exactly who, at forty years of age, had outhved lasts like go. dness and truth. Gentle
Tair and justly decisive. For those who bis welcome, died and: disappeared, as amenities are the fruits of the Spirit; and
remember the individuals of our choir, positively the most creditable thing he so are all the graceful courtesies of affecwhen they were young men, need not be could do, departing without the desire or tion, and the considerate charities of life.
told, that when the hymns in question love of those who. otherwise would have These are what make men and Women
happened to be favorites of theirs, in mourned their early loss and cherished: Ioved and lovely. No human being, who
despite of slight blemishes in phraseology him in loving memory.
loves God apd his fellow-men, can be
or versification, there was some pretty
Bildad told Job that when death de- suffered to depart ** without being desirlofty singing; so that music, in some in- stroyed
a man ‘‘ from his place, then it ed.”
:
stances, triumphantly succeeded, where
(the place) shall deny him, saying, I have
CHURCH.
logic bad as signally failed.
not seen thee !” Whose imagination’ has |, Next to home, for a Christian man,
Other members of the committee dis- not rested with a half-morbid curiosity comes the church. In any congregation
played a keen and swift scent for doctrinal upon that strange queer vacancy that is how few men and women are missed,
‘heresy. And it especially went hard with thus going to be created ?
when by death or removal their names
some of the old hymns, which savored
- How odd it seems! Will there be a fall off the roll of membership! How
however slightly, of Calvinism, or of gap left when I die, which will talk about few there are who have force eneugh to
sprinkling for baptism, and the like.
me? Will the world close up after we their piety to render their presence felt,
One member stood on watchful guard drop out of it, as the vast atmosphere or their absence remarkable} when Lot
against all allusions to fature punishment does after we breath in a bubble of air?
retired from Sodom, there were not ten
as well as against such sentiments as porWhen the young David proposed on an people that missed his prayers in the
tray human sorrow and suffering in the occasion to remain away from the table fire.
present life. I did not at the time suspect of King Saul, Jonathan remarked to him,
The reason of this is plain. The task
him of universalism, though some time ‘* To-morrow thou wilt be missed, be- of every religious organizat
ion is accomsubsequently, he sadly went over to the cause thy seat will be empty.” And we plished, if it is at all, by the laborious
ness
people of ‘that faith. I did not suspect fall to asking whether on the. sober mor- of onlya slender proportio of the nomin
him, because he made the grounds of his row, after we cease Lo sit at the banquet nal membersh
ip, although they all repeat
criticisms something quite different from of earthly existence, we are likely to. be
the same covenant. The seed is sown,
‘this, alleging that praise and thanksgiv-: missed by any body P
the sheaves are brought in, by avery few
ing were most appropriate to sacred
We may as well be candid about it to busbandmen. And he departs desired
songs. Doubtless this principle, in its ourselves and with one another. It dethe most, who has been the most efficient.
general sense, was not without effect on pends upon circumstances.
Sure we are
There is that most affecting little incithe minds of the committee, and might of one thing ; this great world has been dent, recorded in the closing’ history of
secount for the ruling out of such hymuos turning on its axis for many a season since the prophet E ijuh. Sume of the theologof Watts us the one which contains the some of us began to think and remem- ical students of that day, missing their
following expression :
ber. Yet of all the busy generation that great leader, begged of Elisha that they
has passed from the stage of acquaint- might be permitted to take fifty strong
* My thoughts on awful subjects roll,
ance,
we ourselves miss only very few. men, and go in search of his body, lest
Damnation and the dead.”
There are those we respected and whom peradventure he might have -been cast
Possibly that other of his, which comwe mourn, but those we actually miss, the upon some mountain or into some valley.
mences thus:
;
cherished few for whose help we still Three whole dys they spent in looking
sigh, for the lack of whose counsel we are for him. He did not depart ‘¢ without be“ Hark ! from the tombs a doleful sound,”
would have

shared a

like

fate, had

not

some one before that time taken the liberty to change * doletul ” into' warning.
This suggests the custom, which has
become : somewhat common’ with modern
compilers, of changing’ hymns to suit
their own taste-and judgment. One would
be surprised to learn to what extent curtailments and mutilations have befallen
the hymns of the old authors of sacred
song. The abridgment of hymns by the
dropping out of stanzas, so as to adapt
them to the purpose designed,if judiciously made, is subject to no serious “objection. But the change of language effecting the sentiment or spirit of the original,
80 as to make the author say what he

never intended, and possibly never would
have

said,

is far

more

questionable

in

pointof morals.
The Psalmody thus ushered into existence has had a wide circulation, and
served its purpose for nearly a generation,
Indeed it will doubtless complete that

period in a majority of our

churches.

And now comes its successor under the
agreeable title of
SPIRITUAL SONGS.
This collection, published by the Scribners, has

been

secured for

use

in

our

losers day by day, for the want of whose

affectionate words,

the

earth

no

is

longer

heard,

and

lone-

sadder

in the Siar, and no commendation of its
meritsin detail need be repeated : here.

Indeed it has just faller into my
and, of course, I am prepared

hands,

to notice it

only in the most general terms, if called
upon to notice it at all, which I am not.
In all its mechanical features it presents
a very comely

and

inviting' appearance.

ing desired.”
Alas, how few are there in any modern
church who are sufficiently missed to be

the number of church members as 67,729,
and of church attendants at nearly a quarter of a million. Its 784 schools had 44,394

ten years, and in much other general mis-

pupils, And now the August namber of Zhe
Gospel in all Lands, reports the recent op-

sionary work. Native women are becom—
ing more and more accessible and contin.

ening of a substantial brick college building costing about. $25,000. It contains a
lecture hall, four class rooms, library and

committee room and spacious apartments

for the Principal for and his staff of teachers.

¢

At

its opening ceremonies,

and dine at
(langhter),
the present
fred. The

the same day at Tumatave
that then they would speak of
Queen as England does of AlPrime Minister, who is the
in

an able

lege, and her ardent hopes that: the: students may eventually become an’ honor to
her kingdom. This address was followed by
speeches from the students and a prayer.
)
Rev. G. Cousins then oud a history of
their efforts since 1869 to establish a college. The aim seems to have been to
provide a department of theological study, and al$d "4 secular department for the

higher studies of men connected with the

government.

He described their prog-

ress and their final decision to erect & college building worthy of the name. It
-was now completed and: would start with
about 200 students more or less versed in
theology,

medicine,

mathematics,

condition of this department of the work.

a circle under a magnificent tamarind tree.
One teacher

goes

his beat

on

police

duty

while another teaches the children hymns

land,

with : delicate

tact,

he

reminded

them that they were only in the A B C of
civilization. He then made a comparison

between the Malagasy and the ancient
Britons—which greatly interested the
former—as an encouragement to then
to push on, and closed with a vivid picture of Madagascar, as it could be, and
ing government.

sy -heard
graphs,

of railways,
electric

steamships,

lights,

and

like

mad

tele-

telephones,

and that what would happen one day in
Londen Could be telegraphed so as tu be
printed in their next¢ morning papers at
Antananarivo,
and carried by express
train the same day to every part of the
island, they did not seem to give, by any
means, as much credit to the possibility
of xuch an event, as they do to, the Apocalypse of St. John.
After the close of the exercises, the

men

and

frequently ask

attentively

on

feast

days, but: listen

very

intelligent. ques.

during

Sabbath-school,

tions. On a mound only a few yards away
sit the mothers and wives of these chil
dren and men, taking in, as best they can,

the strange story of a Redeemer, of a land.
of peace and rest, where there is no crying, no sickness, and ‘no death, their eonstant companions here. If anything hasmade us feel doubly sure of the blessedness of this work and of a more glorious
existence hereafter, it has been the anxious listening faces of the members of this

school under the grand old tamarind tree
in the very heart of sin and sorrow. Sabbath-schools at twelve other places are do-

ing well, and have great opportunities for"
reaching the people; and we cannot believe a single ripe seed sown in these fleldswill be allowed to perish.”—Mrs. J. IL.

Phillips, in Annual Report.
INTER-SEMINARY

and

the English language.
Rev. W. Cousins followed in an eloquent speech..
While" alluding to the
day as one of rejoicing at the immense
progress education had made inthe is-

Christian
survive

man’

or

the shock

woman

of the

that can

sepulcher.

In this dazzling universe there is but one
single reality that will stand
ture. ‘The world passeth

the Inst thereof; but he

for the fuaway, and

that doeth

the

us,

Oh, to be just remembered thus our-

selves ! - Can ambition reach higher ? To
feel that, when we are gone, there will
be mourning hearts unconsciously seek-

ing for us, or for our like,

again

wist-

fully yearning for but the tones of our

will of God abideth forever I"
With a confes§ed #x¥e of sin, with true

voice.
But we can have even more

and motive, let him implore

ing, open up

than

this.

contrition for all the guiltiness of his. life For the circles of usefulness, ever widenthe

ground

pardon

on

of a crucified Redeemer’s

merits, Let him commit himself in the
hour of first espousals to Christ—for better

reach.

the

entire world

Wherever

to our

the weary

to be helped, the listless to be iuspirited,

the halting to be aided, the poor to be

feed —there is a new opportunity for us to

make sure that we shall be ¢¢ desired.”

Humanity makes the best monument.
Granite

is .nothing

Lord, who bought him, and know Jesus
Christ a8 his reconciled God. Then new

crumbles earlier.

life is begun. ‘Chen first do the pulses
beat of a fresh and vigérous existence
that can not fail to impress itself into the

will “desire” you.

record of human want and love, and
memory.
Such a man will surely be,
missed, when his, seat shall ‘be seen

there are

to

it,

and

marble

Write your name with

kindness on a fellow-man’s heart,.and he

' *OOLLEGE IN: MADAGASCAR.
Truly wonderfal and glorious has been
the

‘missionury

work

im

Madagascar,

Scarcely sixty years have passed,

since

SCHOOLS IN INDIA.
In the schools not already spoken of in
these reviews of the Annual Report much
good work appears to have been done.
The standard of scholarship has been well
kept up, and some progress made in the
range and extent of studies pursued. , The
work of the
Bhimpore, of

Santal
which

charge,

been

has

Training School, at
Mr. Burkholder has

very

pense.

A noteworthy event in the year’s

Now just projecting this spirit outward
into exterior and ‘dommonplace existenoe,
und we find it entering every ‘sphere of
human relations, and hallowing gach, as

agasoar,

more intelligence than cattle, and that it
was altogether hopuless to think of converting them to Christianity” Though for

«isters in India, but we may

it enters.

more

to say

that

‘‘ the

Malagasy

have

no

than a score of years,a persecution,

HOME.
Howe first, of colirse ; for home comes

without a parallel in the history of moder
ne, threatened to extinguish the

earliest in all that will or will not **desire” us in the hour of departure.. There

y of Gospel light,in. the island.
report of the Mission in 1879 gives
a

and

history of this school is the opening of a
department for girls, taught by John Sin.
clair under the supervision of Mrs. Burk.
holder. There are already eighteen girls
in attendance with the prospect of an in.
crease at no very distant day.
:
Seventy-five schools have been kept during the year among the Santals in the jun:
ule villages.
Sixteen hundred scholars
have attended and satisfactory work has
been done.
JH
WOMAN'S WORK:
!
The readers of the Missionary Helper are
oot ignorant of the great and good work

raoning

bon told he pioneer missionaries of Mad-

interesting

profitable, A healthful rivalry has sprung
op among the students and much enthusiasm has ‘been awakened. The number in
attendance could be greatly increased if
there were funds sufficient to meet the ex-

favorably

\

steady and noticeable improvement in the

very

hastily

Witts has taken another step away from
the extreme front;sbut so long as he still
holds the first place in point of space: ooSopied; i seconded “by: such grand old

ones, vicious

ones and vexatious ones, but there is a

speech, expressive of the earnest wishes

responded

through its pages, 1 have been

impressed with its obvious merits, among

We do not mean that there are

no longer dull ones, stupid

of the Queen for the success * of the | Col-

husband,

the French governor of the Isle’ of Bom

and

earnestly.

and texts, and tells them stories with all
his might. A third talks to a crowd of
men who drink, fight and howl to the gods

Queen’s

Suoh a’ man will not depart
« without being desired.”

&c.,

ually more eager to learn, and, of course,

applying themselves more faithfully and

In spite of difficulties and discouragements
Minister, who is also Commander in chief, our sisters in the field are rejoicing over
presided with grace and dignity. All the what has been gained and are hopeful for
wissionaries and dignitaries of the realm the future.
ey
/
fain
soMeTHING NEW.
were present, also Col. Ww. Robinson, the United States Consul for Madagascar.
‘ We have this year a new feature in the
After a season of devotional exercises,
work from which we have a right to exRev, F. A. Moss opened the proceedings pect much. Our Perry Sabbath-school is
by thanking the Queen and Prime Minister now divided into branch schools held at
for their assistance and co-operation. He ‘the places where we have day-schools.
went on to say that one thousand years They are taught by the daily teachers and’
ago, England had a king Alfred, and, to by the Bible School students, an& we are
this day, Englishmen are proud of him. enabled to reach a much larger sumber
than we could in any other way. In one
He was a light in a dark age. So at
of the very vilest quarters a kind of heasome future time, when
Madagascar
then ¢ Five Points,” we have one’ of eur:
should be full of railways; and the Malamost interesting Sabbath-schools, taught.
gasy could breakfast at Antananarivo,* by young men who collect the children in

In glancing over its numerical tables of empty.

contents,

the Prime

ers, and, in part, in the zenana work, of’
which much has been said during the last

CONFERENCE.

Many of our readers will remember the
convention of students from theological

seminaries held at New Brunswick, N. J.,
about one year ago. An association called
the ¢ Inter-Seminary Missionary Alliance’
resulted

from that convention,

and

a sec-

ond similar meeting has been held recently
at Alleghany City, Pa. From the excellent report. in the National Buptiss, of
Philadélphia, we

glean a general

account

of the very interesting proceedings.

The Alliance now
nominétions

and

embraces fifieen de—
forty-six

seminaries.

ory rvicee. a sermon was preached by
Rev. Mr. Jameson, of Burmah, on ¢ The
Work Abroad.” At the first-session papers were read by J. C. Stephan,of Vanderbilt University,

on ¢¢ Apostolic Methods of

Missionary Work,” and

by T. J. Phinney,

of Xenia Seminary, on the *‘ Importance off
Developing a Foreign Missionary Interest
in Sabbath-schools,” both of which were
fully and ably discussed.
At a session devoted to Home Missions,
a very able and forcible paper on ¢ The

Present

Peculiar

Demands

of the

Home:

Field,” was read by C. L. Logan, of Garrett
lierto ws—the number is less than we ever looked after! It costs most of our
Prime Minister, the Secretary of State,
Institute. The three great enemies to the *
are wont to think. . Shall we be. missed ?
searching just to find them before they and the U. S. Consul, were . shown the religion of Christ in this country were-de—
A serious question is this. There is some| are dead, and keep them decourously up rooms of the building. The whole ar- clared to be Catholicism, Mormonism, and*
thing more than mere sentiment in it. It
rangements are pronounced
equal
to rank Infidelity. Great inlerest was manihas a real meaning and majesty even to to the communion,
: He that hopes to be missed must labor those of any similar institution of its size ' fested [n the discussion of the subject,
the most thoughtful. Can a man forestall
in England.
to be useful. = Ah, there are some we
which was appropriately followed by a.
the forgetfulness of the future? Is there
If Christianicy has power, in so short a paper on ‘‘ The best Methods of Meeting:
mourn for always ! Some cause trembles,
any unfailing way by which one can’ fix
his name in the affectionate memory of which their faithful hands used to steady. period, thus to uplift so degraded a peo- the Demand of the Home Field,” by John
as the Malagasy, who can doubt its Howland, of Hartford Seminary.
The enemy comes in through some gate ple
the world around him?
On the second evening an address was
power
to evangelize any nation on the
they
used
to
guard.
Our
hearts
are
feeEarliest of all let a man kneel in the
face of the globe? O for more faith in given by Rev. Dr. H. A. Buttz, of Madibler for want of their prayers. Our souls
sincere homage of a submissive and reson, N. J., on “The Lives and Labors of
the charch of God. ~~ M. M. H. HiLrs.
are duller through lack of their example.
Christian Missionaries; their Quickening:
pentant soul rendering up its purpose to
We long for the old deeds of help, the
Power on the Church at Home,” in which.
its Maker, and enthroning him where it
MISSION WORK.
he showed how the influence of a good’
old words of gentle sympathy and cordial |
is his supreme right to rule. It is only a
man’s life vitalizes society, and how the:
reassurance with which they always met
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. OC. WATERMAN.

churches bya committee appointed by or for worse, for richer or for poorer, for
the Printing * Establishment, whose im- joy or for sorrow, for bloom or for wast.
press it bears, ut the instance of the last ing, for youth or for age, ever and forGeneral Conference. "It'has been noticed evermore into the hands of his merciful

Boston inthe “autumn of 18562, I think ft which the tunes accompanying the hymns
Was and mude preliminarfPurrangoments are possibly the) most valuable, as comfor the execution of the work. * The sub- pared with the' old book. It is true,
Jects to be invluded, ‘and the approximate

BY REV. o. Fi PENNEY,

is many and many a man now grown to
years of maturity, with his grand.
children around him, who will talk even

aow being done by our women for their
that the value

that work

is becoming

parept 6very year.
art, in maintaining

be permitted

and. importance

o!

more and more ap-

This work consists, iy
Training

Schools

foi

women and wi irls who are to become teach-

Church feels the quickening influence of”
the labors of such med,
This was folRev. Dr. H. M. Jackson, of Richmond.
Va., on the attractive theme of * The
Cross, the Inspiration of Missions,” It
was felt that the speaker struck the keynote of all true missionary work.
With
great power and eloquence he showed that’
the cross contains the three great world-

moving

forces, the inspiration

of

power;

the inspiration of love and the inspiration
of self-sacrifice.
‘These are what give
force to character and make men Christ
like. = A very spirited discussion followed
the reading of the papers on ‘.Christian
Aggressiveness; the Charch’'s Answer to
Infidelity,” by Chalmers Martin, of Prince—

ton, and on ‘*How

may every Theologicak

Student be brought to a Conscientious
Consideration and Decision of the Missionary question?” by J R. Gow, of Newtom
John Trumbull, of Boston, read a valuable
paper on *¢ The Practice of Medig¢ine; itsRelation to Missionary Work.” Rev, Arthar Mitchell, D. D. of Cleveland, O:,.
gave an addfess on «The Monthly Cone
cert

of

Prayer

for

Missions,” which

was.

well received.
The Convention closed on
‘Sunday, Oct. 30, on which day many of"
the delegates preached in the churches off
Alleghany City and Pittsburg.
It was evidently a meeting of great interest and wes
shall hope to se¢e a full report of all the addresses and papers at an early day.
As
one result of the Conference last year, it
was stated that there had been an unnsuak
iiterest in Missionary matters among the
t iological students of our country during
the year, and a larger number thay nsnal
nave

offered

themselves

for this

h

‘THE

depart—

ment of work, many of whom have already"

«ome to their fields of labor.” We sincerely
wpe that the wave of interest will reach

Jar own, and all other seminaries in the
nud, and. that fresh recruits will gather |
around the standard of the cross say ioug,,
** Here am I, send me.”
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temptation.

Sunday-School Lesson.--Deec. 4 .
For Questions

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

III. God may reveal truth througlr an
imperfect agent.
IV. The kingdom of God. will finally
cover the whole world.

DAILY
9.

Balaam.

T.

Balaam'sprophecy.

Num.

Num. 23: 1—I12.

GLEANINGS.

TEXT:—

A double-minded

(From Rev.

The presence

man

1is

ainstable in all his ways.”—Jas. 1: 8.
Mk

Numbers 24: 10-19,

Ba-

Notes and Hints.
The

Israelites

were

camped within the limits of the kingdom
of Moab.
and sent

Balak, the king,
for

reputation as

was

afraid,

Balaam,

who

had

some

a prophet

and revealer

of

secrets, to come and curse the people that

seemed to be able to overcome all opposition.. God forbade Balaam to go. Balak
sent again, by a larger company of more
distinguished men, offering great pay for
‘the services he wanted. Bilaam seemed

anxious to gratify Balak aad so to get the
promised

reward,

but could

himself te uttera false

not

prediction,

bring
or

to

to curse those whom God would bless.
God allowed him to go with the king to
certain high places, where he could overlook the surrounding country, but he was
strictly charged not to speak anything
different from what God
commanded
him. Balak was greatly disappointed at
the resultas is:shown in this lesson.
I.

Balak's

disappointment.

Balak

seems to have supposed that Jehovah was
a deity that could be influenced by costly
sacrifices and extensive ceremonies to do
whatever he chose without regard to
. Tight and justice, or that Balaam had such
influence with Jehovah that he could get
from him

whatever

he might chogse

to

_ ask; so he undertakes to bribe the prophet
to use his influence with the Lord against
the host of Israelites coming up out of
Egypt. Failing in his plan he was, naturally enough, greatly enraged. He had
used time, built altars
and furnished
bullocks and rams to no purpose. The
prophet whom he expected to win to his
service by promises of place and wealth
proved to be unaffected by such offers
and Balak’s rage was kindled against
him.

He was,

doubtless,

unaccustomed:

to having his wishes disregarded. His
pride was piqued, and he gave vent to his
wrath in fierce threats and warnings.
- dL... Balaam’s fldelity. Balaam came
Trom the conntry out of which Abraham
emigrated, and probably knew something
of the trues worship of Jehovah, and the
<haraeter of his prophets. He was himself, at first, inspired by, God to utter
prophecies, and some of that character
are recorded in these chapters, which
contain about all we know of his history.

the

‘“ He

It must be said

however, that when he gave himself up to
ithe Divine influence,as he seems finally
case, he

touchstone

surest

of

human character. The revelation of God
in Christ is so glorious, and the forces for
the regeneration of society embodied in
Christianity are so efficient, that there is
no excuse for indifference.— Monday Club
Sermons.
:
( From Rev. J. Baldwin Brown.)

Balaam was a man whose eye was
open in his day. He was a man of
splendid natural genius. He was something more; but by nature he was distinctly that. We puzzle over the definition of genius; but perhaps it is only the
open eye, the power to see things simply
as they are. In every sphere of man's
activity the man of genius is the seer.
Balaam’s

is at the

same

time a char-

acter of singular perplexityz He had both

the open eye and the itching palm.

We

had the power to see realities, while his
heart lusted after vanities. He sought
the rewards of divinations; but when he
saw he did not dare to palter with that
which was revealed to him by .the Lord,
And this condition is far from rare.
Splendid endowments are often mated
with

narrowness

supreme

men

or

of the

mold it, after the pattern

asit can

shown to them

by the Lord.—Meredith's Notes.
RE

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEW3 AND NOTES.
(From the National S. S. Teacher.) .

It is one of the significant signs of the
times, that the Jewish congregation of
of New

York

city,

have

instead

Their reasons

of
for

becomes

truly eloguént in uttering the glorious
predictions here recorded concerning the
beauty of Israel and the might of the
. coming Redeemer. So it will often be.
However strongly one may be tempted,
and however much inclined to yield to
temptations, ifAe will bat open his heart
to the power of the Spirit of God, he may

3.

‘The advan-

Thess

\towns,

as in

the

East,

ceive of no field for Free Baptists presenting greater opportunities or advantages,

or more full of promise than the Northwest.

Again,

The necessity is laid upon

1,118,991 square miles. The importance us. Home Mission interests underlie all
of the Northwest cannot fail to attract at- Christian institutions, and out of H. M.
tention, in view of its agricultural -and work springs a vigorous denominational
Why has there been
mineral resources. Its history is compar- life and growth.
atively brief.

Since I have come to man-

hood, the first white settlement

has

been

made west of the Missouri river. It is
prophetically rich in the evidences of a
great enterprising spirit. Its increasing
population, its vast, undeveloped
resources, are wonderful.

Politically

it is

sisters, sons

and

daughters, who are gone and going to

A little while ago, in the east of Lon-

the shoring gave way, and tons of earth
fell down upen some of the men whe

other countries,

as well

as

from the different Eastern States of the
Union.
Between three and four millions
have immigrated to this country in the
last ten years, and still they come by

thousands

every month.

some

who

are here

west,

without

doubt,

In the lives of

to-day, the Northwill

number

as

neighborhood of Victoria Park.

were there at work.

Some of

Of course there was

a great deal of excitement, and standing
by the brink was a man looking earnestly
at those who.were laboring to dig out the
earth, but a woman came up and put her
hand upon his shoulder and said, ¢ Your
brother is down there.” You should
have seen the sudden change. Off went
his coat and then he sprang into the
trench and worked as if he had the
strength of ten men. Let us remember
that among the members and new settlers
of the Northwest are our brothers, destitute of the public means of grace. Others brought up at Free Baptist -altars are

longing and waiting for us to come and

gather the scattered bands. I have found
present. The importance of this field brethren in western Iowa that have
is far beyond our highest estimation, es- clasped my hands in theirs and with a"
pecially when we take into consideration full heart exclaimed, ‘1 am so glad you
the immense population that will ulti- have come; I have not seen a Free Baptist minister in twelve years. We have
mately fill up this vast domain.
These millions of precious souls, for some of our people away in Wyoming Terwhom Christ died, must have the gospel. ritory, who have had no opportunity of
The church ‘and the Sabbath-school, with hearing a sermon since they went there.
We may fold our
all their
influences = and - organized Oh, how they hunger!
strength of Christianity, must be here. arms and say, ‘‘ Am I my brother’s keepSome of the other Christian denomina- er?” Yes. It is not for us te shirk the
tions ‘have entéeréd, aud are working | responsibility. They are our neighbors
more or less in all the states and territo- and kindred. They are at our gates.
They are those concerning whom we
ries that I have referred to.
2. The second part of my subject, as I must give an account. Our responsibilias

all these United

States

do at

ties 8re
to gifts and re-|
tages of observing the first day of the | understand it, is our relation and adapta- |proportionate
week outweigh'all historical evidence in tion to the Northwest, as a field of labor sources ; with self-sacrificing love for prefavor of the other day. The rabbi says: for our people. As to our duty and priv- cious souls what may we not accomplish
“We can see no way of bringing its ilege, there can be no room for doubt. for Christ's cause? Hence our responsiblessings to bear en the multitude of our The Church is ideally missionary, be- bility will be for what we might have
business men except by holding divine cause it is the body of Christ. It must be done.
3. Now in order to occupy this field
service on Sunday, the actual day of rest 80, actually, or fail to justify its existence
and work it successfully for the Master,
with all our people. This sounds like before God and man.
wisdom and good common sense, While
The Free Baptist denomination
has the ministry must awake to a deeper conthe victory is commercial rather than claimed (though comparatively young in viction of the needs of the hour, for if our
religious, yet it is suggestive of the years and small in number) a prominent own hearts ‘are thoroughly stirred, we
thought, that if the Jews become willing place in the promotion of religidus prog- shall stir others. We have no bishops,
to adopt the Lord's day as their . Sabbath, ress. The distinguishing features of our no pope, no high ecclesiastical officials,
they yet may become willing to bow be- doctrine and practice are adapted, we to be braains for us, or to issue orders.
fore him who gave to that day its sa- believe, to the wants of the ‘people, sind We must make plans for ourselves seekcredness.
we should always endeavor®to be found ing the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
There must be, "as far as possible,
‘front rank of
progressive
There is a circumstantial story going in the
denominational unity.
Growing unity
Christianity.
As
a
people,
we
'
are
the rounds to the effect that an American
among ourselves gives us increasing
against
'
the
drink
traffic
and
all
national
missionary has induced the Samaritan
power to impress denominational views
high-priest to let him photograph a part evils, and ‘are the unflinching advoupon others, and the more zealously
cates
of
‘the
highest
and
noblest
freedom.
of the ancient manuscript which they
we strive to teach our distinctive senOur
denomination’
came
into
being
for
the
claim to possess, It covers most of the
Pentateuch, and they claim that it was
written by a grandson of Aaron, the highpriest, one Pinchas, whose name appears
at the end of {the roll. A manuscript of
antiquity enough to bear such a claim
would be welcomed at the present time
by the committee engaged in revising
the Old Testament, and might be of as
much service to them as the Sinaitic’

defence of freedom—the freedom of the

will, free salvation, frée communion for
all God’s regenerated children,free church

government, free speech, a free press and

1803.

He came with his father’s family

to Marion, Ohio,in 1822, Where he resided
nearly sixty years, till the time of his
death; with exception of one or two very
brief intervals.
He and his surviving companion professed religion, were baptized and united

Ohio,

timents, the

more we

become

united

among ourselves. There has been too
much fickleness of purpose, We need, at
the outset, carefully prepared and well

devised plans.
In the language of a
brother, we have tamely submitted to too

churches

and

Q.

M's composing

exercises, al the

Y.

let

us

re-

Kind

and loving hands surrounded them

with

God was calling him to the blessed work

precious seed, shall
doubtless
come
again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves

He that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing

with

him.”

¢

Observation and reflection, supply
practical hints, which can be of use to

individuals

The following are

the

He had eon-

among his people ; otherwise

on his part, may result. If this advice
seems hard, let it be considered that a

minister's business is to do the greatest

gent entreaty of ministers and others he

possible good; and this intent and endeavor necessarily involve some discom-

yielded and was ordained, and then entered upon and continued the work of the
Christian ministry for over fifty years.

forts and self-denials.

Moreover, usually

it may not be difficult to find discreet
counselors beyond the bounds of his parish,

and

knew from experience what it
was
to preach the gospel at great sacrifice and self-denial, when the churches
paid no salaries but gave the ministers
what they pleased, when the *¢ left hand

2. A minister should not be in the habit
of freely mentioning his private affairsas
he goes from house to house. To do so will

encourage a freedom of inquiry and rebut also
mark,such as is not only annoying,
adverse to his dignity as Christ's ambassador. Every minister, whether young or
old, and however sociable and accessible
vught to possess dignity. ‘Let no man
despise thee,” said inspired Paul to Tim-

gave,”

doubtless learning, that the ** right hand”
generally gave but very little.
He was pastor of one or more churches
rearly all the time of his ministry, but he
delighted in, and greatly preferred, revival and itinerant work, and consequently
was away from his family, much of his
years

com-

jealousies and diminished power, for good

who were
at the ur-

His wife was left, in the

affectionately

1. A minister shquld have but few.if any,

confidants

When, however, he found himself sur-

time.

whose career is but begun.

mended to your candid consideration.

sented to receive license to preach, with
the firm resolve in his own mind that
he would never receive ordination.

did not know what the right hand

Bates,

BY D. >. TAPPAN,
7

labors were crowned with suecess, in

He was one of the * Fathers,”

D.

HINTS TO YOUNG MINISTERS.

sented at last to ** improve his gift” and
was licensed to preach the. gospel.
His

rounded by many converts
pressing him to baptize them

S.

4-0-0

faithful in attendance upon the means
of grace, and in exhortation was at

othy.

But how prevent it? By living and

demeaning thyself so that none
can
despise thee. We may be hated for the
Truths sake,but we are not often despised
by respectable people except through our
own fault.
3. A minister will do well to have as
little to say to his people abuut the insufficiency of his salaryjas possible, If he has’
made an unwise arrangement with those
who should see to his support, or if they
do not keep their engagements, let him
when the proper-time arrives for speak-

of

his early ministry, withthe sole care of
their six children and with limited meansto

supply their wants, but she cheerfully and
uncomplainingly endured much care, privation and loneliness, that her husband
might work for the Master and win souls
fo him. This balf century of revival work
was crowned with a great success.
Though enjoying the benefits of only a
limited education, he was endowed with
fine and strong powers of mind, was vigorous and strong in
ht,
had a
good knowledge of human
re, had

ing, confer with those officials, and quietly adjust matters with them if he ean:
But, if he cannot Jive upon his salary,

lustration, was adiligent student of the
Bible, deeply pious and spiritual, had a

let him without precipitation, and in
good spirit, seek a new field.
Bat to

large and unusually vigorous

whine about his ‘narrow circumstances
and privations, as he visits his people,
may give the impression that he thinks
too much of the money, and excite either
unhelpful pity or disaffection.

genius and consequent originality in il- and they will not or cannot relieve him,
body and

constitution, was earnest and magnetic,
and had great power in Winning souls to
Christ.
He was a good singer, was kind, affectionate and winning in Lis manner, and
these qualities, when joined with his love
for Jesus and souls,gave him great power
to turn men to God.
He did not keep a regular and fall jour.nal,

ot

his life and labors,

but from

4..

A minister, as he visits

his people,

should not be accustomed so to express
admiration of the good ‘things he sees, or
partakes of; as to appear to ask for gifts
of the kind. Perhaps you have seen this
done.

the

When

done,

it

tends

to

low-

er the ministry in the
people's esoutlines that he left, and from a careteem. Partial friends may put up with
ful review of his work, it is estimated
that not less than three thousand persons it for a while, but even these will soon
weary of it. Even unquestionable piety
became professed Christians under his
and faithfulness in preaching, may not
ministry. = Of these he baptized about
suffice wholly to counteract the unhappy
twenty-five hundred, and received them
influenceof such a habit. Some such
to F. Baptist churches. Many of them
fanlt as this may be the explanation
have gone to glofy before him.
Of
of an occasional short pastorate and
the Jarge number he received to the
the difficulty of finding a new parish.
churches, some twenty-six have entered
5. It is not wise for a minister to be in
the ministry, most of whom are still in
the
habit of making apologies to the ‘conactive work. Eight years ago, he re.
gregation, for his lack of preparation for
ceived a slight sun-stroke, and though not

suffer

severely

at

the

time,

he

the public service. Even if these apologies

never

are sincere, they waste time, and they
may impair in the hearers’ minds the
weight of the message ;—for if the preach-

fully recovered from it, but gave evi-

revival of Home Mission religion among

Henceforth,

he

of the gospel ministry.
Having enjoyed only limited school opportunities, and | peceiving no encouragement,
but opposition
rather,
from
friends,
he hesitated for a time. He was

But God

defeats.

where

be taken.

the perfumg of flowers and plants.
“They that sow in tears shall reap in joy. .

and practice. We have only to teach them

many

church,

quested his remains to

M. Soon after uniting with the church,
Bro. Baker received impressions that

the fatigue of revival labor, but continued

the thought and belief of a large number
of the people are in accord with our faith

other resident pastors,made brief address:

what

was formerly known as the Marion

united in our undertakings and determined, by the help of the Lord, to carry

In‘the West, we are ¢om-

B.F.

J. A. Sutton, and two resident pastors
acted as bearers, several of whom, with

many

be

free missions.

to the last

souls to Christ and organized most of the es, interspersed with other appropriate

dence to his friends that his nervous system was seriously, and as the years went
by, increasingly impaired.

paratively unknown, but we believe that

peaceful

Four F. Baptist ministers, Revs.

David

who” won

He

and

Zell, K. F. Higgins, A. H. Whitaker and

| Dudley, the pioneer Freewill Baptist minister of central

per-

fectly willing , indeed anxious, to go,
moment.

with the F. Baptist church of Marion, O.,

in 1827, under the labors: of Rev.

much of the time, he was resigned,

was conscious

conversion of many souls.

are brethren and

vada, Colorado and Oregon, have a population of eight million seven hundred and
twelve thousand and fifty-one, the five

asa total, for this partof the Northwest,

He was born in Litchfield, Maine, Oct. 22,

They

don, they were digging a deep pit, in the.

oming and Washington, have a population of three hundred aud two thousand
one hundred and seventy-eight; making

O. E. Baker, the church at Marion having

called the latter to its pastorate, he moved ~
from: Towa last spring to @hio, and there
the aged pilgrim very much enjoyed
kis last days with the family of his son
in the parsonage.
Though suffering

once earnest and useful.
Through the
urgent entreaty of his brethren, he con- |

states, I refer to, viz.: Illinois, Wisconsin
Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, Ne-

Territories, Dakota, Idaho, Montana, Wy-

Eos

REV. G. W. BAKER.
Rev. Geo. W. Baker died at Marion,
Ohio, Oct. 11, 1881, aged about 78 years.

such a deficiency®of denominational coherence? Simply because we have ‘cooperated so little in H. M. work. The
Northwest is especially our field. It is
our proper work, lying at our doors.

acquiring position and power in the gov- find their homes in this great country,
and in their destitution they are crying to
ernment of the country.
Letus notice the importance of this field, us for the bread of life. What can come
as to population. These Northwestern nearer to our hearts than & brother’s ery?

many

eh
8

creases.

be added, (not embracing Utah or Arizo-

gration, from

4s far

New towns and villages are springing. up
along the lines of these roads, giving us
the opportunity to enter them as early as
With the. blessing of God upon
others.
our labors, we may form churches, grow
and become strong, as the population in-

na), containing three hundred and thirtytwo thousand eight hundred and seventynine square miles, making a total of

like

men

resources.

are to become the’acknowledged centers
of social, intellectual, commercial and poThey are opening
extent.
There are nine States, if we em- litical life and power.
brace Illinois and Kansas (leaving out’ to us all through the Northwest; and the
Michigah and Missouri), a territory ¢on- Macedenian cry is heard ringing with an.
taining -seven hundred and eighty-four earnestness that partakes® of despair,
thousand one hundred and twelve square “Come and help us.” The fields are
I can con-'
miles.
There are five territories, also, to white, ready for the harvest.

The

outer world,

A
A

from the

feebleness.

itself to make all things in the inner life
the

brethren, I almost shrink

world,

whole being is brought into the harmony
of the insight; in whom the will devotes
and

at Wykoff, by

9,140,229. This is the approximate of
last year;
and the population is increased by the constant stream of immi-

Moses, David. Paul, Socrates, Augustine,
Allred, Dante, are those in whom the

become their Sabbath.

break away from his convictons, and is

dene in this

Lord be God, serve him.” ¢ What think
ye of Christ?” has been, ever since his

doing so were:
1. The essence of the
Sabbath is the keeping one day in seven.
2. The ancient Sabbath has lost its holiness even with the Jews. By making it
their day of rest, Sunday actually has be-

‘therefore, at best, but a spurious fidelity
but little better in any sense, and so far
-as Balaam was concerned, no better, than

have

‘If the

is,

exhortation

the

the Hebrew Sabbath.

sacrificed not to learn what his duty was,
‘butto get-his duty changed.” He will
mot tell ‘a falsehood, or utter a false
propheey, ‘but he will blind himself so
that he may nof see the truth. “His fidelity
seems much like that of one who lacks
the hardihood which would enable him to

10

enlightening

adopted the Christian Sunday

-and, finally, to have resorted to divinations, enchantments and sacrifices and so
to have become a false prophet. He was,
no doubt, a man of great gifts, and cer“tainly had great opportunites. He knew
~wvhat was right; he saw the value of a
right life. He yielded to temptation and
fell. He began to count the cost of

downright dishonesty.

old,

as of

Rabbi Kohler,

He seems, however, to have backslidden,
and to have become proud and covetous,

- honesty, and so became dishonest.

of such

room for neutrality. Now,

resurrection,

at this time en-

Wright.)

forces in the world as those embodied in
the old dispensation in the Jewish church,
and now pre-eminently in the Christian
Church, compels every man to take sides.

There is no

Toric3—Balak's
disappointment;
laam’s fidelity ; Balaam's prophecy.

Geo.” F.

developing “their wonderful

task of presenting for your consideration,
any satisfactory or correct outline of the
vast territory called the Northwest, and
its significance as a field for Home Mission labor for our people.
1. Let us glanee for a moment at its

++

22; 21—41.

¥. Balak’s second call. Num. 23: 13—30.
Num. 24: 1-9,
S. ,Balaam's third answer.
S. The way of Balaam. 2 Pet. 2: 1-22.

GOLDEN

The kingdom of Moab in history.

Num. 22:1—20.

goes to Balak.

My

II. The ‘prophetic office.
III. Trying to serve two masters.

READINGS.

Num. 2¢:10-19.

Balak’s call to Balaam.

»W.e-Balaam

I.

THE NORTHWEST AS A MISSION
FIELD FOR FREE BAPTISTS.
[Read before the Convention
| Rev. J. H. Moxom.]

TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.

BALAAM.
_ BM.

Communications.

No man can afford to dally with

II.

N orthwest gives us greater advantages in
this respect than the East. Our country
| is new, railroads are being ‘rapidly constructed through growing settlements,

er thinks lightly of it, why

should they

not? It is not quite pleasant to some to
hear a preacher say that his text has come

He was not able any longer to endure

to his mind since he entered the place of

manuscript was to those who revised ‘the’ with’ a faithfal ministry, to make them a them through. Last, but not least, I be- to have the pastoral care of churches till worship. Emergencies and special cirlieve it impossible for any denomination the fall ot 1880. After that time he deNew Testament. But the trouble is, power for good, also in déveloping the
cumstances being excepted, why did not
to attain to any satisfactory degree of
that the story lacks authoritative confir- Free Baptist sentiment, in the minds eminence or efficiency, that neglects to clined gradually, but more rapidly than the preacher come with beaten oil ? Why,
mation, and until more is learned about of hundreds of Christian people settling adopt and carry out systematic benevo- before, and preached but one sermon be- unlike David, offer to God that which
fore his death. Rev. J. J. Mills, pastor
This field is the
it, itjis not best to count too highly upon in the Northwest.
lence. I fear our ministry is largely at of the Centerburg church, one of the first cost him nothing? Why offer it to
what might be the results of the posses- hope of the denomination.
fault for the meagerness of our finances that Bro. Baker organized, conceived the men, women and children ? If, however, that
Again, as to our advantages in this field.
same text has come to the preacher's
sion of such a document.
for church work. It is the preacher's du- happy idea of having a reunion of that
We have been often told that our minismind forty times before on entering the
It is said that the form of charity which
ters and people are to be found only in ty, I conceive, to train the people to give, church and of all its former pastors living place of worship, such an annunciation
as
well
‘as
to
pray.
We
cannot,but
conconsists in providing excursions into the
and residing within reasonable distance.
the ‘woods and back settlements. Iam
may look very much like a degeption. Excountry for poor children had its ‘origin
sorry to say that this is too much the case. clude that the first thing necessary is a , Bro. Baker was still able to go by rail cuse this hint,but perchance you may have

yet become a hero and valiant defender
of the truth.
IIL. * Balaam’s prophecy. Looking out
ftom the -stand-point. of a true prophet,
which he came to occupy, he sees what
God has done for: Israel, and what he

in Copenhagen. = An exchange remarks
that it would not be surprised if: Copenhagen were indebtedto Hans Christian
Andersen for ' the idea. A life like his
would inspire o
‘to such a deed,
though he may not ‘himself ve. given

to do. He magnifies the
name of the.Lord and gives to him the
[praise due for his wonderful works to the
people of his “choice, He foretells in
striking phases the coming of the * Star
«still

out of Jacob,” and the “Scepter that shall

birth to this particular thought.

A good

wise out of Israel.” He predicts the man should have credit, and a bad man
wonderful extent of his dominions and the have censure, for the things whish he
greatness of his power.

causes others
¢
to do.

Much of this prophecy has alreudy be“come history, and however mach we may
be perplexedin our attempts to analyze
% i mixed character of Balaam, we can

unsympathetic superintendent,
was called
three-minute

freezer!”

For

the

i SXpressen, and. to digpense with

his services;

and

io

his place ‘get one with warmth enough
in
his disposition to canse a thaw. A
ing bi who is the Star out of Jacob
cordial,
sunny smile really has a great
the, whole wold.
effect in inducing children ‘to tramp
| moves AND APPLICATIONS,
snow-drifts and face a cutting wind. A
three-minute thawer is far hetter than +‘ a
a
| tro minate freezer.

beard of such things.

country places. But why do we shun
the towns and cities? : You will perhaps

aC

IR

that

forth under the leadings of the Holy Spir- speakable gift of his Son. He followed his doings,~as may happen in any case,—
it, with energies properly directed, we | sermon with a brief relation of his Chris- ‘but also on his to them unsatisfactory reashould achieve grand results.

Ours would

been taken up by other denominations be a triumph for ‘Christ never before

tian experience and call to the ministry,
and the delight he had enjoyed for fifty

that were in advance of us; and having
started as we did, it is'no easy matter to

years in its work and success, and closed
by saying his work: was now done. He
then united, for the last time, with his

It matters little whether our de-

nomination was born in the country or in

the city, our field is the world, and we
must hasten to occupy as much of it as
possible.
If the people flock to the
towns ahd cities we mist follow them.

These centers of population and trade demand our serious attention,

If we hold

these we shall hold the country.

The

known by us, and the glory of our Re-

deemer' would Test, poh, his ‘mission
fiell '

:

itley Arthur Hall, an English clergyman,
belong, apnoyed

by snoring

during

h

sons; and thus he may give the wider
scope for cavil. Better,in all courtesy
and kindness, to keep our own counsel,

except, indeed, in cases. in whic: people
are fairly entitled to

know our ‘reasons.

brethren, in ¢* breaking of bread,” and. Ordinarily, the public have no right to
enjoyed his last meeting with them on expect the disclosure,
any more than they

earth. He returned home on Tuesday, have to require of a business-man an ex-,
and on Wednesday took his bed. He lin- position of the items of his affairs,
/
hints
flattered at being able to contribute to gered some six weeks and then he passed| Yet, in soting upon ' these
pont
'8 repose.
But, while proud at over the river. He and hig: aged wife, an ambassador of
Christ should most
able to give the beloved. sleep, I becoming feeble,and much desiringto en
and offensive
lofty,
a
avoid
carefully
bi 1b to be-distinctly understood that TI
joythe care and ministry of their son, Rev. spirit and manner,
draw the Noe, at snorers.”
:

preaching, stopped and said: “I don
object to a quiet nap on a hot day, dnd

PORE

RR

It is hoped

I

coming winter months it will be better change.

by admire te language he uses,

40 miles to attend the meeting, and there

“Go ye.into all the world and preach the our ministers. ' Then will our people be he preached his last sermon, Sunday morn- you all cordially disapprove of them.
gospel to every creature.” It is a fact to more profoundly inspired with the spirit ing, Aug. 28, 1881, taking for his text,
6. It is undesirable ‘for a minister
be regretted, not to be ashamed of, of church extension. Would to God that ¢ What is man that thou art mindful of freely to assign reasons for all he thinks
that from the first our people have la we, as a people, might imbody our -wit- him ” He spoke first of the value of the it right for him to do. Few, perhaps,
bored generally in rural districts, and ness-bearing, Christ-loving, self-sacrific- soul, and secondlyof God's mindfulness could appreciute his reasons, and many
hence our churches to-day are mostly in ing love;in this work; and then, going of the soul in its salvation through the un-' might sit in judgment, not only on his
answer that the towns and cities have

In. some one of the conventions, a cold,
“ A

has given us our commission,

or

-

PS
a

A

4
as

As

HB

MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER 23. 1881.
=

Selections.
A rippin

“=

men who are more ignorant

Dare any one among us refuse
speak when, by speaking, he may save
Yet here personan immortal soul.

of

fear

the

delicacy,

falsé

feelings,

giving offense, and the general unpleas-

antness of the task, but too often seal our

lips, and tempt us even to a blood-guilty
silence. Many a boy becomes the helpless victim of some fatal habit, simply
because his teacher felt a false delicacy
in kindly, but plainly, speaking to him
about it, showing him his danger and
saving him from it. Many a teacher's influence over a Scholar is utterly .destroyed, sim ly because of the uniform
at scholar’s -Pparents on : all]
silence of
matters relating
to religion. A little
the uni was lying
on her tying ‘couch.

idol ©
wasted

girl, the
wan and

father, with broken voice,
Her doting
tried to tell her of . the Saviour and his
love.

«
into
way
“1

HE

:

O papa!” cried the child, bursting
tears,** why did you never talk this
to me before?
:
thought you knew it, my dear; you

heard

it so

often

stammered
“Ah,

in church,”

reply,

was

the

3

but if you bad

told me, if I had

seen you kneel, or heard you pray, then I
would have known that it was true!
papa, why did'nc youP” "So she, sobbing, passed away.
It seems strange that there should be
such parents; Jot there are many. On
- every other subject they will speak to
their family; but just on that one subject
on which eternity depends, they maintain

a cruel, criminal silence. They whose
influence is strongest, whose word is
weightiest,studiously avoid using their influence by word for the salvationof those
whom they love better than self, and by
their silence they weaken the words and

HIGHER LIFE.
Dr. Talmage in the Sunday Magazine
treats the sdbject as follows :
We hear a
great deal in our day about
the higher
life.
Now there are two
kinds of higher-life men. The one are
thé other are most

repul-

sive. The one kind of higher-life man is
very lenient in his criticism of others,
does not bore prayer-meetings to death
with - long
harangues, does not talk a
great deal about himself, but much about
hrist and heaven, gets kindlier and
more gentle and more useful, until one
day his soul spreads a wing and he flies
away to eternal rest, and everybody
mourns his departure.
The other higher-life man goes around
with. a Bible conspicuously under his
arm, goes

from

church

to church, & sort

of general evangelist, is a nuisance to his
own

pastor

nuisance
away

when

he is at

to other

pastors

from home;

runs

home, and

when

he

a

is

up to some man

wept on the bosom of

viewer as he pdinted

an inter-

~The

Rev.

Dr.

Laird

Cellier,

of Bir-

- mingham, Eng., said recently to bis congregation that Mr. Garfield was near to
them (the Unitarians) ** by spiritual and
religious belief and sympathy. He was a
Unitarian, though he belonged to a small
sect known as * the Christian Disciples’ or
* Unitarian Baptists."” Dr, Collier professed to have no intimate acquaintance

with Mr. Garfield, but founded his asser-

tion on the character of the religious denomination with which he was identiDr. Collier has confounded two very
different religious bodies. The ¢¢ Christian Connection,” so called, sometimes
described

as ** Christian

Baptists,” from

the practice of immersion, professedly reudiates all creeds, and is very
generally
nitarian in theology. This
body origi-

nated at the beginning of the present
century, under the lead
of Elias Smith,
formerly ‘a Baptist.
The * Disciples”
with wham’ Mr, Garfield was identified,
srigiuated some years later under the
leadership of Alexander Campbell. They

in like manner repudiate creeds, but
Campbell was a Trinitarian, and in most

points of doctrinea

ounced evangeli-

cal. It is not a **small” body, the membership being estimated at haif a million.

_ They attach little—we think too little—
importance to doctrinal beliefs, but while
setting

up no dogmatic tests, they

are

earnest students of the Scriptures, and

their faith in revelation makes them conservative of revealed truth, They have
never. been supposed to sympathize with
Unitarianism, And Dr.
Collier's reason
for attributing such sympathy to Mr.
Garfield seems to be founded mainly on

the fact that he had him sometimes as a

hearer in Washington.-— Watchman.

an Ministers’ Institute was Dr. Felix Ad-

ler, the New York agnostic.

He cited

several witnesses
who told him that religion in Boston is ** a spent force.” On

she

was

Sunday was much

thing

of

a

show

of

service, and

through interested

makes

If the test

were lo come, the depth and

sincerity of

‘those who know, if possible, less,
who do not enter

« church

from

Men

year's

3

beyond a question It isin love toward

God, as in love for our fellows—not what

|

oy

4,

thought,

no

mystical

much in sustaining this Republic.

virtue,

education,

what

the

uni-

world

is sure to follow

now exuiting, in the continued enjoyment
of the free institutions bequeathed to us
by our fathers, and in honoring the memories of those who have'sustained them !”
Winthrop at Yorktown.
FH

RS

binge fini AE

MINISTERS

AND TEMPERANCE.

Dr. A. J. Gorden, in an address before
the Boston

Conference,

necessity of ministers

.emphasizes

taking

share in temperance work,

are ministers.

an active

because

they

No one thing puts in peril

more souls than the rum-traffic.

or indirectly, it pulls
church, when

the

more

Directly

out

of

the

they have once been brought

we are trying to save one man,

long

dicted to his cups, many young
swept into the current of death.

fidelity to God, the peed

truth to men as he gives

of

of giving

it

to

the

us.

Oh,

that all the Lord's ministers could see eye
to eye with Dr. Gordon! Oh, that all
would search the Scriptures on this
tion, and then

say,

with

Micaiah,

/*‘ As

the Lord liveth, what the Lord saith unto

me, that will I speak.”
*-O-0-&
>

‘“by
your eyelids” to look along the |
deck, especially: when we mounted the
crest of one of these high seas. It was
really like looking down a steep precipice to watch the helmsman at the other
end of the ship, so perpendicularly did
the bows rise. . The crest of the next
wave behind seemed to be higher than

A remedy

PERRY

port

quarter,

when

1e hd

x

as

if any

thing had

DR.

Bet mi

ei

Great

Mandrake

TRON

A. Ridlon,

(Cong.)

pleasure

pills for headache

in

Hallowell,

Me.,

says,

recommending

x. B.)

your

Melvin Village, N,

and dyspepsia,

and

have

From

an honored

member

them

of the

re-

than

Society of

Friends,: North W¥assalboro’, Me., July 30, 1878:
« | have been afflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,

are highly recommended “for ‘all diseases re-

BUTTERS

and that distrested me.

My back

was

so weak

that I had to lean on the sink to wach.
Feet and
hands were socold that I had to warm them im
midsummer.—Death seemed just before me.
I
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills in October,

1877, and found relief at once, snd am enjoying
good health, eat any kind of focd, work ail day
with ease.

I have sold 36 dozen in ene

they have given good satisfacticn,

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge:

DEAR SIR: —I have

used your

fur piles and your pills.

and

year,

and

DANIEL AYER.
DR. DYER—

Golden

Ointment

Iwas so low when I com-

menced using your pills, in 1868, that
physicians despired of my

pene? by Your pills, and

now

life.

my

J

enjoy

friends

have

been

comfortable

health. ~ They.work like a charm.
One
peculiarity in them is. a continued use requires a less dose-

With thankfulness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.

Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box. 5 for $1.00. Address all orders to the proprietors,
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
22
Burnham
Waldo Co. Maine.
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DANIEL F. BEATT

* The most successful house in the World.

CATALOGUE.|

FOR ILLUSTRATED

WRITE

This Magnificent CABINET Organ
‘With an elegant Stool, Book and Music, box
> and delivered on board cars at Washing'
ton, New Jersey, for

Only $63.00

Satisfaction absolutely guaranted or money
refunded after one year's use.

STOPS

SPECIFICATIONS, as follows:
8 ft.tone.
Ly 8 ft. tone,

Lo

1

i
Festa!

no)

gave me up

2 Melodia, 8 ft. tone. . 8
4 Manual Sub-Bass, 16 ft.
8 ft. tone

f

tone. 9 Viola Dolce, 4 ft. tone. - 10 Gi
pressione, 11 French
Horn, 8 ft. tone. 12
8 ft.
e, 18 Vox Humana. 14 Echo,

297. 50,

; cab

12.00

he

t. 8|

15 Dulciana. 8 ft. tone, 16 Clarion
guaranteed
Vio{satisfaction 800
8 i. tone, 1: Piccalo,
Voix Celeste,
ft. tone. 1719 Vox
0 ortes,
Jubilante, 8 ft. 20

tone.

itl

416, 21 Coupler Harmonique.
Organ

power of the instrument. All © f my
is a triumph of t

‘24 Right}]

pean
Organs

beautiful in appear)

case

beh

iat.

$500" to $8

23 Orchestral]

Stop.’

Hei Stoj go

RE! San ihafdocsmoteorain
" anBEWA
Octave Coupler, astop which
Cam

3

i

Df Shanda; y

Tor,
EY Te , cathedral, church, he
y
i
$80 upward ; visitors welcome; {
sengers; TS; illustrated cal catalogue CHotida edition "free. A Address or callon DANIEL F.BEATTY, ‘Washington, ew Jersey.”

» + 3

IMPORTANT

2&1 want it distinctly

onto ed to offer to the bk

[1]! .&

understood that I am prepar-PRISE inducements 1

ic §

om

pl ANOFORTES FOR HOLIDA PRESENTS than ever before.
with hand carving and expensive fancy vencers.| Why
buy Grand,Square and Upright Pianosand pay
has the best rubber Upright|
extant,

Before you
he Tows, with steel Springs, rollers for moving, manufacturers such enormous profits.
andles, ete., etc.
an
HY decide to purchase a Piano elsewhere, Stop : Write
op re ha ot'a place in the millionaire’s par. at once for valuable information. Tricksofthe trade

SARSAPARILLA

lor, and would ornament tho boudoir of

REMLT

Order, Express Prepaid,
Yrod Letters, Srrreid,
id if not)
ht cha
New
represe
ith in
of space
(3 acres
Factory
, and
Elegy
person.
in
Teiont
RO
fallin
rs meetst allt: rains,
carriage fior vi
DO

Ee ropredinted: {-Goms
to Wash

Sn.

pee

:

yj

No. 2107
11000.—Dimensions
: He ght, 78 ins.; Depth,
New “Style
Style No
dp pang Eg
Address or call upon DANIEL

$5. C.I HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass,

F. BEATTY,

Where the cost comes in; how a.$%07.50 Piano cost
$1000 through pgents— profits of
from $500 to $700
made on a single sale. A $1000
Piano sold to one man
for
, to his neighbor, the §ams Piano precisely,

for
one

oe

$950, to another for
.
Is this
price, no agents, sales are
made

Washinvton,

Our Beaitiful MARSELLAISE, No. 10,379.

Largest Factories in the World
nih
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Vv!
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be Joed
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IMITATORS, BEWARE!

Fi y Se

1859.

1881

We Use Exclusively In this Organ

“CHARMING COMBINATION”
Ecmo,

Jersey.

76 inches high, 48 inches long, 24 inches wide, price, $85.

1) CesesTE, 3 oct.

(6)
6

New

OF DIRECT TRADE.

New

A Remarkable

ro A 1 hate
direct, my

has no fictitious prices—~0NE PRICE T0 ALL.

PIONEERS
™
S.
ORGAN
H
THE MARCHAL & SMIT Organ for Fall of

\

Ever combined under ofie management, after twenty-}
(
two years of continued
success, we have now a Triver all competitors.
By our
earsjes A.
jons we have
pir and comand inv

given. away, all

Pill.

ceived more benefit from one box of
from all other medicines I ever used.

'€O., Baltimore, Md.

the

It

Liver

creasing.”
.
Deacon Tt Gi Earle, of Park St. F. B. Church,
Providence, R. L., says,
* 1 have used Dr. Dyer's

headache. Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
useful and amusing reading—asent free.
>

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, eoncentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of. the vegetable
kingdom known tomedical science as altera~
tives, blood-purifiers, diuretics, and tonics.
Sold by all druggists, Price 81, or six for

deities

have

They are the

TESTIMONIALS.

as being in an incurable condition.
One
thing before I close: I have recommended
your Sarsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
more
than a
thou
cases,’and my faith in
its invincibility in curing scrofula has be+ come absolute by the
wonderful cures it has
effected aside

ya pee

Liver

and

of 40 Years’ Continuance

been Cured ty Them.

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

r
he only
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc.
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give

HEN

DYER’S

Dyspeptic
Pills.

can Ro
Headaches

Price 25 and 600 per bottle

D.

Headache

WIltes a =

quiring a certain and efficient tonic ; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appeti Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc., Enriches
the blood, strengthens isin es, and gives pew life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all Bysyepéic sym toms, such

5

was all terribly and fearfully exciting ;

for,

Sold by all druggists,

A TRUE TONIC
:
| A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

8

t.

the Vox Argentine, which is & most beautiful Con~
tralto Solo, and Keraulophon. . In this stop we
ive to the world the
grandest improvement that has

feen made in years.
ulophon,

8 bet

HARTEOR,

4

Soct. (16)

17)

Bourbon, 1 oct.

Diapason Forts.

8

Its striking effects at once com--

mand the attention of the listener. It pete new fields.
for grand and beautiful combinations.
Id, free, firm

and rich, the tone commands

attention by its rounded

fullness, and challenges inquiry by its fresh and bril-liant novelty.

d evn
facturer can produce this organ,
ane
40 Stops they could not secure
the Power, ety,

30 stops, in a vain endeavor to imitate its wonder

and Sweetness of this inimitable Organ.

fects...

We shall prosecute every infringement to the full extent of the'law.

Ily Carved Solid Walnut

with The Onn 14 of Beautifully polished Panels,OrStands, Carved Brackets Turued Han
amental’ Lamp
Music, §
alos Siding Fall, Artistic Fret-work, Pocket for
Top, making an Elegant and Artistic
arge Extension
oament. jo {8 the most remarkable organ ever]
A
world to equal it. We
e the
We chall
made.
will box Wid deliver this organ art cars here, with

to you, and

she has won from all on board of her,

Somerset, Fa.

Rubj

says, * Dr.Dyer’s pills are better than they are
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly in.

of waves, compared with which she looks
80 small and helpless. When you think,
too, that shecontains much, if not all, of
dearest

and ull Skin Diseases.

it in well with the hand.

H., writes,
*‘¢ Your pills
give
the best of satisfaction, Please send me 40 boxes,
\
F. W. Kinsmun
(proprietor
of Adamsom’sCough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,

seems to shake herself free from the
greedy clutches of the powerful monsters

what is nearest and

Corns,
Strain,

Established

She is so like a thing eninstinot,

Phil. Gilbert,

To

making her tremble and shiver from
stem to stern. It is at such a moment as
this that one loves the sunbeam more’
and

JA sure cure for Wounds,

Rev. 8. P. Fernald,

were black as ink and oh, so ugly and
fierce-looking as they rushed past, turoing and twisting the yacht about, and

life

For Man and Beast.

pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”

Women.

a

European

16eow

LINIMENT

inener Fabia togivercliot in cases of sheumatiss.

gave

WARNER, N. H., Jan. 21, 187.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass. :
Gentlemen—
For ten years previous tothe
early Jat of 1877 1 had been a constant sufferer from scrofulous ulcers or sores, whielx
had finally reduced me to a helpless condition, as described in my lester to you in Se
tember of that year.
e continued Ro
lent health which enables me to keep house
for my aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
alivemy
intense personal interest in Hoops
SARSAPARILLA,and I cannot
refrain fromexPressing my
titude for
the permanent
cure this wonderful medicine “effected
in my
case nearly two years ago while livingin

HOOD'S

proprietorof the

o

Rev.

extraordinary

physicians

t

“1 take Jrodt

that can destroy the germs of

Lowell,
when all iny

:

% 2 i .

helmsman would be ‘completely lost to
sight for a few moments. The waves

with

and it

er to root it out, must be appreciated by
those afflicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children ard the more wonderful eures
of those of middle age and late in life, as iilustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
HooD’s SARSATARILLA to be a reliable remedy, containing remedial agents which do
ositively cure scrofula and eradicate it fron
.

Clarke,

For

Maize.

good,

scrofula, and when once scttled has the pow-

|.

purifies

address with

& Co., Biddeford,

Al druggists keep PAIN KILLER. Its price is so low'that it is within the reach of all,
and it will save many times its cost in doctors’ bi ills, 25¢.s 50c., and $1.00 a bottle.

ing some of its spray contemptuously on
our deck. The tops of several, however,
the

LER,

is Th

“SCROFULA.

the mainmast, and appeared. as if it must
engulf and overwhelm us completely;
but,as a rule, it only raced by us, flingover

Ve

best vies eg er.

sight, standing

in a somewhat sheltered spot, a little forward of the deck-house, and holding on

came

earl Taos

PAIN

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA
known everywhere,
for it is a duty you: owe to mankind.
With

THE ‘ SUNBEAM” IN A STORM.
It was a terribly grand

of

Refined and educated women
will sometimes suffer in silence for years from kidney
diseases, or constipation and
piles, which
could be easily cured by a package of KidueyWort.
There is hardly a woman to be found
“that does not at some time suffer from some of
the diseases for which this great remedy is a
specific. It is put up in liquid and dry forms,
equally eflicient.— Springfield Union.

and

observation reveals, but the necessity

our

It

Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.

Haye used Pars KiLrer for thirty Jou
and have found it a never.failing remedy for
Me
as
and Jaumenese,
,
bon
‘

occupation.

Before they. reach the sea.

Educated

Rev. Wa)

Barton Seaman says:

the Sailors’

me mediate xrelief. EE ve oy my
an
strength,
and am now able to follow my usual

A solemn murmur in the soul
Tells of a world to be;
As travelers hear the billows roll

ad-

we are Christ's, we should be clean,

despair.

and Liver Complaints.

ood, Promotes Digestion, and makes the
0)
. Large bottles only 50 cents.
Druggists generally.
Prepared. by

For."

i [ork says your Parx K1LLER for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit.

ict tres years with nenralein
affli

al

we

shadow

being

sometimes the trial of
graces.— Matthew Henry.

men are
Because

pure from the smell of scorching by this
fire; and being his, we should not permit any people under any other name to
do more for righteousness and temperance than we do.
The writer is impelled to pray and toil
and hope in this work, not because of the
suffering which flows from the cup, not
because of the necessity for work which

sre

ho

the punishment of extraordinary sins, but

in; and it keeps more away even from
atteddance upon church-services, than any
other one thing. It drags men dowg into
death from the pew and from the pulpit.

and in every quarter of the earth. While

as

all Bilious

a cheap Benzine or Petroleum produet that must be kept away from

Charles Joven writes from

Yours truly,

them, a

wanted.”

circulars

5

8

" oe de by the use of your PAIN KILLER.

HENRY WHITING, Boston, Mass.
Extraordinary afflictions are not always

second century
of our Republic may be
confidently looked forward to; and those

is mot

ved her.

than in any other way.— Rowland Hill.
Fine feelings are of most avail as a
motive power of fine deeds.
¢¢ ACCEPT OUR GRATITUDE.” Pr. R.{
V. PiercE, Buffalo, N. Y.: Dear Sir—
Your ‘ Golden Medical Discovery” has
cured my boy of a fever sore of two years’
standing. Please accept our gratitude.

most needs in these days, and our own
part of the world as much as any other
rt.
Without
these we
are
lost.
ith these, and with
the blessing

of God, which

which,

We can do more good by

hand

G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:
:
T experienced immediate relief from pain in

The brightness of the Gospel is but a
Bgurs in comparison with that brightness
which is to come.

Still

patriotism,

are

earn-

our burden behind us.

Commandments,
the
Sermon
on the
Mount, the Farewell Address of Washversal

sun,

jourpey towards it, casts the

less can any Godless theories of creation,
or any infidel attempts to rule out the Redeemer from his rightful supremacy in
our hearts, afford us any hope
of security.
That way lies despair.
otidiunin
truths, old familiar teachings, the Ten
ington, honesty,

the

Agents

RUGS!

stamp, E. 8S. Frost

Tluman prayers fall below Divine

Hope is like

philosophy, no glittering abstractions, no
swelling
phrases about 'freedom—not
even science, with all its marvelous inventions and discoveries—can help us

TURKISH:

& CO., Rochester,

A

remedy

LEAD.

SALEM, MASS.

Clarke’s Compound Mandrake Bitters
Cures Sick-Headache, Constipation of the Bowels,

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES.

It restores the

44

This

resources.”—*¢ On Genesis,” p. 143.
There i8 no condition of life so bad but
it has one good side. Every situation has
its point of view ; we should place it in
that favorable light.

OUR COUNTRY’S NEED.
advanced

1yl

* fire or heat to avoid danger of explosion, nor
eri is it an untried experiment that may do
d.
more harm than
PAIN KILLER has been in constant use for forty years, and the universal testimony
t not only effects a permanent cure,
from all arts of the world is, IT NEVER FAILS.
but it relieves pain almost instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is safe in
the hands of the most inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of PAIN KILLER would fill volumes. The following
extracts’ from letters received show what those who have tried it think:

est appeal,
a
¢¢3.. Few can save thé many.

what they are able to do for us, rather
than by what they would do for us—to an
extent which sometimes we little suspect.
~ Selected.
No

God is accessible to-human

ey

SHEET

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

Sprains, Pain in the Back and Side,
There is nothing more anf than these diseases; but the pain can be removed and the
disease cured by use of
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.

storm.
QUTLINE OF A SERMON on Sodom, by
Dr. Parker.—‘* 1. God-holds<inquest
upon the moral condition of cities.
. “2.

H. H. WARNER

PIPE

NARROW

¥F BANK A. BROWN, Treas.

Rhewmaisn Nleuralga

ers.—Begin low, proceed slow, rise higher, take fire, wax warm, sit down in a

on a sick-bed, than

our friends, because we measure them

N

PEARLS,
Goop = ADVICE.—Subseribe
for the
Morning Star.
Goop RuLks for Speakers and Preach-

from the outward labors of a whole day.”
God can judge fairly the devotedness of
those who love him. We oftén misjudge

Ancy, it has no eqnal.

Blood *
dfier. It is the onl
known remedy
that cures
Bright's Disease.
'or Diabetes, use
Warner's
Diabetes Cure.
For Sale ry Druggists and Dealers. at $1.25
per: bottle.
Largest bottle in the market. ‘Try it.

We have

LEAD

AND

and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
urative yet perfected. Their effects abundant
ly show how much they excel all other Pills. They
By Rev. C; Go. Finney, D. D.
| are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to
cure. They purge out the foul humors of the
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
klood; they stimulate the sluggish or disorde;
late President of Oberlin College, Ohio. . He reorgans into action; and they ‘impart health ee
nounced Masonry
soon after his conversion to
| tone to the whole being. ' They cure
.| Christ.
Messrs.
. A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
y
/
every day complaints of ever,
dy,
every.
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
| ble and dangerous diseases. \
cents.
:
.
| cians, most eminent clergy
They also keep a full assortmentof Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, 3
16 page weekly paper opposed to secret societies,

organs that makethe blood, and hence is the best

Wish,

we are enabled to do, but what we would
do, is the measure of our devotedness.
** Some people imagine,” says the godly
McCheyne, ‘that they are not serving
God unless they are visiting the sick or
engaged
in some
outward
service;
whereas the highest of all service is adoration in the soul. Perhaps God gets
more glory by a single adoring look of
believer

during P)

indeed much, very much, to be thankful
for in having weathered the terrible
storm so safely.—Mrs. Brassy, in Fraser’s Magazine.

the inactive one’s friendship would be put

poor

of the old

escapes of the past two days.

it

motives.

about, it himself, but he puts ‘a meed of gratitude and admiration that
of

+ AND MANUFACTURERS OF

| | Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill

|}

this remarkable statement the Christian. that she is doing her best to make n gallant fight of it and to carry you through
Leader made a fit and forcible comment : safely, it is impossible not to feel that the
He does not profess to know any- dear little craft well werits the mixed |

childlike confidence in: the Jeptiony

PURE WHITE LEAD,

Dyspepsia, Indizestion,
Dysentary, Foul Stomach and Breath, Headache, Erysipelas, Piles,
Rheumatism, Eruptions
and Skin Diseases, Biliousness. Liver - ComBy
plaint, Dropsy, Tetter,
umors
and
Salt

rather}

hands with tears in their eyes, no doubt
meditaling over the dangers and merciful

he is a hundred times the friend in contrast with one who is able to make more

dowed

One of the speakers at the late Unitari-

fact,

cumstances. . I saw many

be, however, that in his helpless inaction

than ever.

A SPENT FORCE.

In

for overcoming them.

It hinders missionary work of every kind,

OHRISTIANS.

* Costiveness,

i

Jaundice,

CURING

|

Not what we actually do, but what we. finer, and all hands were, perforce, hard
would do if’ we bad the opportunity, is at work temporarily repairing damages, |.
fil
the true measure of character, after all. shaking out reefs, and generally setting |
8
- Promises and ' performance are well only things straight; though, even when all
p
as they are the evidence and spontaneous that was possible had been accomplished,
the
vessel
presented
but
a
dissheveled
outgrowth of the real life within. He
who is a sincere friend will want to do appearance, very different from her usual
Is made from a Simple Tro ical Leaf of Rare they are eusy to take; and bein; :
for us, and will be ready to do; but it smart. dandy trim. In the afternoon we Value, and is a POSITIVE
emedy for all the they arc entirely harmless.
PS
i
rt of the
es that cause
pains
in the lower
may be that circumstances do not call for were able to have service; and scarcely
ody+for Torpid
iver—Headaches—Jaundice—
for those at sea,
PREPARED-BY
his service, or that they shut him out ever could the hymn
and
all
difficulties:
of
Dizzi
,
Gravel,
Malaria
from his doing. Unless he would do if « Eternal Father, sirong to save,” have the Kidneys, Liver,
and. ‘Urinary Organs,
]
For DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell, Mass.
been sung under more appropriate cir- Female
eases, Monthly Menstrurations, and
he could, he is not a real friend.
It may

its, pronouncing his own eulogium.
Oh,
how much easier it is to blame others
than to blame ourselves!
Adam blamed

‘' DISCIPLES ” AND

water,

amused by the novelty of the scene and.
the various difficulties and contrivances

TRUE MEASURE OF CHARAQTER.

who shall gather on this field, a hundred
years hence, shall then exult, as we are

GS

anger.

of

——————

who is counting out a roll of bank bills,
or running up a difficult lice of figures,
and asks him how his soul is; makes religion a dose of ipecacuanha; standing in
a religious meeting making an address,
hé has a patronizing way, as though ordi:
nary Christians were clear away down below him, so he had to talk at the top of his
voice to make them hear, but at the same
time encouraging them to hope on; that
by climbing many years they may after a
while come up within sight of the place
where he now stands!
Itell you plainly that a roistering, bouncing sinner is not so repulsive to me as
that higher-life malformation. The former may repent; the latter never gets
over his pharisaism. The younger brother of the parable came back, but the sen_ior brother stands outside entirely oblivious of his own delinquencies and defic-

Eve, Eve blamed the serpent, the serpent
blamed
the devil, the senior brother
blamed the younger brother, and none of
them blamed themselves.

we were

of ‘more

CORRODERS
AND GRINDERS OF

:

Physic.

pitch dark, very airless,
and everythin
was so wet that-it was al- |
most impossible to find a dry corner. to
sit down in. Not a complaint was heard
from any one, though all were undoubtedly very uncomfortable. Baby was the
only cheery one of the party, being per- |
fectly well, and not having the least idea |}

out how the Re-

iA

the intrusion

though it was

vised Version would destroy the popular
reverence for the Bible.
x
mrp

For all the Purposes: Of a Family

had now been well |

down, so that below

free from

much everywhere else, is a spent force,
and he proclaims it from the housetop of
an Institute of ° Unitarian Ministers.
Comical gentlemen are these irreligionists.” It is but a few weeks since Robert
Ingersoll

Every thing

battened

ion in Boston, and for that matter, pretty

teachings of others, and too often bar for- some

ever their children’s hearts against the
saving power of Jesus’ grace. Surely if,
for every idle word here spoken, we
must render account at the throne of
God, then also for avery helpful, truthful
saving word withheld by us there will be
no less righteous a judgment rendered.—
S. 8. Temes.

admirable, and

No boat could have lived
in such a sea, | Jj

nor would there have been time to launch

one.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

‘ Ayer's Cathartic ~ Pills.

moments.

than a Bash-

Kir of what is doing in the religious
world; such men inform the guileless:
to *“ Professor of Ethical Culture” that relig-

SINFUL SILENCE.

al

would have been’ over with us in a few Vv

end to year's end; men who read no religious papers, periodicals, or books;
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LIBERAL OFFER.
Will mot pasturs
and friends of the
4¢ Morning Star” at once bestir themselves
in getting subscribers
and thus secure
the

paper

from

date

of

subscription

to

“she close of the year 1882.

CONVERSION

OF

SorLs.

Have

you,

reader, any thing to do in this matter?—
any duty to your own soul or to the souls

{ of your fellows?

It is every one’s: privi-

“1ége to be a Christian, and he has. something to do to become so.
ing,

he should

labor to

be

instrumental

in the salvation of others, and never be
satisfied without seeing the results of his
efforts.
0+

upon the past year with various emotions
of wonder and gratitude, and
individually enquire,

“What

shall

I render

unto the Lord for all his benefits?” can
we not find some way to alleviate the
‘wants of others and make them thankful

ard‘Happy, and have the reflex influence
on our own hearts to augment our happiness?

Try

it, brother,

try

it.

There is

no knowing what a little present
until you try it.
ji
>>

will do

0 vo

PRAYER-MEETING.
Do you attend it,
brother?
[i you do not you are not only

meeting with a great loss to yourself,
You are losing an

+ goed

to your

opportunity

fellow-men.

for

but
doing

It

is

the

common altar where the sacred fire of
love should be kept constanily.-burning.
It is a mutual

affair;

all

are

on

equal

terms, and eaeh one may carry away a
little fire to keep good or increase the fire

upon his own domestic altar.
©

Prayer is

the life of the Christian, the secret of
church power and growth. Forego it,
and you paralyze and destroy her in-

fluence.

Then let every church

member

avail himself of its high privilege,
prosperity will he sure to fullow.

and

FAITHFULNESS.
This lite is made up
‘toa great extent of little things which demand our special attention. Franklin said;
*¢ Take care of the cents and the dollars
will take care of themselves.” If we take
«care of the minutes the hours and days
will take care of themselves.
So if we
faithfully attend to the little things that
-make the warp and woof of life we form
habits which will not fail us in the more
important and responsible duties devolv-.
ing upon us. *¢ He that is faithful in that
much;
is un-

which is least, is faithful also in
and he that is unjust in the least,

just also in much.” Then no duty how-ever iusiguificant it may appear to us is
beneath our careful consideration.
MorMONISM.

2
¥]

8

']

[tis said that four huntheir

many which are bringing over,
tah

and ths

to settle
these

tempted slightly to modify
made no material change.

since

at-

he

has

but

here

to

him in faith, in

will end only with an explosion which will
shake the country

from center

to circum-

ference like the overthrow of slavery. If
the government would consider the agents
who-bring over the accessions as * false
;procurers,” and treat them as such, it
‘would be a step towards checking the
immigration. Something must be done,
and that sovn,or imminent danger awaits
us.
dd

Ravicarism.
the

bined

constitute

this

character.

‘sometimes thought that he

It

is

is simply

a

creature of accident a sort of prodigy of
birth,of wealth, or of learning. He belongs to the ‘‘ cloth,” can live without
work, or he claims to be one of the *¢ literati.” Perhaps he claims neither, but is
only a man of easy, graceful carriage, obtained by intercourse with fashionable
society ; or his fashionable exterior—the
cut of his coat, his dickey, his hair and
general make-up, is all that can lay claim

to the name. Ian common parlance soft,
gentle, refined manners as well as courteous conduct are considered essential to a
perfect gentleman, and they are, but they
garments

for

the

occasion,

but

ever doéth right.

and

unpleasant.

The

géneral

charac-

mot satisfactory to himself; and

he was

«expected Lo give countenance to their ex-

itraordinary notions.

He found two years ago when he

went

to Europe that evangelical churches were
‘better attended, stronger and more spiritasl, than they were when he entered the
ministry twenty years before. He then

‘thought that on his return from Eiirope

he might resume work as a pastor of an
: jndependeat church. ‘Bat his views have

80 changed that be cannot do it. He is

unsettled in matters about which he had

m0 doubt ten yeurs
ago. fn looking back
the last quarter of a entury he is convine-

that does not come

from

something behind

not

We are sinful,

| men. He does not ‘wish 10

deny

~

‘OF VIRGINIA.

There seems to be a steady growth on
the part of the churches in this State.

“The interest has been lost in no place
where an organization has been effected
except at Richmond and West Point,
which churches would have been in a
prosperous condition to-day, had wé pursued ‘the proper course.
Agents and
Missionaries seldom spend their time to
better advantage, than did the first sent
to Shenandoah Valley, by our Home Mission Hoard, and yet, a mistake was made
in not extending the work farther at that
time. A very small per cent. of the time
and money spent then, would have given

the church, and so little progress in the
conversion of the world. ‘The spirit of
prayer, inspired by the Holy Spirit, increasing and abounding, is our great need

us . prosperous churches at New Market, Harrisonburg, Staunton, Lexington,

to-day.

be, * primarily and chiefly one who is in:
Corinthians.

Lynchburgh, Danville and at other points
in the state. Thus the general interest,

—her public

and

social worship

be ready to co-operate

with the

werk.”

never

every ‘‘ good word and

giving cause

at-all

not séé him standing aloof,
finding fault
with his brethren in regard to every measure introduced, but he will act with them

times to make his own desires and

inter-

ests subservient to the welfare of others;

in brief, he is a Christiun.” If Christian
is a synonym of a perfect gentleman it is
obvious what the tendency of Christianity

is. Ita.epirit in the heart is love, kindness, &c. Paul tellsus what the fruits of
the spirit are; ** Love, joy, peace, longsuff.ring, gentleness, goodness, faith.”
[hese are the elements- of a Christian
gentleman in heart, exhibiting themselves in the treatment of others,

and

in

all his intercourse with his fellow-men.

empliified will mold every man
same image.

into the

His rule is simple.

Love

Christian with all the radical, benign, soft-

a person

worthy the respect, honor, love of mankind. Hence, ‘‘Whatsoever things are
true,
whatsoever things are honorable,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever

whatsoever

things are

lovely, whatsoever things are of good re-

port, if there be any virtue and if there be
any praise, think

of these

not only think of them,
emplify them in your
and practice,

things;” and

but carefully exown experience
:

————

Where

the

heartis

not

service of the lips is vain.

found,

There

the

must

also be purity of motive. '* Ye ask and
receive not, because ye ask amiss.”
Every phase of selfishness is rejected.
But without any of these drawbacks

there may yet be disappointment.
haps, there

was

never

an

Per-

instance

of

more extensive, united, sincere and earnest supplication, than that in behalf of

our late president; yet the assassin’s foul |
act prevailed, and the precious life was
sacrificed. Though so eminent it .is but
ove df nnndmbered cases ever occurring.
How often in the anguish of our hearts

we plead for thé loved ones, but without

avail,

80 Job almost sunk in desponden-

cy, Jacob felt that all

those

things

were

against him) and Jonah wished even to
die. The world is full of mysteries,
us,

and

do

all

he

do Bo... Aaswers 10 prayer

are shown

throughout the scriptures and in all Chris-

ly good, into which we are invited. Shall
we enter them and plant our standard, or
shall we do as we have too often done,

can

to

secure

}

leave the invitations
others?

to be accepted “by

Whenever he is gone, there is a falling

ized into a church, at Lynchburgh.

effort, which ended in one of the church-

It was with a view of extending
work, by answering such calls, that
National Association was organized.
society, being in its infancy, is not.
to do very much, as yet. It has the
and is working for the ability.
B. F. Fox, Cor. Sec. and

formed that he will not have to decide the

question. anew every Sunday morning.
‘ He that observeth the wind shall not
sow, and he that regardeth the clouds
shall not reap.”
Love for the church will not be dependent on the strength of the church but will
hold to the church whether it is weak or

Sometimes it ‘may

be that the

church will be capturing the battlements
of Jebus; sometimes sitting among the
smoldering ash-heaps, or with sword in
one hand and ‘with trowel io the’ other,
building up the ruins; but, whatever may
be the condition of the church, love will
make us faithful and made us cling close
Lo its service.
Again, the second form which love for
the church will take, is prayer in behalf of
the church,
Do pot say to yourself, *‘ I
am not expected to pray for those that are
leaders in God's armies.” Let your pastor
be girded about with your prayers, and so
your deacons, and so your Sunday-school

superintendent. And let us not only pray
for them, but let us pray for those that

have wandered

away.

4

CIRCULATION OF THE STAR.

aiid

We hope

that our pastors will give special attention

to the circulation of the. Star.

It will ‘be

0-0

our
the
The
able
will

Treasurer.

Home Mission Work.
. One hundred and twenty churches without pastors or preachers in New England
alone! Such was the declaration of J. F,

in the Star of November 9. We don’t doubt
the

assertion,

‘though

it seems

incred-

ble that so many churches of Christ, in
our denomination, in limited New Kngland, should present to the Christian
world such a state of painful destitution.

For this lamentable want of clerical labor, there are obvious causes, both hu-

miliating and blameworthy, that should
be thoroughly considered, and promptly
corrected, if possible. It muy be, however, that some of these so called churches should never have had an existence,

There

was really

no demand

birth, and has never been

for their

any

for their

continuance. They were planted for selfish ends, and have proved an {intrusion
rather than'a blessing—the sooner they

ceguo existence as churches, and become
identified with others, the better.

increase the list of subscribers in their dred and twenty should exist and prosper
You increase their interest in ‘there can be no reasonable doubt.

the denomination, in yourselves and in

the churches to which they belong.
better

posted

they are

in the

The

generyl

REGISTERS for 1882 ready. Send Or.

ders.

Will

return money

for. such as

may be ordered, and are left uasold.
to. $1.18 per doz. postage paid.’

of the pastor, through the withholding

of

the church, has resulted in unpleasant,
not to say sinful, relations between the

two, with an outcome of distrust, disliks,

a pastorate or field of labor,

They

wou'd long ago have attained growth and

Christian power,and have had to-day good

pastors or preachers, but for a few things,

Woman's ission Society in the Byron
chureh,
and another in the Indian Falls church. In
both # good beginning has been made in
col-

lectjog funds.

Q. M.

the

church

pastorless, penurious, condemned and dy-

ing! 8. The ministers once serving the
churches now destitute,in many instances
at least, have either gone home to be !*for1 ever with the Lord,” or gone into retire-

the work to more youth-

At the coming session of The

in’ Byron,

Dee. 3, 4,

Saturday

evep-

ing will be devoted to Woman's Missions, and

to orgunizing a Q. M:” Woman's Mission So.
ciety. Such an organization should exist in
every Quarterly Meeting.
:
Ontario.

in other

occupations for a competence—a ** bare
living” of a most narrow and abstemious
patare. Such a state of want on the" part

Rev. Geo. E. Moore, pastor of the Blooms.

burg church, writes:

“In the charge commit-

ted to my care there is a continual growth of
interest us well as a steady

‘gathering

in.

It

was my privilege, Sunday, Oct. 30, to baptize
two happy converts, to whom as well as to two

others, who had

been

and of ‘Welcome

to the

baptized

some

weeks

previous, was extended the hand of fellowship,
membership

of

the

Bloomsburg church, Atour last Q. M., the
sessidn being held with London church which

Was organized when the country was coi:
paratively new by David Marks. Nearly all

the churches. were represented, either by del
egation or by letter, and with few exceptions
they gave favorable reports. There is u great

demand for an extension of our work.

Re-

quests are coming in from various points, ask-

ful and cultared hands or heads.

ing for organizations and help; but as ll. our

cases, to occupy these fields.

ed.

The young preachers for some cause Ministers who are willing . to fake regular
bave been unwilling, except in a few work are at present employed, these requests,
in some cases very urgent
It may be

their education has been at fault, even in
the college and theological seminary.

bition,”

not

altogether

sanctified,

may

have entered the heart and influenced
the decision in answering .the * call”
from one of these small, poor country
churches!

The example given
Greene

F.

B.

by J. F.

church,

in

its

, have to be negleet-

I um sutisfied
that it a good active

man

would enter the field,as did our fathers, Marks,

It Straight, and others, in a short time a num-

may be that these well educated, gifted and
promising young men, aspire to larger,
more popular and lucrative fields of labor,
than these humble way-side churches are
able to offer. It is possible that an ** am-

of the
resarrec-

tion to life, enterorise and evident progress, and of the student who ministered
to it, is certainly worthy of commenda-

ber of self-sustaining churches could be instituted.
The sentiments of our denomination
are fast growing in favor among the people of
this country. . I hope that at var next Q. NM.
which
will convene with the Blootsburg
chureb, Friday, Dec. 9, some steps will be taken to secure an evangelist to labor ‘*MOng us.

Michigan.
Ap
Rev. I. P. Bates writes: * When Rev. W.
F. Straight moved to Canada five years ago,
the Delta church was left without a pastor,
and so remained till Rev. A. E. Wilson came
to Lansing last spring. Since that time he has

been preaching to the church there one-half of

the time, in the afternoon, and

weeks, hus been

holding

for the

extra

lust six

meetings, as

health and strength would permit.
The re-

+4 sult hus

tion, as well as imitation by other students’ sinners been the conversion of eight or ten
and a general quickening among
in the Seminary ; and we are all glad to
have the professor take up the important
subject, and call attention to the sinful
** destitution” of so many churches, especially in Maine, some of which are at
the very doors of the Lewiston churches
and college! The Maine Home Mission
Society has a very responsible ‘work on
its hands, in this direction. Larger funds,
more work and

self-sacrifice

atively needed “all

are

imper-

along the

line,” if

these interests once precious to the

cause

of Christ, areto be rescued from shameful defeat, and made alive to God and
bis kingdom.
«J. 8. BURGEss,

Christians”...
.* Rev. J. Filley died at his
bome ia Hersey about
Oct. 1. Though living in
the north
part
of the
State, he bud ulways
ern
kept his standing with the. Woodland church
as there was no organization near him. As he
did not begin the work of the ministry till quite
late in life, and as his education was somewhat limited, he was never ordained, but he
was a good exhorter and did what he could
for the cau~e he loved,
No particulars of his
death have been received, but he had reached
the full nllotted age of man. Perbaps the extreme heut of this season overcame him.”

+We have the following from Rev. G. B. Cutler: * The Sanilac Quarterly Meeting expresses heartfelt thanks to the Genesee Quarterly ‘Meeting for the gift of $26.11, which’
sum goes to help our brethren

Missions.
What Christian reads and

reflects

condition of the nations crushed

upon

the

beneath

the

burd: ns of heathenism and does not himself
feel burdened, in view of human sinfalness and
woe, both present and prospective?

What

Cbristisu,

especially

in‘ America,

reads the history of missions, and is not pain-

fully and profoundly impressed with the contrast

between

the quiet, unpersecuted,

and

comparatively inactive life of the masses of the
. Christian church at home, and the earnest heroic, self-sacrificing laborers of the pioneering

missionaries

of the cross

to the nations and

people far away ?
The man of noble, patriotic purpose, willing
te dure and to do for his country, is counted
worthy of distinguished honors. Of still nobler
purpose and more to be honored is he, who js

willing to consecrate all his talents and endure
all possible toil and self-denial for the moral
und religious elevation of humanity.
Oh, for the spirit of missions, both Home
and Foreign, to rest upon the people of God

tion may be called to the Missionary Helper
edited by Mrs. J. M, Brewster, 91 Smith St.,

Providence, R. 1., price thirty-five cents per
published
of

this country, ought to take, at least 1,000 copics of the Missionary Helper, so well designed
is it to interest and stimulate the’ Christian
beart of woman, in the great work of redeeming

ber

heathen

sisters

from

the

aid

_ Mlinots.
The revival at the Pipe Stone church con.
tinues. Thirteen bave been received to membership and more are coming. This chureh
was organized by H. 8. Gordon one year ago
last June, with 18 members; it now numbers

43.

3

Iowa,

The Free Baptist church being built at Tripoli,R.

Norton pastor,

will

be

dedicated

with

the next session of the Cedar Valley Q. M.

Rev. H. J. Brown has accepted the puastorateof the Hillsboro’ and Utiea churches.
Wisconsin.
Rev. D. B. Coffeen, of Winneconne is very
sick so as to be obliged to cease ull his labor

for reveral weeks.
reports the

Rev. E. M. Wright is also

ill hesith......Bro.

Dennis,

prospects encouraging

u

church,

in his field.

+++-«o8ister John Tipler, well-known

fn thik ame

Q. M. for her Christian zeal and faith, is. dig-. ...
gercusly ill,

A correspondent writes: * Saturday
12, was the twentieth anniversary of the

Nov.
wed-

ding of Bro. P. P. Tucker, clerk

Fair-

his estimable

of the

During the afternoon
wife

were

much

surprised

when

they

as

flocking
They

In,
Were

union that has been
long unbroken.”

so

were

v

he and

surprised

their friends and neighbors came
bringing baskets of good things.
more

degradation and untold miseries of their condi«

the

first Sabbath in December in connection

with a beautiful set’df china

terrible

their

bas reached and encouraged.”

water church.

by Eugene R. Smith, Bible House, N. Y.
The. women of the Free Baptist churches

Jost

licentiute in charge of the Winnebago

more and more abundantly in all this highly
favored land of ours. Among the periodicals,
well adapted to our people, on Missions. atten-

year; and the Gospel in all Lands,

who

property by the late forest fires. Brethren
and sisters of the Genesee Q. M.‘ (lod bless
you,’ is the prayer of those whom your timely

suffering from

presented

dishes.

pleasantto

May the
botn,

be

tion.

The

Gospel in all Lands

is a comprehen

Quartsrly Hleetings,

sive and soul-stirring magazine, and ought to
be in every minister's study and in thousands

of families where it is not.

A. H. MORRELL,

BELENAP Q. M.—Held its Nov. session at
Loudon, Rev. A. D. Smith moderator. Ow-

0-0

an advantage to them in various ways to * That a large number outof the ove hunparishes.

tion, “and of a self-sncrificing spirit even,

have been compelled to engage

Rev. M. J. Bailey, of Halifax Co.,

es in Halifax Co., Sept. 15. There were
14 converted, 8 of whom he baptized and
received into the church.
About 50 persons, holding Free Baptist sentiments, are waiting to be organ-

off

and one Shepherd.” 2. Some of these
churches are either unable or unwilling or
both, te sustain a minister, even upon a
very slender and economical basis—hence
preachers of very fair talent and educa-

There is a good opening for us at Dan-

ville.

in praise; and the sung shall ‘go -out. into
the ward around us, and perhaps cheer
some poor desponding heart.
:
Love for the church will not be dependent on the minister. It should n’t make
any difference what kind of a minister there
is.
With many persons, love for for the
charch is merely love for the minister.

in interest. The whole fabric ecclesiastic
crumbles to pieces. Kingsley rightly deprecates those who fall in love *‘ with the
preacher instead of his sermon, and with
his sermon instead of the Bible)” . Love for the church will not be dependent uponi the weather.
A true lover will
not get up and look out the first thing to
see what Kind of a day 1t is going to be,
but the habit of church-going wiil be so

they have till their nature is changed, and

cometo realize Christ's prayer,‘ One fold

‘

a success.

strong.

THE SPIRIT OF PRAYER.

it..

sible and then

to above, but there are other fields,equal-

will

pos-

referred

has spent considerable time, working up
The following is taken from a sermon in the matter there. Ha writes as follows
concerning the interest:
:
the National Baptist which gives some
practical effects of this love for the church
¢* 1 visited Danville May 10, and spent
.upon divine service:
a number of days, representing the Free
Don’t you know that love for the church
Baptist cause.
Guve
two
lectures;
will take the form of promipt attendance
preached
three
sermons
and
found
7 perupon the Divine service? 1 knew a young
lady ounce who made it a rule to be always sons: who wish t) be organized into a F.
the first one at a party and the last one to B. church.
I visited ..them three times:
go away.
She did not want to lose any of
during
the
summer,
and again Oct. 1,
the pleasure. And if you truly love the
when I rented a hall, at $8 00 per month,
charch, you will want to get the organ
voluntary and the invocation, and then the
and held a protracted meeting, which re| | benediction at the other end. You will sulted in the conversion of 12 persons, 7
want to take it all in. You will arrange
There are some
so.a810 be there at the exact time the ser- of whom [ baptized.
13,000 inhabitants in this city, about
vice begins.
Love for the church will lead the wor- 5,000 of whom are colored.
This is a
shiper to enter heartily into every part
good
opening
for
us,
as
Free
Baptists.
of the service.
He will not say, * By andby the sermon comes, then I shall be inter: | Could we be aided a little at this time, a
ested.” He will listen intently
to the strong church could easily be planted.
I
Scripture reading, and he will join heartihope
the
brethren
in
West
Virginia
will
ly in the prayer.
Then, too, he can help
the service of the church by joining in the assist us down here, in Old Virginia.”
singing.”
We can join our voices together
Bro. Bailey also speaks ef a protracted

a ‘‘ gentleman” are equally essential to
that of a ** lady,” and she can not be a

things are pure,

You

and help make the measures the best

of action indispensable to the character of

Christian-like ; all that renders

ing for us,-in most of the towns

church in

ous, slow to become offended, and

for offense; ready

and built up churches, leaving no ‘open-

and the

various means which are uses for the savation of souls? If this is sohe will always

He is modest, calm, courte-

this (tian experience. Prayer is essential
-

Ww

OUTLOOK

and feelings; and no man is worthy of
in the Valley, would have been doubled
the appellation of a gentleman who puts
NOTED AND QUOTED.
to-day.
on the semblance of the strictest propriety
LOVE FOR THE CHURCH i8 supposed to
But there is no timeto spend in thinkand courteousness as a mere sham. An
exist
inherént
in
every
Christian
heart.
ing
and talking of what might have been
inferior - external
ease
and
decorum
The thing to be considered is,
prompted by a kind, loving heart render He loves God and how can he but love his done.
brethren also? Now if he loves the church ‘how to do that which remains to be done
a man far more deserving of the name.
will he not, as a matter of course, love all
Other denominations have erganized
Some one has defined a gentleman to that pertains to the welfare of the church

it rests. The question
hus often come to "where pray, and they are encouraged to
brings 4 digoit
iz ty and comfort” to iguorant

THE

this lack that there is so little strength in

fluenced by the broadest charity—the
charity of which St. Paul writes to the

bh

ment leaving

The National Free Baptist Association.

limited

affairs of our churches the more they will
our way seems bedged up.
to do at home and abroad.
"All this should beget no distrust of be inspirited
convietion is that there prayer. [It is as common and nataral as 1t is favorable timé now to begin.
>
the former on which the breath of life. . All men .every- |

him what this something can be that

Benominational,

with the Saviour himself.
There is plenty of the form of prayer,
but a lack of its spirit. It is. because of

right motives

clouds and darkness are around

ds

inspires,

His infinite nature: must overrule many
of them, as it did with the apostles, and

goodwill, of love. The outward act
should be based on sentiments of the
heart, and be as spontaneous as any
other act. Indeed no act is worth much

Though thoughts and words may be essential to prayer, they do not constirute

ter of those who attended his church was

who

for delivery early in December, and we
shall look to our friends for a generous
patronage, confidently hoping that its
circulation will be at least double that of
last year.
ot

in all our faculties, ever liable to err. It
is our duty and privilege to pray, as a
means of grace, committirg all to the
divine disposal. Never presume to know
_more or to be better than God. It would
be the hight of presumption to suppose
that all Sur requests world be granted.

they

leaving the pulpit as a moditication of his

He found himself surround-

He

t

number for the new year will be ready. disolution and death, the minister without

rance, weakness and ill-desert. No arrogance or dictation can accord: ‘with the
spirit of prayer. God is holy, wise, and
good. He governs the universe, and

should be the outgrowth of principle, of

Much that has the form is not' prayer.

materialists.

submis-

attributes, it alsoacknowledges our ,igno-

should not be puton as we put on our

free thinkers gives his reason for

ed by radicals of characteristics harassing

ih

per year, or four
ih considering

the excellence of
paper and typography, is very cheap indeed.
The first

are various ideas in’ the world of what self.
qualities of mind and habits of body com-, - While prayer recognizes God .and his |

rad cal of

views on revealed religion. He did not
like his company; they were generally

consecration,

duced to fifteen cents
cents for single copie

trifle with us or be inconsistent with him-

What is a real, true gentleman ? There

Rev. O. B. Frothingham

who has been one of the most

was anticipated, and it has met the wants

sion. He goes with patience, perseverance, hope.. And he has the assurance

do Booner or later, and the sooner it is at- ening, molding influences of Christianity
tended to the better. If it is long deferred and not be -worthy of the title. ¢ The
this foul system will become so forti- -term symbolizes all that is good, pure,
fied in the fastnesses of the nation, that it

Quarterly has been very gratifying. Its
circulation has been much greater than

of our Sunday-school workers more fully
than was expected. The work for next year
will be more carefully and thoroughly done
sufficiency, the spirit of prayer it not. than heretofore, and itis believed that it
Nor where there is doubt and distrust. will be better adapted to the wants of our
He that comethto God must believe that .schools than any similar publication behe is, and that he is a rewarder. of those
fore the public. The price has been re-

teaches, commands us to pray, . will

as yon would be treated. No man can
carry out thierule and not be a gentleman. Every Christian is bound to do
this; hence every man is‘ bound to deserve the appellation, and every Christian
is to show himself worthy of it.
Every attribute of mind and principle

. “(Tbe Waited States has a work

“THE STAR QUARTERLY.

life expires. The more -we really pray,
the better we live and the more we accomplish. Prayer is an acknowledgment of our
dependence on God.
Where there is self-

A GENTLEMAN.

others as you love yourself; treat them as

people.

spiritual

yea before, and if it ceases, spiritual

that it is not in vain.

They are

fanatical

Je checked, controlled and overthrown.
LN

has

said to be peasants from the low countries, ignorant of the wiles of the world
and easily led into false notions of relig* jon by the Mormon apostles,and persuaded by the extravagant views of Utah
prosperity. They set out for the « Ei
Dorado” of their fondest hopes to discover
‘the imposition when it is too late to extricate themselves. This delusion should

“misguided

RL

abo , postion he

way

adjoining teiriiories,

to

one takes such a noble, manly course in
accordance with conscientious convictions
we can but expect that he will eventually
him. The true suppliant
come out into the broad light of *¢ the sun ‘who ‘séek
deeply
feels
his
needs;
God,
and
of. righteousness with healing in his
none but God, can help him. He gees to

Christ though not reared and associated
to this colfintry by the steamer *¢ Wiscon- with the elite of society, was a perfect gensin."
This iv only one ship among
the | -tleman; and his principles taught and exdred M.rwmon converts are on

and

life, Prayer bégins with spiritual life; The Success of the first volume of the

will triumph sooner or latter; and when

Farther, if he

is a Christian, as religion is self propagat-

spiritual ‘advancement,

force, though its admission may grieve
his friends. He seems to be in Doubting
Castle simply,stopping denial and waiting
2
I
for lightt———=
Such a cdncession from .such a man
seems to be a great step to take and we
trusgghat it will be followed by greater light
positive asseverations. Truth
ny

THe

23, 1881.

R—
36

mn

8%
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ing to the ruin-storm

Hinisters and Churches.
At the late session of the Maine State Home
Mission Society,

it

was

decided

to continue

Rev. James Boyd as state missionary
ensuing

year.

A

committee

which

prevailed

during

the first two days, the attendance of ministers
and others wus unusually small, yet the meet-

for the

consisting

of

Rev’s J. J. Hall, J. M. Lowden, and J. 'W,
Parsons, were appointed to devise some means
by which weaker country churches could be

ings were well sustained and some of them
were seasons of real profit and spiritual quickening,
The revival committee uppoinued at
the previous session earnestly recomm- nded
thut each church hold a protracted
meet.
ing this winter, calling to its aid the wmiois-

ters appointed, or evangelists of its own

relee-

tion, Let every church heed this suggestion
and commence the work of preparing the way
of the Lord at once. Sermons were preached

by A, D. Smith, C, M. Emery, F. D. George

brought into close relationship with the city
churches, and if possible, receive at times the

and A. Deering. The appointment of some
one to preach t! € opening sermon at the next

uid of the presence and lubors of the city pastors,
boi d
In the Main B8t. church, Lewiston, Dr.

pr

Bowen is : delivering, Sunday evenings,
course of lectures
to young women, which

the Chatham

said to be uttracting much
'

"New

a
is

attention.

»

Hampshire.

i

is

unterbur,

submitted

to the

. M! EMERY, Clerk.

Ti0GA Co. Q -M —Held its last session with

Valley eburch. It was one of con-

siderable interest. The

pastor, Rev. A. G.

Downey, was chosen moderator. Preaching
by Rev's Hills, Downey, Campbell, Warren
aad McKinney, The covenant meeting Satur-

Rev. C. W. Nelson will labor in’ revival duy P.M. way a reviving time. The Womun’s
Missionary meeting Baturday evening
was a
meetings, with any church desiring ‘his: belp. 'Sli¢cesN.’
"At the close of the Bundy morning
the coming winter. P.O, address, Plymouth,
meeting Bev. 8, Butler baptized one young
N. H,, Box 78.
man und gave him the hand of fellowship to
Bis
the
Chathain church, But & tender sorrow
Lust Bubbuth was a good day to the church
to pervade vvery
heart through the
at Ellsworth, As a part of the result of u pro- seemed
entire session; On Friday, Oct. 28, our extracted meeting held there a few weeks 8go, cellent brother Robert Suxbury received a seRev. C. W. Nelson baptized four persons who vere injury by which he died on ihe, Monday |
the Sun:
united with the church which fs greatly :en- morning following. At the close of
dav morning sermon the membership
and congregution onssed resolutions vxpressive of their

couraged,

AF,

gis

oan ae

Revival meetings are being held at Dorchester conducted by Rev’s J. D.: Cross and
C. W. Nelson.

There isa good

interest and

several have started on the way to heaven,
[01
Massachusetts,
0

appreciation

of

his

character

and

moral

Worth, ulsv of sympathy with his family and
riends,
4
aR
Next session with the Gaines church, Feb.
3-5,
0. C. HiLLs, Clerk.

Bro. Lorenzo G. Howe, for over thirty years

HUNTINGTON Q. M.—Held its lust session
L. * Unity of the Spirit in the bonds of a deacon of the PaigeSt. ehureh, Lowell, died with
the Middlesex church, ‘I'he uttendunoce
peace.”* Divided we fall.” Oa the min- Suddenly in Lowell, Saturday ‘morning, Nov. wus not large, the weather und traveling being
ister divided, on means or measures, 12. He was the fatherof Prof. J. A, Howe, of ‘somewhat unfavorable out the, Interest was good, The church
in
Middlesex for the ‘yenr
Bates college,
and Rev. G. W. Howe, now
religious opinions, - technicalities, nunwast has been blessed ‘with revival interest and
Is still prospering under the pastoral care und
essentials,
forms
and
ceremonies ! principal of the Colburn school in Lowell.
f Rev,
H. F. Dickey. A
ly number.
"7
New York.
:
‘ 1
Inharmonious, without agreement or
One brother was baptized and united with bars or uddedto the chur suce the BD

spirit of concession, dogmatic

and

self-

willed,they have no pastors, neither oan
.

the Sherman church, the lust Sunday in Oct.

Bev. H. Whitcher hus recently orgumized a
;
;
wi
P

Ment session with
Dev, 9-11,

16 Starksboro! church,
B,

FULLER,

Clerk.

i

as
#

[4

Charleston church, Out. 28 ~ 30.
were not so well represented

.wvith the East
The churches

either by letter or by delegates us at the for‘mer session. No very special interest in any of

the churches was reported, ‘yet some encour.
.agement was received from some of the brethEarnest
ren as to their various fields of labor.
‘prayer characterized this session, thut this full
and coming winter may be a time of refreshing

Paltney church,

rail

Conference sermon was preached by Rev. 4A.
Text, Acts 1:8, ‘* Butye shall re£, Tracey.
were preach

Other sermons

come upon you.”

Dec. 9, 2,

at

Pardeevilie,

WINONA

before the last Sabbath in
.ohurch on Frida
missions
Jan. 1832.
Co lection taken for
hetween P. H. M. an
£14.55. to be divided
H.
LocknaARrr,
Clerk.
HK. Haven church,

p. M.

&

M.,

HOUSTON

Rey.

Me.

Rev.

Q.

M., with

Price,

Tréasurer

Ohio

of the Minn.Y. M. Mission

Com-

S38)

money for this Y. M. work should

appreciation of
success(uf,
and

ou)

though only, pastorate of eight years with us
iin the Lawrence church, and also of our sym-

Central Aspociation; to whom all its funds should

License to preach was
of his late pastorate.
ranted to Bro. J. R. Franklin, member of the

Co., Iowa.

Money

senior ulass in Bates Theological school.

Next session will probably oceur on the
fourth Weduesday in Javuary instead of the

third as per constitution, but the
place will be duly published,

;

0, T. MOULTON, Clerk.

:

‘Sr. CROIX

Q.

M.—Held

its

Sept. session

with the Spring Brook church. Owing to bad
roads the attendance was small.
A miysion
spirit seem+d to pervade the heart« of the
working brethren.
We resolved to. do all in
our power to help on the good cause, especial

ly here in the. West where labor

nerve

and

spirituality

Semec of our

and

men

are so much

brothers

and

Pimloit—S Rum-cy—G

sisters are fired

with
a holy zeal for the salvation of souls,
They encourage us by their counsel, prayers
und money.
The Lord blesses those whose
‘alms and prayers go together,
Brother. J.
N

.

}

od sade ii

oii

Books
Re

Pail

“missions,

amounting to

$3.00.

Buffalo

Rev. BR. Norton

presided.

Grove,

Nov,

The

meeting

Rev. C.

Uniontown & Prairie Creek, Rev. W. Small;
elbi & Masonville, Rev. N. W, Bixby; Madi:
son, Rev. David Jewell, Churches and pastors
please notity those appointed, when they desire the meetings to be held.
Next session at Central City. Feb. 3, 1882.
M.—Held

its

Lewis

M

-Haml'n

Oct 23, by Rev.
and

Miss

STEBBIS in their

Annie T. Whidden,

UM.
‘
‘delegutes,
We were cheered by the presence
of several ministers from other Q. M’s. There

‘Rev’s J. C. O-good,

N.

C.

Lothrop

aod

O.

bigs

:C

1878.

Ul

i

* ‘adapted for invalids. — Baker's Vanilla

F.C. Bradeen, Jeflerson and Osgoud,
Brethren Bradeen snd Plummer preached to good

is a delicious article— highly,
fectionery
Aad

uceeptunce.

«for the benefit
the ministry.

of young

men

prepuring

Broma,

for

S014

H. F. Woop, Clerk.

+ If you have fulled to receive
preparations,

try

Hood’s

benefit

from

other

Sarsaparilla,

|

it's the

Syrup

THOUSANDS

8

Fowle & Sons, Boston.

=|

Kidneys. Cures Constipation,

and
Liver

OF CASES

CTIO)

‘When a cough
and

hard —do

v6.

sounds

like Croup- that

not de ay an instant!
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long and can’t talk

Boetrp,

1

- MOTHER'S BOYS.
Yes, I know there are stains on my carpet,
The traces of small, muddy boots;
And I see your fair tapestry glowing,
All spotless with blossoms and fruits.

3
}

"And I know that my walls are disfigured
With prints of small fingers and hands;

i5

i
ie
£4
33
5
b
Cg
$

i4
11]
:

And that your own household most truly

In immaculate purity stands.
And I know that my parlor is littered
‘With many old treasures and toys;
‘While your own is in daintiest order;
Unharmed by the presence of boys!
And I know that my room is invaded
Quite boldly all hours of the day:

‘While you sit in yours unmolested
And dream the soft quiet away!
Yes, I know there are four little bedsides
Where I must stand watchful each night;
While you go out in your carriage,
And flash in your dresses so bright.
Now, I think I’m a neat little woman
I like my house orderly, too;
And I’m fond of all dainty belongings;

~ No! keep your fair home with its order,

J

Its freedom from bother and noise,
And keep your own fanciful leisure,
But give me my four splendid boys!
—Selected.

With light brown hair and eyes of gray,

¢“ Why, here are daisies!” glad she cried,
And with hands clasped sank on her knees.
* Now God be praised, who east and west
Scatters such lovely things as these!
Around my mother’s cabin door
In dear, old Ireland 'they grow,
With hearts of gold, and slender leaves
As white as newly fallen snow.”

me twenty-

pli
.
.

piled all

that after school this week.”
*“ That isa good deal of work for a
ten-year old,” said Aunt Kate, looking at
the pile.
§
¢¢ Father hired me,” explained Bertie
as he followed his aunt back to the kitchto earn

some

money awful bad, and I just tried every
way I could think of to earn some, and
father said if I would split and pile the
wood he would pay me just the same
he woulda hired man.”
.
‘ But what did you want your money
so much for ?” asked his aunt.
‘ Why,” said Bertie,” our class have a
missionary meeting Thursday atternoon,

teacher always wants us to bring

some money to give to missions.
“ If you had asked me, I would have
given you some money,” said his aunt.
4¢ No,” said Bertie, * that wouldn’t
have done at all. Teacher says that we
ought to earn the money eur own selves,

80 a8 to haveit our own contributions.
“O auntie, won't you go. with me’ to-torgirls that

we've been helping send to school, are
coming’ over from San Francisco, and
they are going to recite and sing. Won't

you got” .

4 Maybe I can,” said Aunt Kate. * Is
that what becomes of this mission monGg

getting

so.

We

are

What
tents
days
that

the Lord has planted for us is not east-

as we can while we

are

in

this

world?

girls

were

afraid

to

thinking, when I see so many

:

contented,

who

was

unkind

around
to

hunting

can

not

folks

for something

find,

that

dis-

that

the

old

story in the Bible
must
be true.
We were made for the home that God
prepared for Adam. The longing for the

her,

whipped so hard by this woman that her | we can't be satisfied with anything in the
face and shoulders were all covered with | wilderness’ The best tents are cold and
blood. But now she had lived at the leaky. We keep patching them or makHome two or three years, and was very | i ng new ones, and if we lived a thousand

E. BAMFORD.

J

.‘* Yes,” said Bertie. “It costs forty
dollars
to send a Chinese boy or girl to
school
at the Home for a year, and all the
money that we scholars give goes toward
that.”

Literature.

soon

happy, and, best of all,

little

Chin

Pav | years we shouldn’t get one just to suit us.

thought she had become a Christian. She | You think neighbor Rusticus here is fixed

had not joined the church yet but she ex- | very nicely; but I know of a dozen things
pected to very soon. There were four or | that he wants,—another wing to his
five Chinese girls at the Home, the teach- | house, an

er said,

who

belonged

to the

Mission

addition

to

his

barn,

a well

and tank in his new orchard, a piano
for his daughters, the new encyclopedia

church, and three afternoons, in each
week, these Chinese girls held a prayer-

for

himself,

and

ever

so

many

little

meeting in their teacher’s room, where things ; and it is just so with all the rest
they studied the Bible and prayed that the | of us.”
?
the Chinese who now worship idols might
“Then you think we can never be ensoon learn to know of the only true God. tirely comfortable in the world?”
‘“ Wasn't the meeting nice, auntie?”
¢ I did not say so; I said we are never
asked Bertie, as they were walking |satisfied with worldly things; that we
home.
never
find - our
Eden
on1
earth.
‘¢ Very nice, indeed,” said his aunt.
But
a man may be comfortable with a
“ Don’t you think,” said Bertie, ¢‘teach- very little if his heart is right. One of
er says that there is a little Chinese boy the most comfortable nights 1 ever spent
that has just come to the Home, and may- was in a snow drift. I was very tired; I
be his mother will let him come over | wrapped myself in a buffalo robe, buried
next missionary meeting. We are going | myself in the snow, and slept as sweetly
to give some money for him next time.”
as a babe in a cradle. Thousands of peo|. “Do all the scholars earn the money | ple are more comfortable in log cabins
‘that they give ?” asked auntie. “I saw than kings are in their palaces. And I
quite

a little

pile of

five

and

ten-cent

learn from the Bible that God wants us all

pieces on the table.”

to be

¢“ I don’t know whether all do or

comfortable.

He

hus

not,” | Divine Comforter, to abide

said Bertie, ** but Arthur Hall earns his | ever; and Paul

sent us a

with

money by selling eggs.
He has seven | about the Bible in these words:
hens. Then Mabel Brown hemmed a | we through patience and comfort

table-cloth for her

ten cents that way.

mother, and

us for-

writes te the Romans

she got | Scriptures might have hope.’

* That
of the

He who

I'm real glad that | has the Scripturesto read, and the Holy

they are getting so many scholars at the

Spirit

to

help

him

understand

them,

Home, and I'm going to try and earn | ought to be happy anywhere ; every land
some more money for next missionary | ought to be the land of Beulah to him, for

meeting, so that more Chinese girls and | he can always see the Eden of the soul
boys can learn to read the Bible and sto
with the eye of faith, and there is only a
praying to idols.”
. narrow space between it and him,”

all over the coast, looking

at places that

if we would

seek

such comfort

of the

where the climate was good, the land was | -
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good society, the prices were too high.

[upon her face lately.

Of course it has

for it.

useful, especially,

‘the enterprise
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columns; the marginal readings of the old ver-

Old

and

sion and

New

Versions

the notes

of the

in

new version; the

Notes of the American Committee;

the

Cliro-

for advertisers, and shows.

of the publishing house with

which we have done business for
years.

New Temperance

Tales.

Fife and

Drum

series in pamphlet form, Nos. 1 and 2. 12tho,

79 and 100 pages.

By Mary Dwinell Chellis,

ten cents each. - The firisst
nology of the New Testament which has been Oply
a new and:
universally adopted by Biblical scholars; full thrilling story, with an excellent spirit and.
index to subjects of every chapter. This mat- moral jnstruction.” The 2nd number is equalter is all on the page with the two Testaments) ly * thrilling ” and pertains toa class of society
that urgently demands temperance work,
which makes it more convenient to examine
than any ether edition. The history of the Almost every port they enter they, will fing
allurements to ruin on every band, decoys
Revision
and the principles and rules ‘by
,
which
the committee were governed in rum-holes and other dens ready to work their

their work are

here clearly delineated.

By

Daniel Curry ,”D. D. LL. D.; Black Vellum
Cloth, extra, $1.50; Red Edges, $1.75; Fine:
Morocco, Flexible Gilt Edges, $300. Very
special terms till. Jan. 1, 1882, as follows:
ple copy, either style postaid, at 40 per

discount.

10 copies or

Samcent.

over by express, 50

per cent,

:

any to God?

Are there any who

young, and suitable to be

Srna

school library where

Or, are you hindering? Does your
course pf life give pain to any heart?
Does your example lead any into sin?
Do those who are laboring for Christ tind
you a hinderance ?
:
Learn from these lads. Help, and do
not hinder. Help the poor, the old, the
ignorant, the ungodly; help all you can.
Do not spend time and strength in sin, or
folly, or selfishness.

Try to do good,

Yes, for Christ's sake.

motive.

perance influence, and, other things being equal,
are to be preferred and adopted.
We hope
that our churches in making up their libraries,

or addingto them, will see that temperance
literature has a large place therein. * An
ounce of preventive is better than a pound of
cure.” Especially. is this the case in the matter of
should
falling
may be

for

That is the true

went about doing good.

sinners.

helpers.

zine for
Holland.

He

ruin.

Temperance men

shoul!

be alert in

counteracting these influences.

Frank

Leslie's

Sunday Magazine, Vol X.

July to December.

This number comes under

the editoral management of Dr. Talmage,
New

York. In his

introductory remarks

he says,

‘¢ We promise nothing except to trust.
in God
and do our level best. Our religion
is sunshine, and the difference between earth
and
heaven is that the sunshine of earth somet
imes

He died to save

TOMMY'S

OLUB.
going

The

to

do with that club?”

and the public will miss the able and genial
thoughts of its distinguished editor:~-We can

‘ But what are you going to send it the
editor for ?”
‘¢'Cause he says if anybody will send
him a ¢lib he will send them x copy of his
paper.”

but say that his death

dear, what do you supknow

unless

it

is

to

knock down subscribers
that don't pay for
That boy stands a chance for the Presidency if he lives.— Young Folks’ Rural.
+

A LITTLE THING, WELL DONE.
One raw, windy day this spring, I sat
down for a few minutes’ rest by a window looking out on the street. My head
was tired as well as my feet, and the
hoped-for repose was sadly disturbed by
the swinging and snapping of a gate, on
the opposite side of the street. Several
persons passed along without noticing it,
and then came two Dboys, abou: fem or
twelve years of age. They were walking
briskly and talking to match, but as they
came up to the gate, the one nearest to”
it lifted his hand and with one firm quiet
motion put the latch into its place, and
the thing was done, just as well done,
as if he had stopped and looked at it, and
taken a full minute for the operation.
In the few quiet moments which followed, I thanked my unknown friend
for his unconscious attention to my want,
and somehow the act, simple as it was,
followed me all day with its lessons and
impressions. The lesson that a little
thing well done is better than a large
thing attempted and left unfinished. The
impression that the boy who did that little
deed, so well and

almost

Now if it had been the minister, or

deacon, or some staid old

the

lady passing

by, it would not have been surprising,

of

course ; but a boy! Why did he not give
it a kick which would have caused it to
rebound with the bang so dear to the
boyish heart? No, my boy was evidently

well

brought

up; one

FRENCH Exits OF LOUISIANA.
By J. T.
Lindsay, Author of * Log Cabin Days of
lllinois,” ete. New York: W. B. Smith &
Co., Bond St.
:
a
This is an exciting story which brings out

much of interest about the condition of things

in France and Italy, in the career of Napoleon
L It acquaints the reader with scenes and facts

of interest during that period. The trials
escapes and

used

to doing

things about the house to help his mother,

a boy who loves order, and does
work in the right time and place.

his

tired mother, the story told to divert the

fretful little ones, above all a certain
nameless grace without whieh thekindest
deeds lose their value, and with which

shall be a reward.—4.4. B.

not sell it at any reasonable price ” |
not been brought there by any act of
A clergyman
of Illinois, writing to The
““ Well, I'll go if I can,”said Aunt
‘‘ No, I don’t want to sell,” I replied, yours, still it is your duty to chase
it
|
J
endent, pays a high tribute to the
Kate. Accordingly next day, Thursday, “but if you are willing to do as I did, you | away. "I don’t
and inflaence of modern Sunmean for you to run at it character
about three o'clock, Bertie showed his | wean have a home like mine..I bought this | and shake your
skirts and tell it to ‘‘shoo” day-school teaching by his testimony that

A.

Gardeld.”

—

The Wide Awake

for Novemberis before

us and it presents a lively, wide-swake
aps

pearance well calculated to wake up
every boy

for which it was designed.

If parents wish to

something - that will afford

amusement,

pleasure, instruction and profit for their children let them take the Wide Awake,

The Journal of the American Agricultural
Association, July and October, Nos. 3 and 4,.
is a volunie of 262 pages filled with matter of

great value to the farmer.

It will hereafter be

published quarterly. It is the design to discuss all agricultural questions, new discoveries
and improvements in the science, implements.
and machinery pertaining to agricultural
affairs, It is a valuable work for the progres-

sive

ultimate

and

refuge and Soourity

17 Bromfield 8t., Boston, has been so long
established that it is now pretty well understood as of sound literary
own well,

LITERARY

The

—

Amanda

B. Harris.

Day.

Twelve

Colored

M. Thayer,

by

AMERICAN

NEWSPAPER.

World.”

Price 15 cents

of the

NOTES.

late

President

to White

author

of

Garfield,

House,” by

* The Pioneer

W.

Boy,”

(The Life of Lincoln, which sold 80 largely,)
is having an immense sale. The publisher,

De-

signs Emblematic of the months,
Boston:
D. Lothrop & Co. Franklin St. Price $1.00.
Besides the above there are three cuts on
every page with three verses, und opposite a
blank leaf, so arranged as to contains picture,
a verse and a blank for each day in the year,
It is a pleasure not only to the children but
to “children of a larger growth’’ who may turn
4
its leaves.

THE

Life

‘‘ From Log Cabin

Rbymes
Edited

the Christian

The are both expositions worthy of. the
serious thought of serious men everywhere.

:

and Illustrations for Every

holds its

each. The first is published by W. Kellaway ,.
194 Washington 8t., Boston, and the latter by
the Presbyterian Committee, Richmond, Va.

the Alps and “ The Execution ” near Leghorn

LITTLE FOLKS’ EVERY DAY BOOK.

It

Also a series of letters on * Romanism ” by
Dr, Witherspoon, pastor of Tab St. Presbyterian church, Petersburg, Va.

in.

spun and the plot skillfully interwoven.
The illustrations are not designed for mere
ornament bat they bring to view the picturesque scenery involved in the historical facts
brought to view.
“Leaving Home” among

are among the number,

merit.

We bave received a Lecture by Charles
Earl Preston on “Paganism not abolished in

the Roman Empire or

Louisiana is graphically set before us by the
author, The thread of the story is ingeniously

James

H.

Earle,

Boston,

is rapidly

issuing

great editions, two editions at a time, printing
from duplicate sets of plates, and keeping
many presses running,in order to meet the
demand.

It is the standard life of Garfield

publish-

ed
after . his
election—~prepared
not for
the campaign, but for the family, for the
oldest and the youngest, and is
specially

Essay

adapted to youth and young men. It is brought
down to his death and funeral; contains his

Osgood ©

boyhood,
youth,
manhood,
public career,
assassination, sickness and imposing obsequies.
The material
was
furnished by
General

An

BE Samos Soran Goines: Assochiion,
Dudie Warner,
Ng
as, R.

unconsciously,

must in all probability be a good boy.

James

farmer to have. Terms $2.00 per year.
literary world; yet we often think of what the
first Napoleon used to say ; viz., ** No man is a
The numbers of the Living Age for Oct. 29
necessity.”
At any rate the world will get and Nov.
5 contain “ Worry,” Nineteenth
along without the best of men in some way at
Century; ‘‘ Futureof Islam,” Fortnightly ;
their demise.
They are getting along without
‘ The Letters of Goethe’s Mother,” Fraser;
Garfield and Holland, nay, it is possible, yes,
* Inaugural Address by Sir John Lubbock,”
probable that they are accomplishing more
Nature, and other equally interesting matter.
now than ever,—more than they would have
This standard publication of Littel} & Co., No.
dune living.

pose Le wants with a club?”
‘t Well, I don’t

is a great loss to the

article from the editor is the

Statesman,

He also bas a sermon on the prodigal’s
elder
brother, ¢ The Pouting Brother.” It
has a
great variety of interesting reading mstter
and
is richly illustrated.
Jet

find

Century is a child of his begetting of

These yolumes are the last of Scribner's;

** Send it to the editor, of course.”

‘¢ But, Tommy,

An illustrated Magi-

posthumous existence.

The leading

* Christian

it. The illustrations
are good and the stories
are better and the added C. Y. F. R. U. Sup:
plement matteris excellent for the
purpose

the people. Conducted by J. G.
New York: The Century Co. 1881,

past year present a nestand attractive ap.
pearance and enclose matter of great value for
preservation.
The editor's work here ends
by his sudden death, unless we may say that

be a helper for his sake!

ing and the happiest day of the week.”

or girl that has the great privilege of resiling

Two large Bound Volumes.
These bound volumes of Scribner's fer the

May you be ledby the Spirit to

* Tommy, my son, what are

intemperance.
Every thing possible
be done to prevent the young from
into it. The above House we think
trusted with entire safety.

SCRIBNER'SMONTHLY.

They who feel what Jesus has

done for them, are the best

placed in a Sunday-

a class of books, equally

interesting with others, having a decided tem-

Christ's sake.

‘Come here, sis, and sit beside me and
** Mr. Rusticus, can you | let me give you a little talking to. I store the cheerful tone to the wearied
are to be classed with the
teil me where I can find such a home as | wish to speak to you of your mother. It -heart-—all these
*
cup
of
cold
water,”
and for them there
I want? Now this of yours would just | may be you have noticed a careworn look

that you would

ature of the surface and soil, area,
location,
etc.
ey
It contains a varied amount of
Information,

REX RINGGOLD'S SCHOOL; or The Imperial
Club. By Pliny Steele Boyd, Author of “Up |
and Down the Merrimac.” Price $1.25, New kets heclouded, but heaven is everlasting sunare the better for you? Are there any | .York: National Temperance
Society
and shine. We mean to cultivate the largest
Publication House.-Neo.58 Reade St. 1881.
catholicity.” “We in our magazine intend
whose load you lighten, any to whom you
to
are a comfort? Are you trying to lead ~ This is a Temperand® siorv designed for the make Sunday the brightest and most entertain

Are you a helper?

He said to me,

suit me, but I suppose

student time enough to pay

the

it was easy work after that.

the simplest word or act may have power
to soothe the’overtaxed nerves, and re-

poor, and where there was good land and

agricultural products, prineipal’
manufactures,

got

My visitor thanked Elder Theophilus,
What a treasure is such a boy or girl in
and said that be would try to find a home
HUNTING FOR EDEN.
A: gentleman from the East called on for himself and family in the land of the home ! - The thousand little acts of
me to-day. He had heard and read a |Beulah, and not expect to find Eden on personal love and kindness and self-sacrigood deal about California, and thought this side of the grave. The whole of this fice, which a child has the opportunity to
render its. parents—the steps saved the
he would like to live here. ‘He had been beautiful State might be a land of Beulah,
travelers and” reul estate’ agents write Series as Elder Theophilus enjoys.—
elected.
about. . But none of them just suiled him ;

Canadian Provinces, giving valua

ble | informa.
ton concerning their mineral = depos
its, chief’

THE COLUMBIAN, OXFORD DOUBLE. TESTAMENT. N. Tibbals & Sons, 37 Park . Row,
New York.
;
This is one of the most convenient and com
‘plete editions yet published. It will save to the

the old man,

their paper. 1 suppose there are plenty
and beforé Mr. Hunter brought the little
girl to the Chinese Home, she had: been | lost home of the race is born in us, and. of such mean people.”

‘¢ Here,” answered Bertie from the
wood-shed. ¢ Come out and see my woodpile, won't you auntie?”
Aunt Kate came lo the back door and
down the steps into the yard, still beating her eggs.
“Look there,” said Bertie, pointing
with pride to his work. ‘Haven't I

4

little

with a woman

five cents.”
:
© ¢« Bertie, Bertie, where are you?” called Aunt Katie frorh the kitchen window.

:

I am

the idols that the Chinese worship .
ward or westward, but above; ana it
¢¢ Their idols are silver and gold, the | don’t matter much whether we have all
work of men's hands. They have mouths, things pleasant about us or not for the
but they speak not; eyes have they, but | little time that we can stay here, if we
they see not. ‘They have ears but they ere sure that a mansion is being prepared
hear not; noses have they, but they smell for us up there.”
| not. They have hands, but they handle
** But don’t you believe that it is right
not; feet have they, but they walk not; for us to make ourselves as comfortable

found little Chin Pav wandering

that he had just finished splitting. “Now,

3

«Life is short;

life is short, the Bible says

The teacher said that Mr. Hunter had | they

‘sell, as he surveyed the neat pile of wood

ey?

don’t

And so Chin them ourselves; and I believe that we
:
3 can have them almost anywhere if we
Jesus loves me, this I know,
will trust in him and try to do our duty.”
For the Bible tells me so.”
** Yes, but it takes too long,” said my

talk.

**There! it's all done,” said Bertie Rus-

The two little Chinese

Lord

little girls will sing for us.”
and her friend sang,

because the

THE CHILDREN'S MISSION WORK.

row?

on the | this story in.Genesis that the

Afterwards, while the children were Because life is short, ought I to stay
marching around. the room, laying their | where
I am sick all the time, and so
money on the table, Aunt Kate went to make it shorter? Isit wrong for me to
the little girls and triedto talk with them. want to move from Indiana to California,
Their teacher was there with them and even if Eden is not here ?”
she answered almost all of the questions
‘I don't say that it is. But I can't help

Family @ircle.

and

And

his truck to the top of the hill, and then

The two little girls stood

neither speuk they through their throat.”

Then up she sprang with smiling lips,
Though on her cheek there lay a tear.
¢ This land’s not half so strange,” she said,
¢ Since I have found the daises here.”
— Margaret Eytinge.

And so they did.

shoes.

Psalm and told what the Bible says about

And ceaseless noise, they took her where
The birds were singing in the trees,
And flower fragrance filled the air,
And where, their leaf-~crowned heads upraised
To greet the pretty gray-eyed lass,
A million blossoms starred the road,
And grew among the waving grass,—

ing every opportunity to minister to your.
comfort, every one ; of those wrinkles

with the help of the two lads,

but strangers and pilgrims here.
After that, Chin. Pav recited the para- we call our homes are at best only
ble of the prodigal son, word for word, | in which we find shelter for a few
at
very readily.
Then she said the 23d while on our journey. The garden

When from the city’s dust and heat

1881.

finely.
She wore
a green blouse and a | folks have in this world come from not
skirt of dark cambric with American
studying the Bible more. I learn fron:

Tells of his love in the Book he has given.”

And on her face a shadow lay,
For sick at heart for home was she.

I wanted

as

28,

« Who is Chin Pav P” asked Aunt Kate. | h e had something to say, so I turned to of sunshine chasing each other over the
«She is thie youngest scholar in the him with the question, ** Elder, do you dear old face. She will leave you one of
Home,” explained Bertie. . *‘ She‘is eight | k now of any place that would be likely these days. These burdens, if not lifted
years old and she can talk English most | to suit this gentleman?”
from her shoulders, will break her down.
as well as I can.”
:
. “1 have read about such a place, but I There, there, don’t cry, she has not left
In a few minutes little Chin Pav came | n ever saw it, and I don’t know whether yet. She is down in the kitchen stringhurrying in with the other Chinise girl. he could find it if he should try.”
ing beans for dinner, and if you feel so,
Chin Pav had a bright, pleasant face, and
* Where did you read of it—in Nord- badly you might.go down and finish them,
‘she was dressed very finely. She wore a hoff’s Book ?” cried my visitor.
and let her change her dress and rest an
blouse of pink silk, trimmed around her
¢¢ No, in'an older and better book than hour bef
dinner; and after dinner
neck and sleeves with blue. This blouse | his. This was the statement about it: take down\her hair and do it up for her.
came down to her kneés.” “Then she had | « And the Lord God planted a garden. You need nqt wind it over your finger
on the large, loese trowsers that Chinese eastward in Eden, . . . and out of the and fuss to mhake spit-curls as she used to
women wear. They were made of bright | ground made the Lord God to grow with yours, but give it a good brushing
green silk, trimmed with blue like the every tree that is pleasant to the sightand and wind it up, gently and tenderly, .as
blouse.
Her funny shoes had = thick {'guod for food.’,, Now, although the Bible though you enjoyed doing it for her.—
white soles and the tops were blue and | says that the garden was planted east- Milwaukee Sun,
VE
pink.J So, altogether, “Chin Pav looked ward, there are hundreds of people who
very queer and gay, like one-of the Chi-| keep coming west, hoping to find it. I
. HELPERS.
nese pictures.
often tell my neighbor Rusticus that most
* Poor old fellow! he can hardly get
Her companion was not dressed 80 | of the troubles and disappointments that along; let's lend him a hand.”

«YT am so glad that our Father in Heaven

And she had left her native shore,
And journeyed miles and miles away
Across the ocean, to the land
‘Where waves the banner of the free,

““Yousee,

and

I saw the twinkle in his eyes, 1 knew that

the words distinctly, but Ji they did not., | well up in years, and
I want to settle
sing very loudly for they fell rather afraid | , own and enjoy myself.”
of so many white children. Next they
The good elder looked very sad. He
| sang one verse of
waited some time and then said; * Yes,

DAISIES.

en.

Elder Theophilus was present,

well as

They had very sweet voices and spoke | c.oiior

She was a little Trish maid

been smart, auntie ? 1 split and

as

Pav.”

¢¢

00-0
>

this evening, father will give

English

STAR, NOVEMBER

“| platform before all the children.
plant any more gardens on the earth—
+ * Now,” said the teacher, “ these two | that if we want them we have to plant

Yet would not change places with you.

BY MARY

Chin

MORNING

This little hand-book discusses " {he rights of -

subscribers, advertisers, correspondents and "Garfield and several of his early associates,
editors with remarkable clearness, and they pupils, teachers, ete. Many incidents of his
are 80 much in accordance with our own con- early life are found in no book but this. Of all
victions that we will make some quotations. the lives of Garfield, this is the only one repub“ The notion that the subscriber has a right to lished in England, and already three editions:
interfere in the conduet of the paper, or the have been sold there. A publishing house
reader to direct its opinions, is based on a mis- in Amsterdam, Holland, is preparing an
edition in German. It has been introduced
conception of what the newspaper is.”
In speaking of communications the author into public schoolsas a reading book. It is
says, ‘‘ Whether they shall be printed or not the largest book for the price for sale; over
rests in the discretion of the editor. . . nor is 480 pages; has splendid steel portraits of
he bound to give any reason for its refusal.Itis President Garfleld and Mrs, Garfield; pictorial
purely in his discretion whether he will admit illustration ot his life from the Log Cubin to
a reply to anything that tms appeared in his the White House, and views of his Mentor and
columns. No one.has a right to demand it. Hiram Homes, scenes and incidents; elegantly
Courtesy and policy may grant it, but the right bound, price only $1.50.
D. Lothrop & Co, will publish in November
to it does not exist.”
“ The advertiser acquires no more rights in “ Around the” World Tour of Christian Misthe newspaper than the subscriber. He is sions,” by W. H, Bainbridge. This compreentitled to use the space for which he pays by hensive work will contain over 600 pages, and
the insertion of such material as is approved be illustrated with maps upon which the part
by the editor.”
BE
uth
.of the world occupied by the missionaries of
¢¢ Most newspapers cost more than they sell different denominations will be clearly infor; they could not live by subscriptions; for dicated, They will issue at the same time

any profits they certainly depend upon adver-

tisements.”
He says again; * Our newspapers
are overwhelmed with material that is of no

importance.” - What is the remedy?

* More

careful direction inthe collection and more

careful sifting and supervision. . , . . . It becomes every day more apparentto every manager that such discrimination is more necesM

sary.”

“ Round the World Letters,” by Lucy Seaman
Bainbridge, the well-known correspondent’of

the Providence Journal.

.

The Holiday Wide Awake will be the January ‘number this year, as usual. It will be
very beautiful,
We have bad ‘ Ecce Homo”

A
and ‘‘ Ecce

Deus,” and now * Ecce Spiritus ” is coming to.
complete the triad,

Surmises as to its author-

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER MANUAL, by N. W.

ship will soon be in order.
“ The Duties of Women,” by Frances Power

the children
aunt the way to the church, and’ when ranch ten years ago when it wag oily a | as you would a hen, nor do I expect
This is a substantjal, well‘ bound volume of
generally who
been
you underit “ lose all confidencein have
the ‘piety’ 736 pages. Containsa carefully prepared list
cattle ranch. I fenced it, I cultivated it, I | to get on the other side of the fence
of & man, unselfish, benevolent, and de- of all newspapers
and. periodicals in the
built this house and barn, I planted these | throw old oyster-cans and pieces of and vout
Mongh he be, if, in. the quiet and United States and Canada, arranged
barby States

Cobbe, just passing into its second English
edition, has already, since last spring, passed
through three American editions; and the new
chenp edition in paper binding, at twenty-five

Ayer & Bon, Philadelphia.

thy arvived. thre hey bo wut fut

| trées and vines, I sunk these wells and | rel-staves at it. : But I want you to get
put up. these windmills, My example | breakfast, and when your mother comes
:
| was
followed byby others i"80 1 soon had | down and begins to express her surprise,
‘good neighbors,
and now ‘we have .as | go rig
up ht
to her and kiss her on thc
pleasant and prosperous a community as | month. You can’t imagine
how it will
you will often see.”
:
* “| brightenup herent
;
vid"
face..
“But I don’t want to work and wait has more wrinkles than yours, Her face
far’
ten years for a home. I want one that is'| and yetif you were sick that face more,
would
all complet
Ea

(t

THE

py

=

az

e and perfect now so
can begin to enjoy it.”

‘that I appear to be more beautiful to you than
an angel's ag it hovered over you,

watch-

pvacyo

is own house he rests .himself

with the aid of a

cigar.”

A

minister

mustbe pretty tough who would hold on

to the use-of tobacco when its indulgence
clearly Gestioged all ‘confidence in his
piety among the children of his pastoral

each place, and

the county

in/ which

it is

situated, from the censusof 1880, special lists
of religious, agricultural, and many class

i

rae

charge!

publications,

“You never saw my hinds as dirty as
petulant mother to her little
girl. ‘No, but your ma did,” was the
reply. |
.|

given, but one of the most important features

that,” suid a

cents, just issued by the publisher, George H.

in geographical sections, and by towns. in Ellis, seems likely to give the work an almost
alphabetical order. Also, the population of universal reading among thoughtful American

A

tabulated statement

of this
description

edition

is

of

every

of

newspapers

the carefully
eounty

in

is

prepared
the Unit.

women,
fads
The theological debate

Gr
between

a
Col. Inger-

soll and Judge Black, that was begun in the

August number of the North American

Re-

view, 1s to be continued in that periodical. -

Dr: Robert Young, the author of the great
Analytical Concordance to the Bible, tates

ed States, as well as of eath State and that his physicians have ordered him to abstain
Territory as a whole, and of each of .4hé from all literary labor for one year.

I

Re

0
4

These make but a small fraction of the

Hancock, Lafayette and Percy once paced

Clemmer

in

Drs.

the

O-0-6-0
2
>
James laments that his native country is
PERSONAL ITEMS.
one without a background of reminiscence. . Boston ‘and Salem. are alike | King Kalakaua is distinguished as the
Yet to the un- only crowned head who has gone round
barren and bare to him.
- spoiled American the memories of Miles the world.
Rb
Sato
John

PARTICULAR

of Bunker

of days

multitudi-

and

I

in which Wendell

deavored to bring

cumula-

reading

Phillips was born. Just

about

reforms

stead,

in ‘the

dens, and
+ in which

pensed

pastures, the massive

her

mansion

Street, Amesbury, aud his life

y Quincy Hancock disfamous hospitalities. Here

she entertained D'Estaing and Lafayette,

in 1781; Washington and Brisson, chief
the Girondists, in 1789 ; and, later, Lords

‘Stanley, Wortley, Labouchiere, and Bounville. About forty French officers
ined

daily at Hancock's table, and

tale is told how one day, when

the

cooks,

. in despair, rushed forth and milked the
cows of the multitude grazing on the
“Common. - When Lafayette revisited Boston, in 1824, his first call was on his
beautiful hostess of 1781. For several
moments they stood gazing upon each
other; without speech, studying curiously
ore thang
and sadly the ravages which
forty years of absence had made in the
faces of ench. It was during this same
visit that Layfayette went to Quincy, to
dine with John Adams. " ‘‘ That was not
the John

Adams

I remember,” said,

sad-

ly, Lafayette. ** That was not the Lafavette that I remember,” said John Adams.
The ex-President was nearly ninety and
General Lalayetia was sixty-seven. On
the corner of Park and Beacon Streets
stands the house in which Lafayetie lived
in 1824, an abode ufterward occupied by
Christopher Gore, when Gov. of Mass.,

and by George Ticknor.

Next was the

abode of Abbott Lawrence and, very near,
the house of Josiah Quincy, Jr. Next to
David Sears’s house is the one in which
the famous Mrs. Harrison Gray Otis so
Jong held court. Thus one might go on
for a week amid houses made illusirious
by their names.
Just beyond Park Street, in the ancient
territory of the Common, we look into
“God's Acre,” fenced in from the populous

‘street, where the historic dead have rested

since 1660. Here in the Granary Baurialground are buried the father and mother
of Benjamin Franklin, Faneuil, Wendell,
Hancock, Adams,

Bowdoin,

and

a host

of others. The Boston Common to-day is
what it was under the government of
.John Winthrop in 1640—the common
ground of all the people of Boston, Aristocracy may entrench. itself within costly
walls towering
upon its crest, but the
- grassy glebe
that erst rolled away to the
-sea at its feet is as utterly the ‘domain of
the lowliest citizen as of the loftiest lord
-of patriotism or
gree.
The Common
was entrenched by a vote against all en~croachment ia 1640. It was originally

set apart solely for pasturage and military

parade, long before Boston was a city,
and long after the tinkling of cow-bells
and the lowing of cattle were the only
~ sounds which floated out from this grassy
“heart of the bustling town. The vast interlacing arch of the great Mall of to-day
then was not. Where the gorgeous parterres of the Public Garden now
glow
and gleam in the sun, the Charles
River
«then came up and laved the reedy borders
of the Sentry or Training Field, as the
‘Common was then called. In this pastoral
place, in those

days,

we catch

glimpses

of the cavaliers. in short cloaks, doublets,
ruffs, and rapiers; and of the
pretty
« Marinaduke Madams,” en high whi

in huge hoops, with

ions, parading
Pond or under
the Great Elm
“Gallantry and

hair piled

therein

Sept. 28,

1881,

aged

73

years

and

on cush-

and: flirting by the Frog
the Great Elm, which was
two hundred years ago.
coquetry might languish ;

tian work in # quiet”

to New

80-

York

years ago,

to

The fies mililary exe-

that occurred

in’

-.on He Soman. aril
rothy Hancock,
bowery garden, down
the Common, saw the
drilling troops which

Boston

¢
Sook plage
leaning f
the gree i b ,
gallant = Far) ok
she afterward saw

marshaled “in fierce battle-array
at Lex-

ingtoms= It was from ‘the Common that
- i the troops embarked, in silence; for Tex.
. ington; the night before the 19th of April.

The forces that® marched for Bunker Hill

were camped upon

the Common.

ley and Pepperell brought

Shir-

their soldiers

i

After

the

horrors

Of Quaker. exeoutions
+ en-tongued
‘the

people

Whitefield,

underthe

came

of war

and

the gold-

preaching

to

* cathedral trees.”

admonition of the Lord, and those re-

ble little old lady who has been fighting a
battle of fifty years in the - courts for the
property which seems lawfully to be hers.
The storyof her life, which is romantic
enough to farnish forth half a dozen novels, shows that Mrs. Gaines has always
proposed to. use her triumph humanely,

common

and

gold

5a

and

nearly

facture, and it can be iL
DRUGGISTS

Laboratory,

being 70 years old, I was
with

no

appetite.

entirely

prostrated,

I concluded

to

soon made a

but, to my

try

Dr.

surprise, it

great change in my appetite and

Strength; and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifyiog the Blood. -

:

FUR

I have used Dr. Clark Jobunson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never been
‘treuibled since. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

:

WILLIAM

McPHERSON.

Agents wanted fer the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

loveliness of character

and disposi-

1

Bates
of

i

}

Ih

i

Sill HCA

Would

POOR

ongress; the
Remov

‘Sell now in

For

Invigorates
Brain, and

for

INDIGESTION,

lt is the largest becauseit has

the most to

flicted mother.

Dr.

—
a blessing to my

She tried

many,

many

af-

poor,
things

for

her sick headache, but never found any relief un-

til she took

the Liver-Aid.

It has,

indeed,

been

invaluable to her. She is now using her fourth
bottle. I told our druggist how excellent it was,
and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known remedy for sick headache.
He says it is not advertised half enough. I hope

eral
Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic

Diarrhea,

in paralysis, insanity, or death.

benefit it has given.
Liver:Aid has been

the

—CURES—

you will let it become better
eo known.A.

Dropsy,

SHIVLER.

447, W, 22d St., New York.
_

plaint, Remittent
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD,
OR ACCOMPANIED BY

For sale by

bottles for 2.

six

all Druggists at $1 per bottle, or

Church and ShoeBel,
SIZES

DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

Diam. of

Bell.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IRON, infusing Stremgth,
Vigor and New Life into Ml gars of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are not
by corresponding reaction, but are permanent,

°CUHOW TO PRINT.
:
Send to J. W.
haday & Co.
721 Chestant S¢t., P
elphia, one
/{ _.. acent stamp and get by return mail a
A
‘handsome one (40) page book called

=

TO PRINT, which gives with

a hundred other things, cuts, descriptions and prices of the celebrated

f

\

MODEL PRESS,

REVOLUTION £2

PRICES. $1.508/
8. library books
for 5 cents each:

Her “Sister's

J

AND

PRICES,

Wg't with

yoke &
JSrame

sutieinaarennss DAVID C, COOK,

it

148 Madison 8t., Chicago.

Life.

Danghters Cured

g =)

aos

A

nd

“oh,
es

TD

think

she is right;

Bell &
Hang's.

No.6,
925in.2301bs.
No. 63,27 in. 340 1bs.
80 in. 490 1bs.

No.8,

841in.7301bs.

$25 00
36 00
50 00

No.9,

88m.9251bs.

130 00

75 00

and

in

I long

to

have

the

time

come when I can start and tell what I know
about it.
8. C. BUZZELL.
Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept. 17, 1876.
DR:

HARDY’S

SONS,—Dear

Sirs:

It

is

with

pleasure that I recommend the “Woman’s Friend,”
for truly it is the woman’s friend;

it is

all

it

18

recommended to be. I know that it saved me
from an ultimely
grave. I was prostrated with female weakness of eight years’ standing, had tried

& North-Western

Is the OLDEST!

BEST CONSTRUCTED

EQUIPPED

BEST

| and hence the

LEADING

RAILWAY

—0OF

the

the world; and I

NORTH-V ESTCRAN

RAILWAY

THE

WEST AND NORTHWEST !

doctors say must die,but she don’t believe it, for she

says It is the best medicine

CHICAGO &

~~) THE (—

Chicago

and your father called to her house and

It is the short and best.ronte between Chicago and

all points in

NeNorthern Illinois, Iowa, »akota, Wyoming,
braska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and for

Council

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

Sioux City,

several doctors and they did me no good; a lad
ave.me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, and I trie
When 1 had used one botf with but little faith.

Cedar

had not done

Iiwaukee,
Green
Bay,
Oshkosh,
Sheboygan,
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,

tle could attend to my household duties, a thing I
for three months ; took three bottles

o
and am completely cured.
Mrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she nevyer had anything do her so much good as the Woman’s Friend. She says, in fact she could not keep
,
house without it.
Mrs. S. J.

of Calias

Wells

says

Woman's

the

Friend saved her sister's life when everything else
failed.
Mr. Lyford says: Never saw any anything like
the Woman’s Friend, it is better than gold ; would

go fifty miles for it rather
without it a single day.

than

let

his

wile

be

Yours with many thanks for so good a medicine.

MRS. LUCENA A, CROSS,
Hardwick, Vt., Feb, 2, 1881.
I write vou in behalf of your invaluable medi.
cine, the
Woman’s Friend ; I feel that I can not

gay too much in its praise as I was a

er.

Iam satiafled that bad I not

used

great suffer-

it as

my

necessities demanded, I would have been a victim to consumption or the insane asylum ; but, as

it is, one bottle and a half made all things right
for me, and Tam hale and
hearty, and I feel to
say I am thankfal' that you have been led to
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman’s Friendor Nature’s Grand Asistant.
I think it rightly named.
ours truly,

Cost of

& Co., Sencca Falls, N.Y, hy Lt A.

Rumsey

Sold by all Druggists.

NTARY
COMME
LESSON
Lessons for 1882, Soverixng Dot
a
)

On hy

0

hook

of

Mark,

and

accompanied

;

by

ri

the

t

an

‘* Revised

"i
revised.
ropi
fh * Cambridge
of) She Cop ee
ge svised.voprint

10c.,

postpaid;

The hy,

ord

mpendivm,

R
i SPAVED
©. coox

books on pS

inone;

ts

each. 25c. pkgs. reward cards for 10c., 3 for 25c. $1.30
holiday books
for 10c, - Teachers’ lib
of 12 books for
Si-eworth $15; single books 10¢c. ech.
Also full line 8.
. banners, pledge rolls, Band of Hope certificates, chro~
mos, wall mottoes, etc., at prices that will astonish.
Testaments at 5c, and upwards. Most complete teach.
ers’ Bibles only $1.30.
adv. religious press. Cata-

ABBIE HATCH.

Craftsbury, Vt., Jan., 1881.

Price

$1.00

w

a

Bottle.

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Wholesale
Agents.
PR. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop’s. Cornish Flats, N.H.

Rapids,

Des Moines,

Columbus,

and

oints in the Territories and the West.

he "1d

nday-Sch

148 Madison St., Ohfeago,

\

THE

r

adesatipt

CUR ELLIRg

CHICAGO,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota,
consin and the Northwest.

Dakota,

ISLA

At Chicago, close

connections

are

made with

the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimere &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan Handle Routes.

Close connections made at Junetion Points.
Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
BETWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Tickét Agents selling you Tickets
via this road, Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read
over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodations Jou will buy
your tickets 2 Bd
route,
¥&.AND WILL T.
NONE OTHER.
All Ticket A fants sell Tickets by this Line.

MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. &Gen’l
S.

M.

PETTENGILL

&

00.,

er

37

|

y

,
ND & PACIFIC
R. R.

:

OMSor

Irond Owned

tions are made in Unlon Depots, and its

A. KIMBALL, Gen’l Sup’t.
vib

Running

Cars from Chieago into the State of Kansas Without Change.

Thro

Tickets are sold at all Coupon Ticket Offices

x

“bE ST. JOHN, Ger

Park

Row, New York. are our Agents, and are authorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

CHAIN
4 COUNCIL BLUFFS, KANSAS CITY, ATCHISON and LEAVENWORTH, is tho GREAT STEEL LINK in tho SIGHTY
weon
to the Pacific.
CHICAGD wnContinentin! from the Alisbile
Bek
3 track, and every appli for th hry and comfort of its patrons'is
over its
perfect
8 ench WAY Al
h Express
”
snd to all Express Trains is attached one of those FAMOUS PALACEDI
BULLI. PALACK SLEEPING Corcis RUN THROUG
by mapa

Wis-

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

rates.

ROCK

all

Also, for

‘SETH ‘W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86
Harrison Avenue, Boston.

4

Saved From an Untinely Grave.

sumption,

Grosvenor’s Liver-Aid is a wonderful medicine
for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of testimonials have been received as to the

plaints, Liver Com-

every part of life, and give anew impetus
to the most practical of its realities.

Satmeh

rial.

Family, AGENTS WANTED Everywhere.
diately,
ii}
Partioula; . dress im:

A lady sent to me
yesterday from Northfield for
| some,saying that she had two daughters cured with
it that the
doctors had fiveny
to die with con-

as

APPETITE,

Humors, Female Com-

will put
a vital and energetic force into

al

his death an

J MCURDY & 00., Philadelphia, Pe.

left some; and now she has another daughter

IS NOT A PAD,’
an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,

unchecked,

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen-

it

Go Fifty Miles for

Saved

plaints.

Dr. GROSVENORS’ LIVER AID

up the System,
Makes the Weak
Strong, Builds up the Broken-

Frances Power Cobbe's lectures on the
Dnties of Women,” tickets to Which
sold in London last winter at two: guineas, have found a large audience in this
country.’ They have already gone through
through three American editions; and
now
the publisher, George H. Ellis, has

Long Branch;

not bave it, so thought it time I had some ordered.

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

admir-

wv.

the Insane Asylum.

ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a
hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without
number; resulting, if

:

the formation of his
Assassins Attack ; the 8

Dr. Hardy’s forty years’ experience is compounding medicmes resulted in the discoveries
which render the Woman’s Friend the most successful remedy ever made for all Female Com-

do. It is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, congequently any Qeraiige:

gent for three stamps. ‘Address WORLD'S
Di1sPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, Buf-

RFIEL

Aathentin Complete.
His early life,
into promin~
i 1
3 She;
rapido]
ence
as &
Soldier and Logis aon electionto the Presidency;

Of Consumption.

Body.

on Diseases Peculiar to women, 96 pages,

tHE Complete Life oF

Will always Bless the Name
of * Woman's Friend”!

Two

ULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Iluman

down,

[

DD
I 0 al: 30.

TESTIMONIALS.

)

Mass.,

cts the purchaser and makes
deceitimpossible. Marchal &
Smith, 8 W, 11th 8t,, N. X.

|

DR. S. HARDY’S SONS :—I am doing good business with W. F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more to-night but did

a

Boston,

our Illustrated Catalogue.
It
ves information which pro-

nou,

and

constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally

cure me.

CO.,

Prints everything
needed by Business
bd Men, Churches, Sunday-Schools, &«.
1s Strong! pid and easy to work. Any bo can manage it.
rice, from §3 vp.
30,000 sold.
12 styles. Hand and foot power.

Manchester, N. H.

for the past two years, and consider it the best
family medicine
known.
When the children
get a slight cold, and are threatened with fe-.
ver,
a few doses will set them right. In m
own case I use it, and think it the best medi-

3

a

mend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
| Johnson’s
Indian Blood Syrup in my family

now sleep

20 Beautifnl Stops, 5 Octaves
Carved Walnut Case. Send for

=: Tor Diseases

keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recom-

difficulty

&

HOW

I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to

for bronchial

JOHNSON

0

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

cine I ever took

o 8.

A RE

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.

remedy.

his loosened

fo

oithout coughing » TEyoar droggist 406s DOL

formerly Bangor, Me.

1. AIT WOMANS
TEI.

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.

ir

years 2c}

ctoration

act in

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LIVER PILLS, They cure constipation, bilicusness,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
A Sold by all Druggists. <¢8

DYSPEPSIA, DIZZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE, HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,
RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCRO¥F-:

in

ture; and, if it receives this treatment,

St.,

Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although

I had little faith in it;

BILLIOUSNESS,

ic weaknesses heen iar to women. Particulars in Dr. Pierce's pamphlet treatise

falo, N. Y.

3d

CITY.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
In 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and

Such

:

but

YORK

speed,

made

Parsons’ RICH
BLOOD!
Blood, and will completely change the on a
the entire system in three months, -Anyperson
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks
maybe restored to sound health, if sucha thing
be
ible. Sent by mail for 8 Jetter stamps.

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Comp
d is unsurp
d
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1. per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above, Mention this Paper.

IT.

West

under all cir

a

oht

The Key to Health.

ted silver, containing bottles and flasks of

not extolled as a ¢¢ cure-all,”

It will at all'times and

poison

the most deli-

SELL

77

YEW

But

hight. Itis solid silver, curiously beaten and raised in queer flowers and odd
birds. On opening the various doors and
windows that lead out on conical little
balconies; can be discovered cases of fret-

entation.— Kz.

taint, or

It does not merely

keep it, send for treatise and jes mosials to
833 Broad way, New Yi

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured by its use.

cate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being requi
in attention to directions.

ca-

feet

hereditary

[

gestion.

In the blood, which nary Scrotuln, bry.
sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors. a
oad
ere are no spi
em
in its mann.

embroidered

three

after

Strengthens and Invigorates.

t neutralizes the

surprised

tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
quent
Spinal Weakness,
and is particularly adapted
to the
Change of Life.
;
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin
an early stage
of
dev l
The
tendency to cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

of food is pre-

agai Eevee. ©

{
CURED

Cure, for

the iret medicine ro

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera

motes Bigestion.
ourishes,

aD

afford temporary relief, butis a permanent cure,
Mrs. B.
oe re
0., Fach of it: “ 4m

Is a Positive Cure

Have you found the key to perfect hedltl’
and strength?
It is Kidney-Wort, the only
remedy that overcomes at once the inaction of
the kidneys and bowels.
It purifies the blood
by cleansing the system of foul humors, and by
giving strength to the liver, kidneys and bowels to perform their regular functions. = See
displayed advertisement.

divans, and ebony and ivy fauteuil, upholstered with Gobelin tapestry and handwrought brocades, will take the place of
the modern set. In Gen. Grant's private
dressing room stands a miniature house
of five stories,

ASTHMA “reverts

i

socommon to our best female population,

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
Ie
the pores of thé skin and induces

Ses of magnificent presents presented to
the General on his foreign tour furnishing
them thronghout, : as well as supplying
the: rest of the house with objects of art
of every conceivable sort, No two pieces
of furniture in the parlors and reception
room will be alike.
Curiously carved
velvet

ay

forall those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses

the Liver.
the Kidneys.

of

once refused an offer of money that would
have raised her from penury to wealth,because it involved the surrender of a part
of the estate to speculators and the possible oppression of the occupants.
Gen. Grant's New York home promises te be ong,of the most elegant in the
country.
.A correspondent learns that
not a Single article has been bought &r

Address NarioxaL PusLisaixg Co., Philadelphia
Pa.

°

One of his sons

tion. A more honest man than Anson
never lived. ¢ Peace to his ashes.’ ”

t she should ever achieve it, and that she

°

and all their atten: dasic evils.

went to to the front in The
early
nation’s struggle, and there laid his life on
his * country’s altar.
Fairfield never raised
a more
promising young man than William
Bates.
Sarah, his sister, on the eve of mar
riage, was stricken down—a young lady of un-

‘General Am- issued them‘in cheap form at twenty-five
“herst, with his army of nearly five thou- cents, whichis giving them the-enormous
sand men, who were to conquer Quebec, circulation which they deserve.
mustered on these grassy slopes. Gen- eral Wolfe, with _fire-lock ry bayonet,
Like every: other faculty imagination
Marshed's and down the then scanty needs wise direction and vigorous cul+ here in 1745 and in 1758.

It acts w
It acts upon

illness’ of many

as the

immediately

"Mo

cution

tedious

writes thus,

months duration, during which his sufferings
were intense, yet borne with calm Christian
fortitude—upheld by the arm of God, whom he
had faithfully served through his long and honorable life, Anson Bates passed to the eternal
home.
Born in the eventful year of 1812, in

- under its shados
uakers were exe- ably fulfills a singlenessof purpose, becuted, and their bodies cruelly refused ing » most potent specific in. those chron.
to thes Hdends

and

him

enjoyment of Christian hope.

Dr. Pierce’s ‘* Favorite Prescription” is

A duel as early as 1728 was fought

knew

Go

and faithfuluess to the last, survive him,
One
of his children died in infancy, and two reached mahhood and womanhood, dying in the full

witcheraft from the branches of ‘the old

‘Elm.

who

°

\

five children, two of whom, with his widow
who watched over him with unceasing care

mosphere of those early colonial days.
Yet, in the main, those were not days of
hilarity, and troubled and troubling bu-

man nature brought its expiations to the
‘Common. ' Poor wretches
were hung for

“ After a long

ture and

carved ivory filled with different and delicious perfumes, This was presented to
the owner in China. Gen.
Grant knows
ata glance where each of the thousands ot
ilts came from, the name of the city, the
onor ‘and the circumstances of the pres-

‘but they did not, dio even in the austere at-

One

ligious principles instilled in his early training
which guided bim through life, making him an
honorable example worthy of imitation. = He
was three times married, and was the father of

tary is-Myfa Clarke Gaines, the indomita-

chairs,

medicine istaken

vent

in death.

Fairfield, in what is familiarly known

cen-

eighty

him

*¢ Ten Lots,” being son of Deacon Coastantine
and Sally Bates, he was brought up in the nur-

at, Westminster. I am perfectly happy
—perfectly satisfied. I have no misgivings.” And, again, a litle later on—*'So
far as I know what the duties of this
office are supposed to be, in spite of ever
incompetence, I yet humbly trust that i
have sustained, before the mind of the
nation, the extraordinary value of the
Abbey as a religious, liberal and national institution.”
One of the most picturesque figures

for the first floor, the

preceded

ANSON BATES died in West Waterville, Me.,
Sept. 10.

violent fil of sickness, took to my
bed,
and said immediately that I wisd to die

ordered

children

He leaves a wife and six daughters to mourn
his loss, all of whom are members of the church
militant. May God grant that’ when they too
are called they may join him in the church
triumphant. Father Smith had been a subscriber
to the Star for fourteen years.
J.P.

should come. I could not have controlled
it better.
After preaching one of my
sermons on the Beatitudes, I had a most

olf this

coms

Two of his

‘The end has come,” he
way I most desired it

among the American women

the

the righteous of all
generations.
His last
word was; “ I am ready and willing to die.”

has two children, a boy and a
under twenty.
Farrar says that, Dean Stanley's
centered in Westminster Abbey,
he alluded in almost his last ar-

ticulate words.
said, “in the

His relatives and friends are

the F. B. church ‘thirty-six

forted in the belief that he has been permitted
to enter into the rest and peace prepared for

look after household matters at the Arthur mansion on Madison avenue.
Mrs.

McElroy
girl, both
Canon
thoughts
and to it

way.

z

It contains the
istory of his noble
and eventful life
and dast 'rdly assassination. Surgicaltreatment, death,
funcral obsequies,
etc, The bestchanceof your life to
make money. Bewareof ‘‘catchpenny’’ imitations. This
is theonly authentic and fully illustrated life
of ont ma=-tyred President. Finesteel portraits. Extra terms to
gents, Circulars free.
:

=

Alterative

Varied Properties.

: eating the fermentation

aged 69

unostentatious

He united with

and

j»

¥

L

’sdy
a Reme
nson
.StiAsthm
Dr
is unequaled as a positive

It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind’ and
Souring
of the food in the stomach, If

11

a tender father and, husband,
and did his Chris-

side and immediate circle, but of late she

often

Oct. 26,

|

of

11,000,000 Boles

years, 6 months and 24 days. He was a kind and

cial charms. She is not at all fond of
display, preferring rather her own fire-

has been called

Co., Iowa,

£

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!
This Syrup possesses

JAMES BARNHEART SMITH died at his res-

idence in Tama

;

SOLD SINCE 1870.

her last sickness with patience and resignation.
Two days before her death, she told her friends
that she was going to leave them, and bid each
one a final adieu.
Her funeral - was largely attended. Discourse by Rev. S. H. Barrett.
CoM.

that of a student—simple and hard-working.—Ez. - Mrs. John E. McElroy, of Albany, sister of President Arthur, who is expected
to officiate as mistress of the White House,
is said to be a lady of most winning pres-

c

12t13 ous 21t

5,000 Agents Wanted for Lifo of
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com

o

San

£

Ague,
Rheuma-~
sy, Heart Disease, BilNervous debility, etc.

S

i
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BLOOD,

Q Dy:

a.
tisny;
iousness,

5.

d TOE

20 minutes. It wil aise knit a great sariebrof
fodcr

8

ly

CURES 2eesaas

passed to the

years. She made a profession of religion in
early life, and was an active member of the
first F, B. church in Rutland, Ohio.
She bore:

is

ence,noted both for her culture I,

a greater

number of feasters assembled, the

the Boston papers in a book-

store, the towns-people watching with
real reverence the tall, slender, whitehaired
poet. He occupies two furnished
rooms in a’ pleasant home on Friend

before you reach the State House, where
a showy freestone modern house now
stands, once stood, amid orchards, gar-

o

| bas

- This sad announcement will be read
church, but have been quite discouraged months.
with the deepest sorrow in. this community
tive powerto thrust into dimming Tre- | by the policy of Pope Leo XIII.
where Bro.
H. has so many years been known
amoteness the persons and places of two.
and loved, and not less by the large circle else:
Queen
Victoria
is
said
to
have
a
re‘hundred years ago. Where the ancient
where of those who have enjoyed his inti‘beacon stood, more than two hundred markable collection of autographs. She mate acquaintance and friendship. Bro. H.
purchased:thivugh
an
agent
two
of
the
experienced religion in 1843, and united ‘with
‘feet above the sea, now the burnished
SS. of the Disrueli novels, and got them the Freewill Baptist church, He was chosen
dome of the stately State House sels like
deacon in 1869 and served until a long sickness
a globe of gold against the sky, the histor- for about $100 apiece.
deprived him of his usefulness in the church.
ommon at its feet, historic. houses, .
ic
Mrs. Spurgeon proves herself a worthy He was cheerful, even amid the deepest trials
historic
graves, on either side. A little helper of ber husband.
The Tabernacle and severest sufferings. He was a faithful Chris‘way off Samuel Adams was born and ¢* book-fund” under her care has. distrib- tian. He has left a wife and three children, who
deeply mourn their loss. Sermon by the writJohn Hancock lived.
Here, looking uted 34,335 volumes, principally to minis-- er.
.down on the Mall, stood the house in ters 100 poor to purchase for themselves.
ALLY WINKLFEY died in Strafford,
‘which Copley painted his best pictures
Oct.
18¥1, aged.85 years. She has been a
Mr.
Whittier’s
days
at
home
in
Amesfait
mother in Israel for over sixty
years.
:and where the father of Rembrandet Peal
-studied in 1768. Here a little way down bury, Mass., are devoted to his books, Her hist sickness was attended with much suffering,
which
she
endured
with
Christian
‘the street stands the house in which Pres- with the exception of one hour in the grace.
R. McDONALD.
one hour in the aftercolt wrote his histories. On the corner forenoon and
noon.
During
these
intervals
he
is
MRS.
MARY
J.
GILES,
wife
of George W.
of Walnut St. stands the house which his
aged 84
father, the first Hayptol Boston, built and always to be found at the post-office or Giles, died of consumption, Sept. 12,

mous events have not yet had the

oe ri gut

A lovely child

3

i

2
r

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,

AIDE

shoul

better world. Christ said, * Suffer litile children to come unto me.”
",
DEACON GEORGE HALL died in No. Barn-

.er to its children to-day thin they can be
‘to its sons and danghter a thousand years
Length

Obituaries

WALTER W., son of. Horace and Hattie
| Evans, died in Strafford, Sept. 8, aged 3 years
and 20 days.

x

HEART DisEiSt SSS

BRIEF and for the public. For the ad
he
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
it
i BL ust shat CASH SHoHld
s
3accompany the copy
a
rate
of FO
PER LINE 0
words,
are inadmissible,
Si

Hill and Lexington are as suggestive and
more sufficing than the mummies in the
Art Museum, Who moved and ‘had their
beingupon the earth centuries before
«Christ. Boston is rich in memories dearhence.

NOTICE.

CURES
DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COHNPLANTS,

Girard

@biturics,

Standish, William | Blackstone,
inthiop, Paul Revere,of old Boston, of

e Tea.Party in the Harbor,

Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ne

£

‘vjuiojie)

up and down.—Mary
Independent.

dreds more are names full of suggestion
which mean something. The younger

§

3

;

««WLAOM GXVIEI RIOU I

Bowdoin,
and: bun-

3

AGENTS
WANTED ECiecihmity fate:
3 ashing ever Avene, Will knit a pair of

Sng

©

I

Tit. and Pass. Ag’t, Chicago.

¥

and

no one too poor fo saunter under the arch
-of the glorious Mall, where Adams and

King's Chapel, Old South Church, Tem ple

:

CR

.

its benches, while no one is too fine

not object to ** Pudding Lane” while Old
Hancock,
Place, Winthrop,
Franklin, Blackstone, Beacon

upon

-

$

Be BIRCH & 00. 38 Bey BN.

a0 Wy Nodup ~0 sun)
on) mia oat,
‘rjoxeq ‘sanjucl ‘yey ‘So
‘eysudqay ‘sesuty ©
aol

tired and the old rést unquestioned

0

or sewing for four years, and but very little
| for ten years past. Had not been free from a
cough for four years. Now [ do most of my
‘housework;all my family sewing; walk out
every pleasant day; think I could walk a
mile and not be very tired; am so much hapBier to feel that I am of some use to the world.
reatise on ** Compound Oxygen” sent free,

ripples across the waters of its Pond, the

the

does

:

WEAR
OUT
AR

Rik

x
=

of

a

:

One

children:

a cat a

g

with pleasure I tell you whet your Compound
Oxygen Treatment has done for me. Last April,
when I commenced using it, I was very low;
suffered from a weak, tired feeling ‘all the
time. Had not been able to do any housework

&

heart

is

3

metropolis.

It

run Palace ceping
Sleeping
Cars for
Care
he Slee; ping purposes,
Cars for Ea
ys for an entire Meal.
y-Five Cents
Do mot
these Cars with
tsel Cars.

hills ; but the laughter of happy

1st, 1880.

We

very

ford, Me., dated November

Now, as in the days of John Winthrop, it
is the common land of the people. The
tinkling of bells and the lowing of cattle
float no longer across its hE awenitg

It is comforting to know that there is a

t

Therm
a

MRS LYDIA E. PRKEAN,OF LYRY, MASS.,

Extract from a letter of a patient in Bidde-

in the past, makes glad the heart of Boston.

MEMORIES.

England

i,

¢ I am so Much Better.”

memories of the Common which to-day, as
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New
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«Frog Pond” in the
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TUESDAY; NOV. 15.—Rev. O. B. Frothingham, so long the well-known free-thinker and:
radical lecturer, has confessed to a modifica
tion of his views, in favor of revealed religion.
——The national tariff convention begins its
sessions in Chicago.——Hon. E. B. Smith, exassistant Attorney-General of New York has
been appointed assistant counsel for the government in the Guiteau case.— The second
lecture in the course on pulpit eloquence, by
Rev. Paxton Hood, was given in the Meionaon
esterday.——The President has accepted Mr.
Hae Veagh'’s resignation,
and the latter hus

formally retired from office.——A severe earth-

it by the Connecticut

Bible

At

Spirit,
:

called by

Miss

onthe Hillside,” Dan-

and Bomestir,

terest, not only among

ber portrait beside that of her husband at the
White House.

:

prise, not only as a

token of personal

whole

American

peo-

ple, but generally throughout the civilized world.
It might reasonably have been anticipated that a
generation at least would be requiréd to calm the

Resolved, That by our influence and personal efforts we will endeavor to secure the
necessary funds to carry forward this enter

the

the

passions

esteem

for Mrs. Polk, butas an offering in which the
women of the North and South alike join te ex-

engendered

by

the

war,

of

a

generation

have

assuage

passed,

and

abolition.

many hearts both North

the wharves

to their final

kind

Treasurer,

" A.

in

the

O.

year:

of 200,000,000.
It is “expected that the

Correspond-

and

Storrs, of

said that

pastorate.~——

river at~St. Louis has. risen

abroad

he had

not

found

a single

reg,

the well-known

cal

XH

ex

i

am

will

before

in

Japan

like

seas might claim in it,

long lose

two

of its

discussions on Chris=

§

in Canada, excites much concern over
water,
It is only a question of time.

that

5

the

THURSDAY, Nov. 17.--—The Sultan of Turwed
to be aiding the Arab
p

key Jabetloved ta be
FRIDAY,

aiding

the Arsh move.

NOV. 18.—The St. John

river at

Frederickton, N. B., was filled with sheet ice
yesterday morning,
and steamers were unable:

to proceed. ——Francé and England have de-

clared their readiness to join in fitting out an
international Arctic expedition.——The ges_. sion of the new German
Reicbstag wns opened
esterday, ' Prince
Bismarck reading the
ik
speech.
lt caused much excite| ment.~—=Spain’s ‘attitude in reélition to the
Panama eanal scheme will be controlled by the
action of the other powers interested.
i

in the Century Magazine for December. This
engraving bas been pronounced one of the best

likenesess of Lincoln extant,
:
oH
If you can’t “ Bear” a cough, * Bull” it with

Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

There has been a remarkable growth of Y.

Reiebstag.——The
army of Ali Bey has been

M. C. Associations the pust few yours, and
there are now no less than 210 young men employed as general secretaries, in various
countries, giving their whole time in Associa-

RM LT 403 ST] f

ordered
to return to Tunis for disbandment,

decided

points of the regency until next Juguary,

;

MONDAY, NOV. 21.——The custom-bouse at

tian work.

porting

part vas
ff

anys: *
jou,

The

Sappamet nba
Ww

Te

r

Adhers fir gg
result

4

i

iti

Ba

will be not merely free

Vitan independent aud prosperous
Trish
vn

VARY

the South

was

$13.72;

that

was

$15.85

tarmers.—
The Journal of the American

Agricultu-

made

will

FLOWERS IN WINTER.

its

use;

but

in

medical faculty 1s sufficient. For sale by ‘A.B.
VILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and by all druggists.

breaking

their

or coal ashes

out worms), in some warm,

sheltered,

roots.

(to keep

and

elight-

ly shaded place, but not under drip. Cold-frames
are good places.
Sprinkle them overhead with
water Lwo or three times a day for a week or two,
to keep them from wilting ; never let them get dry
at the root, and when they begin to root freely ei.
ther repot them or feed trem well with mauarewater. If you do not have them housed betore

cold weather is likely to come, have them

go ar-

keep them cool and well ventilated, and give them
all the light
you
oan, only shade a little
from bot sunshive. . A cold-frame is about the

best place for them.

Bhift calceolarias
and cinera-

riap as theirgrowth demands it. Give thera plen.
ty of water, keep them cool and well ventilated,
and, if green flies are troublesome, fumigate with
tobacco-smoke or dip the plants (but not the pot
and roots) in tobacco-water, about the color of

beer, or iu clean water, at about 125 degrees or a
few degrees more or less, according to the age and

‘toughness of the leaves.—Cultivator.

.

>

THE OABE OF YOUNG COLTS.
done by strictly

guarding against over-feeding

grain} for a five

uths old foal,of about me-

may
be well, and

at night

and

morning

too;

if

really cold, we like to add one éar of corn, which

for a while Will needto be shelled, till the litte
ove learns to do it itself, Have warm quirters,
kept scrnpulously clean and well ventilated while
a

Yimin

12h

DECLINE

@

27c; Lined,

Medium,

common

Kyes, improved 230

York

21

to

good

250

@

300;

@ 2 60; Yellow

Held

@ 35¢;

Aroostook

var eties,
Potatoes,

80a%e

Rose,

¥

; Peerless,d08

@ 2 40;

bu.

Kose,

MAN.

Impotence of mind, limb, or vital function, nervous weakness,
sexual debility &c., cured by

Weils’ Health Renewer. $1. At druggists.
pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

De:

75

|

. ONIONS. Sales at $2 50 @ $3
bbl.
;
APPLES, PEARS, &c. Apples,choice,#’ bbl. $2 50
$300; A ples, common to good, $150 @ $225;
ears, ¥ bbl., $3 00 @ 84 00; Grapes, 1sabellas ¥ Bb
Catawbas 7@ Sc.

. CRANBERRIES. Choice Cape, ¥ bbl, $0 8 $10;
Cousty, $7 @ #8.
/
i
HAY AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern=Choice

Poor
120813; ; Swale
Gwale Hayel0adils
oor
a$ll; Kye Sieaww
$20821; Oat Straw $9a810.
ye
Northern—Turkeys, choice 16 @

18¢; Common

to

180 ; Fowl

14 &

18 @ 20c; Grouse, # pair, 100 8 110; Partridges,

¥ pair, 50 @ 6ue.

THE Caer Boop PurinER

Cap

Scrofulous Humor, Cancer,
Erysipelas,
Canker,
Salt

Pimples, or
and Colds,

amputate

the limb—asserting

that the opera-

tion would kill the patient on the spot. Dr.
David Kennedy of
ndout, N. Y., who was
consulted, held a different opinion, and am-

putated the limb. The Doctor then administered freely his great Blood Specific FAVORITE REMEDY
to afford tone and strength to
e system, prevent the return of the disease,
d

Mr, Ellsworth remains to this day

in the

bloom of health.
This
gentleman's disease
was the offspring of foul blood, and Kennedy’s
FAVORITE REMEDY purified the blood and
restoredto him the power once more to enjoy
his life.

Are

you suffering

from

any disease

traceableto the same cause?
Favorite
Remedy. Your giruggiat I
it.
ONE DOLLAR a bottle. Bear
in’
mind the histor s
name and address: Dr.
vid
KENNEDY,
Roundout,

New York.

i

THE MARKET,

byspopsia,

Rheumatism,

Nervousness,

&o. Cellar No.

8,

BOSTON, Saturdzy Morning, Nov. 10, 1881.
CORN MEAL. There has been a fair demand for
Corn Meal, with sales at $3 25 @ $3 80 & bbl for
fresh-ground and kiln dred,
g
RYE FLOUR. The sales of Rye Flour have been
confined to small lots at $6 ¢ $6 50 ¢ bbl.
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine
«AT @ 52
Common extras.
HB @ 6m
Wisconsin. .....
57 @ 700
Minn
, ba
.
:
600 @ 775
Misinesosand Wisconsin, patents.....800@ 9 00
.

WINTER

Complain

Debitiy.

Is descending the steps leading from the judgment court. At the foot of the steps stand

Warlock
0 Glenwarlock,
By GEORGE MCDONALD,
Fourth

Edition.

Ohio....
Mich

eedasenans

wes

$800 @
150 @
67
62

two burly executioners, in charge of the cross. .
which the Saviour is to bear. On the right

are the followers and believers of Christ, with
despairin their every look, while the mother
of our Lord is an agonized and fainting attend,
ant. [I n the rear and on the left ure the judges

~

(Three editons sold in three
weeks.)

and scoffers, surrounding Pontius Pilate, who
are looking with fierce complacency on their
work, The central figure is that of Christ, as he:

12mo, Extra Cloth

Binding, 714 pages, Price, $1.75.

lcomplsiningly descends the steps to take up

D.

«s

the cross and bear it to the scene of his cruci-

Lothrop

Publishers,

Boston.

fixion,
‘The work

v Music

B

UTTRR.

h

NORTHERN,

Creav ery fresh made #.1.... ..,..00000i83

Christinas Annual No. 12.
7 Beautiful Carols.

is more perfect and beautiful than we bad supposed could ever be executed. The express-

No. 4.

in the work, and all ave depicted with
faithfulness.

“The Advent Night,” a superior Service
with new Music, by Dr. Lswry. 16 pages.
Price, $4.00 per 100; 5 cents by mail.

From

the

Land

the

of Bondage

The

to

:

A new

it!

Sacred

pate

Cantata

Itis
a new delight.

by

W.

Words

and

H.

Doane,

and

Try

Music. 25

centr by Mail,

Claus.

prodace

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
Street,

Chicago.

‘New Christmas Captata.
By W

HOWARD

many of

DOANE,

America,

simultaneous

with

which

have been

purchased

by a

.. The objectof this extraordinary offer is

bee

from them can be made for any Christe
mas Programme.
;
Price, 25 Cents by Mail; $20 per 100.

BICLOW& MAIN.
76 East Ninth 8t., New Yor!
81 Randolph St., Chicago.

"BEAUTIES OF XN
SACRED SONG.

to bring our enterprise into immediate
recognition in this country, so that when
we announce future works, the public wilk
have had an opportunity to judge of the
quality and beauty of the art work produced by the American Art Exchange.
Unti | the first edition is exhausted we

shall shipa perfect copyof the engraving
“Christ

Leaving the Protorium”

applicant.

This splendid new collection of the best Sacred
Songs of the day, will be most valuable addition
to our libraries, and is full of gems.
A
the authors we notice the names Gon.
nod, BuTHvAD, Marzials, Abt, Thomas, Smart and
Pinsuti, and there are more than 30 others of good
repute.
ounod’s
* Green
Hill far away;”
Faure's ** Palm Branches;” and Abts “ Above
the Stars,” indicate the hi h character of the
compositions, which are 58 in number.

$2.50 CLOTH,

The

engraving

(which

to any
is »

very large ove) will be put up in a heavy
tube, and Sent by mail. The only charge

will be the cost of tubing and postage,
which will
be 10 three.cent stamps. It
was at first thought 20 cts. would be snffi=
clent for this charge, but from frequent

breaking of the tubes in the mail bags it
was decided to increase the thickness and’
strengt h
heaviel r)

OF VICTORY.
oo ¥ last RDbo k, WHITESe EOBKS,” focand Who,
dite]in
This Inspiring

©

title belo;

n

0

to a

‘mew SONG

[]

in their last book,
WHITE ROBkS,” ai
this new compilation, furnish a number of the
sweetest melodies ever placed in a collection of the.

kind.

160 pages, and about as many

songs, many

of them adapted
to the Prayer Meeting, as well
in the Sunday Sehool.
P;
y 35 cents,

as

EAR

_delphia, Pa.

in the United States, all

paydient. for any
:

one tu be cann be us éd for several
80
Socoples,
Not Hotechal gre coples will |
any one ad
BRfor distribution,
bio and the name of each member of the clu b must be

a |

ro

1

any pddress

-charges prepaid, when 10 three:cent stamps
are enclosed in letter to cover postage and

person, but. to the same address,
can be
forwarded at the cons ol 21 Son each, as

men can
Ave ‘years,

n's Best, Low-priced Watch
:

* Ou receipt of application We will imme-

diately forward this superb engraving to:

. Two or more copies, each for a diffrent

J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.
REE

pose to 30 cents or 10 three-cent stamps.

credit of $3 for it in
works issued by us.

‘business ability and a
sell my boon by acfleld, and. then to
train
and start men. A
»

+, and send this.

tated an increase of cherges for this pur-

At anytime’ within one year we:
will take back the engraving and allow a

WANTED.
tact, and skill in hiring
s de a year for

of the tubes (thus making them
so that they could not be broken
except in gage of accident. This necesst,

tube.

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston,

Gent]

ea

in

that selections |

is not

Of the several Songs in this work, each

$3.00 BOARDS.

to

Society.

School, and
so

cost

$i0 per

numbe r of Americans at that price who
subscribed
for it through
the English
house. The American edition will be farnished in the same size and with the same
attenti on to perfect work as characterizes
the $30 copies.

neath the dignity of a Musical
in itselt,

the

to about

FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

thor, . The melodies, not too difficult,
are very pretty and of a high order.
The whole is appropriate, can easily be

is complete

briogs

It is a correct reproduction of the Eaglish plate. which sells at 830 per copy,

This beautiful Sacred Cantata is one of
the best productions of its popular au=

rendered by any

added,

purchasers

their production in the Old World, and at
prices which will enable the multitude to
purchase.
This first work. ¢ Christ Leaving
the Preetorium,” will be used as an
introductory advertisement, and a limited
number will be furnished

BIGLOW& MAIN,
81 Randolph

shippiog

copy.
This splendid work is the first of a series of the prominent art works of Europe,
| which the AMERICAN ART Excuanar wilt

W. Howard Doane. The
most popular
Christmas Cantata ever issued. 2) Cents.

tf

Finest and Most Valaable
Engraving in the World.

American

Wot

life like

to-day unduéstionably

at & less price than $30, which, with duties

A new 4 page Christmas Service by Dr Vincent,
#1 50 per 100.

It stands

The engraving of the plate cost upward
of $30,000, and no copies from it are sold

Plains of Bethlehem.

Night of Glory.

of the figures,

ried opt in perfection and with consummate
skill, There is a very large number of figures.

$3.00 per 100.

Christmas Service

of
800
830 J FER
660 brits
Give
age,ag: :
700
770

Dn,
summer
made. ioieeania 25 @
Do Kar £0 800dusssseransisnssnsensssni8 @

engraving

ions of the fuces, the grouping

r
A man of
Wood roi
726 ‘| tual
exp
rience
in
810) this section - and h

@

portion of the

and the careful attention to detail in the drapery and accessories of the picture, are all car-

725
725

Indiaba..,
6.60
HN0I0. sensnsinns ss “ranens
799
St. Louis. esses
eensenniann
i
@
CormMeal# bbl
sesienenrnend 0. @
Rye Flot. ..o0 vii iiiiiiiiieii..000 @
Out Meal, common jo good Western...6 76 @
Oat Meal,
ancy
Drands....ceseeeeeess
700 @

in this

FOR CHRISTMAS.

£50
775

@
@

in.

rium, after being condemned to crucfixion, He

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

WHEATS.

Patonts, choice... vevuee
Pateate, common to good

of

imposs ible to secure a copy ata less price,.
except through this offer. The engraving repsents the Saviour ds he is leaving the Prato-

Boston Produce Report.

an,
dried4 Apples,
Market, Boston

to any

Copy Free

and the price s £6, or. $30. It is absolutely

Pains

in the Back,
Faintness at the Stomach, jsiduay
Female Weakness and Genera

PRICE

Reporte
by HILAON BOS 8 CO, Comminmn

will take pleasure in forwarding

portant of Dore’s works--a pure line steel en-graving bas just been completed in England.
This engraving is only sold -by subscription,

NIGHT OF GLORY.

without apparant reason, to death as his onlydeliverer.
His family physician. refused to

quality

Uf this magnificéiit painting—the most im

Coughs
Neu-

Pains in the Side, Constipation,
Costiveness,
Piles,
Dizziness, Headache,

The 01d Family Physician at Fault—Dr.
Money is the universal necessity, and none
but a cynic or a fool will affect to despise it.
Mr. Abram Ellsworth, of Port Ewen, Ulster
county, N. Y., hus realized this truth. His
diseuse involved the wholeof the thigh-bone,
and the suffering man looked forward, not

us, we

of the

will be produced by:

|“ Christ leaving the Praetorium.”

Cancerous
Rheum,

Humor in the Face,
Ulcers, Bronchitis,

ralgia,

puz-

David Hennedy the Successful Surgeon.

example

and style of work which

Visitorsto the Dore Gallery, London, will
remem ber the superb paisting, occupying
nearly an entire side of the splendid gallery
emitled

WILL CURE

besides one thousand articles on topics of inter-

AMPUTATION OF THE LEG.

works.
As an introductory

applicant a Complimentary

One Thousand Dollars
ar@offered by the pnblishers of the Youth's ComA Full Catalogue of Christmas Publicapanion for the two best short stories for young
tions sent free on application.
people. The Companion gives more than two hundred stories, yearly, by the most noted authors, | i
poems,

World, and at prices which enable the people
to adorn their homes with the choicest art

the first edition of art work produced by us
i
America.

By3

travel,

Begs leave to call the attention of the American people to its mode of business, aud
asks the support of the art-loving public.
We shall, as fast as possible, bring out in

‘this country, in the highest style of artistic
work, every famous art’ work of the Old

POULTRY. Western—Tarkeys, chowe 14 @ 16c;
common to fair, 10 @ 13¢c: Chickens,choice 148 16c.

Santa

their most fertile energies in manufacturing.

| NOTICE. 5
Me AuericanArt Exchange

90c;

Mixed

r condition 50 @ 60c; Sweet:
¥bul., $375 @ 420; Jackson, 80c; Che-

nangoes. 60 a 6c.

1582

IMPORTANT

Yellow

8c;

REGISTER.

Cou

" I. D. STEWART, Publisher.

Eyes, choice

Rose,
85 @ Suc; Northern

Prolilie,

Tame

The Register and Year Bork is now rea:
delivery.

81 50: Green Pea-, Western $1 65 @ $1 75c.
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—
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xford Picture §

Dover, N. H.

Red Kidneys, 2 75 @ 3 00.
PEAS.’
Canada, choice, ¥ bu: 8100 @ 110; Canada, common 7b 8 85¢; Green Peas, Northern $1 40

a

1852.
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back aud ve.

and

@ 2c.

Yellow Eyes, common,225

Dover, N. MH.
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Illustrations by @. F. BARNES.

Health Renewer.” The greatest tonic, best bilious
and liver remedy known.
$1.
Druggists.
De-

pot Lothrops & Pinkham,

13X%c;

:

Me.

Itcontains the usual Caland: r, a
ar
-| intiong] Statistics and Reports of the Mission and
Education 8. cieties, and that of the Financial
Secretary . Let the orders come in romptl
all that can probably be sold. - Shou
Pid
on the |hands of agents will take them
turn the money.
i
Price, ten cents, postage two cents. 96 cents.
per dozen. $7.00 per hundred, with’ postage or ex.
press add

Co., common 5 @

This story is printed from the original MS., sup.
plied only to D. Lothrop & Co., by the author.

SUICIDE AND DYSPEPSIA.
‘A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia * Wells?

ias, eupatoriums, browallias,liboni.s, bouvardias,

solanams,and such others as have been planted out
should be lifted with as good roots as possible,
and potted into as small pots #8 we can conven

26

fl t5,245@ 2 50;

Get in ‘Jour orders

cellence and success * Wilbor’s Cod Liver Oil and
Lime;” but the fact thatit is prescribed by the

Winter-bleoming plants now want attention. Stev-

Then set them on boards

P.E. Island,

be

zles, incidents, humorous and pathetic. It comes
every week, is handsomely illustrated, and is emphatically a paper for the family.

ing

Dr. Pierce's “ Pellets” ~Jigtle liver pills (sugar.
coated)—purify the blood, speedily correot all dis
orders of the liver, stomach and bowels. By
druggists,
;
:

yet

°

est, annecdotes, sketches of

vro-*

choice

Eastern,¥# dozen 283 29¢; New

Scrofnla,
Humor,

this form the trouble is obviated. A host of cer.
titicates might be given here to testify to the ex-

cultural Associations and State Commissioners
of Agriculture, and aided by their Agricultufal
Colleges and periodicals, there need be no fear for
the future of the farmers of the South. It is gratiss.
fying for us to be able to state that the advent of
the American Agricultural Association has been
warmly welcomed by the intelligent Soathern

Co.,

by medicines,

long acted as a’great objection to

in

discussions upon
us topics, but refuse to | dium size, if the weatherbe moderate, about one
use their pressesto
inate infidel argu
at 8 meal will be enough;
“ments, in which refusal the public will sustain | and 8 half pints of oats
later and weather
cold, one quart at each meal
them.
.

logue.

@-20

stork 23 a 26c.
’
id
i
BEANS,
Pea, Northern, H. P.,# bu, $330 a 3
8 ; Pea, N.
Y,, H. P,830 83 3); Pea, common
to good 2 50 @ 300; Medium, choice haud picked
330 g 335; Medinm, choice screened 310 @ 3 35;

Warner's

ingron, New Jersey, for his latest illustrated Cata-

ture. - In the hands of the'r State and local Agri-

ral Assooiation
for October.

EGGS.

for Christmas and New Year's presents without
delay. Read the advertisement. Send to Wash-

of fifteen

North American Review, decline to do éo any
blasphemous

to

Opportunity.

advertisement in this issue.

Auburn.

Vermont, 28¢; Canada26 a 27c; Western, 2¢ 0 260;

found in Hon. Daniel F. Beatty's Piane-and Organ

of rail-

1¢ is very essential to always maintain a very
keen relivh and nice appetite in the young animal

the
of
osc) Pogorsoll.e. articlesate.fromwilling
do oNHow}

Rare

The most advantageous offer

of

lonuer, because the editor persists in publish [*(80d always, too, thereafter), and this can only be

§Whers,
Ireland,

Baturday, passe

4

‘The Appletons, who have published the

Valparaiso, Chili, his
large
tenants and

the

Abraham Lincoln’s living face is known to but
a small part of the public. : An engraving from
this mask will be published for the first time

BATURDAY,
Nov. 19.~=A conservative has
been elected President of the new German

Si Se

vigor

Worcester

or the skill of physicians, but the old ones can
be strengthened and preserved by the use of
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, a sure cure for
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the
Lungs.
Trice, 35 and 75 cts.
:
A

We must,

ranged together that they may be readily and conDakota is rapidly becoming one of the greatveniéntly protected from frost with mats, shutest sources of wheat supply in the world, and
ters, sashes, or other available material.
the valley of the Red River is now sending 1
Fetch callas from their hiding-places (in pots
immense quantities of 'the cereal into the laid on their sides under trees or planted oot) and
get them potted, using fresh, rich, fibrous commarket.
:
tdi
The lower house of the Washington territory post, through which water will pass x8 through a
sieve. Poi firmly and have all the big plants in
Legislature bas passed a bill giving the right of pots
by themselves and the smaller ones by themsuffrage to woman by a vote of 13 to 11, and it selves. Bome summer their cyclamens in pots
is theught that the Senate will follow suit.
laid on their .sldes underneath the greenhouse
. The famous forest of cedars of Lebanon has
stages or in the shed or cellar, and others again
plant them out in frames or the open ground; but
been so reduced by the vandalism of travelers,
that there are now only 400 treesleft. The no matter where, it is time now they were up and
Governor-general has issued an order forbidpotied, Drain your pots well, nse rich, open soil,
ding tents or places of shelter to be erected
and be very particular that there are no worms in
within the district, also prouibiting
the lighting it.
4
of fires or the breaking of twigs from the trees.
Chinese primroses will now be growmg finely.
Shift them into larger pots, as they’ require it,
That a mssk was fortunately taken from

writer, author
says

marvelous

fently get them into without

The young Czar of Russia proposes that the
people shall share some of the grandeur hitherto monopolized by the royal family.
He bas
given orders to convert 17 of the imperial
palaces and castles into educational institutions
for the benefitof the poer.

hisilife

New Lungs can not be made

ful sales. Fail
free. Addiesx,

6c; Live Pouliry, fowls 8 @ 10¢; lave Pouliry,
Chickens 10 @ 11¢} Geese, Green 18 @ 20c; Ducks,

the North and West $29.37. This shows that while
DON’T
DIE IN THE
HOUSE.
the panic of 1872 and other distarbing occurrences
had caused the average crop values per acre in
Ask druggists for “ Rough on Rats.” It clears
the North and West to fall forty.five per cent. in
out rats, mice, bed bugs, roaches, vermin, flies,
ants, insects.
15c¢. per box.
the nine years, in the Sonth these have fallen only
14) per cent. Or, to place it more clearly, the
average value fell in the North and West in 1873
Pearl’s White Glycerine penetrates the skin, and
removes all faults of the complexidu. TryPearl’s
to $12.93 per acre, and in the South in the same
year to $10.99. So that the North and West, which - White Glycerine Soap.
had lost 55 per cent. in 1873, had regained but 10
per cent,
or a little less than’ one-filth of their
The Manufacture of Parlor Organs.
loss,in 1879; while the South, which had lost 30
The combination of manufacturing facilities unper cent. in 1787, had regained 16 per cent., or der the management of the Famous Organ House
more than half the loss, in 1370. These figures
of Marchal & Smith is of colossal proportion.
certainly give a peculiar interest to the continuing
Again and again have they doubled their capaciprosperity of the South in the direction of agriculties, still the demand
outran
in rapid increase

in over

We have bat just got through the census of
1880 when Gen.
Walker, its Superintendent,
predicts that the census of 1890 will give us a
population of 64,467,000.
Keep the figures in
Jour pocket-book to see how good a prophet he

red persons
are dying daily from

choleraat Mecca.~-~Gambetta

the awakening

and

Dr. Bradley, the new Dean of ‘Westminster,
in his inaugural sermon in the Abbey recently, referred with emphasis to the ¢ common
inheritance” in that venerable building which
the citizens of the great republic across the

R.

foreign policy of his Cabinet will be pacific.

the

8 tc;

C. Whitner,

of Atlanta, Ga., says he owes
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

West-

In 1870

“ No other topic now will draw the multitudes |

of * Cred of Christendom” and other works.
~——F'ive h

their

States in the North and We-t was $16.00.

lish themselves
it §éparate communities in all
parts of that empire, except Palestine, subject
The fact that the feeling in favor of annexato
Xm
=|
Turisish Jaws
The Pope will wot pro
nounce an allocution
at the next consistory, tion to the United States is rapidly increasing

military

Col. John

Ba
plain
about the
best paying: un-luess of the season.all Just
at this
are Jen 6 Juantiiies of ielares to
e framed, and ngents are mee!
wender-

; Nou

ier L0., good 9 @ 11¢; Worcestég

4@ bc;

routes

the same average in the South

together
tianity.”

WEDNESDAY,NOV. 16.—=John Bright com_ pletes his seventieth year to-day.——The Turkish government will permit the Jews to estab-

in

6

fair, 12 @ 14¢; Spring Chicks, 15

con-

The Advance contradicts the fallacy that the
Indians are dying out, aud says, * We believe
there is not a tribe—unless of the wildest
nomads—that is not, at least, slowly increas
ing.”
:

Rev. Dr. DeForest, missionary of the American Board at Osaka, Japan, in speaking of the
religious awakening in that country, says,

Spanish chamber of deputies yesterday made
a violent attack on the uliramontane members
for defending the temporal power of the Pope
and reiterated in emphatic language his wellknown devotion to the principles of Republicanism.——Paris journals express themselves
with reserve and apparent mistrust Tegarding
the new French ministry.
The ministry is
anti-conservative and radical.——The French
ambai
to Germany and Russia have resigned.

sonic

being

States in

Secretary Blaine has resigned his chairmanship of the State Republican Committee of
Maine.
He has held the place over twenty
years.
Senator Frye was elected in his place.

sented to remain in office.——Senor Castelar in

extraordinary

is

19

‘A
FEW
MORE
energetic
salesmen.
+Our new circulars ex-

Yue mk,

85
0
2%
23

Wester: factory,
choice 12 @
tory. fair to good 10@ lic;

Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western Ave.
nue, Lynn, Mass., for Pamphlets.

cut

Protestant on the side of the Land Leaguers.

London

the council, minister of finance and ad interim
minister of war.——Prince Bismarck, at the
earnest desire of Emperor William, bus con-

by

being

road enterprise in the South as one of the chief
signs of a renewed prosperity and manifest activity in production and mn trade. The South is essentially an agricultural conntry. Despite the difference in methods, the lack of capital since the
war, the impossibility of its employing new inven.
‘tions and discoveries to advartage, the South has
well held its own against the North and West in
the value of its agricultural products. In 1879 the
average cash value per acre of crops in fliteen

prominent ang historical landwarks, Newgate,
which for over two hundred years has been
used for the city prison, and Billingsgate fishmarket, which is to be removed.

been formed, Senor de Mello being president of

Here they mark

therefore, construe

A
subject of tariff re-

Protestant preaching is permitted
30,000 townships in France.

TUESDAY, NOV. 15-——A new French ministry has been formed with M. Gambetta as president of the council and minister of foreign affairs,——A new Portuguese miniétry has also

he Jesh BE

City

down, and ‘lumber sent northward; new mines
are being opened and worked, and their stocks
furnish material for the exchanges of New York,
Boston and Philadelphia; immigration 1s not only
being cordially invited. but is accepting the invitation—as witness the remarkable Rugby Colony
in Tennessee; and agriculture, beginning with an

venturesome.

Bishop
Simpson, in an address before a
Methodist meeting in Philadelphia on Monday,

ABROAD.

Shiels

are

a tride which renders them necessary.

Times,

vision-will occupy a considerable portion of
the time and attention of Congressmen during
the approaching session.

thirty inches in the past twenty-four hours,
and a portion of the low lands on the Northern
river front of the.city are two feet under water.
At last accounts, however, the flood was
subsiding.
Trains on all roads south, southeast and southwest of Chicago are delayed or
abandoned. The low lands in Indiana and Illinois are generally submerged.——The affairs
of the Pacific Bank have been turned over to
Bank F.xaminer Needham, and he, in connection with a committee of the Directors, is now
engaged in an investigatfon which will probably i be concluded before the end of the
week.

rong

Forests

and the forerunners of production

predicts that before the close of the next century the United States will have a population

chief

which is to be held on the 18th instant.——The
Spanish chamber of deputies, after an exciting
. debate, adopted the address in reply to the
royal 8
by a vote of 279-to 33 ——There
Me -is-a deficit in the Russian
budget of 50,308,000
roubles us compared with the estimates, caused

of miracuolous.

ward growth and as they appear in sparsely-settled countries—are longitudinally
and among
large populations, more conservative and less

C. K. Sargent, Editor-in-°

lL. Gile, Personals and

John Walter, editor of the London

in honor of the
his

College,

J. L, Reade, Local.

Brooklyn,N. Y., pastor of the Church of the
Pilgrims, was last night presented by members
of his congregation and other friends with a
of

coming

Chief;

was summoned to Garfield’s side until
his
death.— Returning from court te jail, Guitean
is fired upon by a horseman und slightly
wounded.
His assailant 1s arrested, and is
found to be one William Joués, an eccentric
character.
;

anniversary

levees.

ern hal: kim,

Hysteria, Nervous

Wilbor’s Compound of Pure Cod-Liver
to the Atlantic and the Gulf, displays better than
OIL AND LIME. . The advantage of this compound
any other sign the solid foundation on which the. over the plain Oil is, that the nauseating taste
of
new Southern prosperity rests, as upon a rock.
the Oil is entirely removed, and the whole render.
Railroads—which are the pioneers of civilization | ed palatable. The offensive taste of the Oil has

F. Gilbert, of Lewiston, carries off the

ence; C. J. Atwaler, Literary ; E. Remick

witness in the Guiteau trial to-day, narrates
the leading events of the ease from the time he

thirty-fith

and

short

great trunk lines, opening up new through

The Bates College Faculty have appointed
the following editors of the Bates Student for

sufferers amounts to $138,052.——The Massachusetts Legislature rejects the fugitive slave
law from the statute-book.——The Pacific National Bank
of Boston suspends payment,
with liabilities amounting to nearly a million
dollars. It'will resume business if it can raise
a million and a quarter.

The Mississippi

recovering itself with
a renewed

is little

enormously increased cotton yield,

the Marquis of Lorne

Freshman declamation prize of Bates
this year.

seme parts of Minnesota eight degrees below
zero.——New York relief fund for Michigan

certified cheek for $35,000,

South
that

ducied m all its departments on a scale never bewill resign the governor-generalship of Canada
fore attempted in the South. Not only is all this
early in 1882.
.
.
the case, but manufacturing industries are springThere arrived during the month of October | ing up all over the Southern ceuntry, and we have
67,929 immigrants at the ten principal ports of i the seeming anomaly of the cotton-mill establishing itself almost side by side with the cotton-field,
this country.
let a8 hope with the cordial recoguition and acMr. Kimball’s debt-raising exploits now foot
ceptance of Lowell, Lawrence and Fall River. A
up 160 churches and $11,000,000.
significant fact ia this connection is the grand impetus that has been given to railroad enterprise in
Nearly 3,000,000
acresof land in Ireland
the South. The consolidation of minor roads into
consist of bogs.

Garfield and the scenes immediately following.
Guiteau’s ‘counsel announce that their line of

Dr.

are to be sent at

Miscellaneous.

President Bishop, Speaker Noves, Hon. Geo.
S. Boutwell, Rev. E. E. Haile, and others.
Letters were also read from prominent men.
——8everal’.
witnesses are examined at the
Guiteau trial touching the shooting of Mr.

2l.—Rev.

cherished in so

and South.

Miss Mary Maxwell, care of J. M.

It ‘is ‘reported that

yesterday and presented to the appointed trustees for the town of North Easton, Mass. Elogent addresses were made by Gov. Long,

" MONDAY, Nov.

the co-

Dickinson, Maxwell House, Nashville, Tenn.

built in memo¥y of their father, was dedicated

SATURDAY, NOV. 19.——Dr. Bliss, the

feelings

vitality

once, by postal order or registered letter, to the

FRIDAY, NOV. 18.——The costly and imposing edifice which Oakes A., Oliver and Frank
M. Ames, the three sons of Oakes Ames, have

will be inssnity.——Theérmometer

fraternal

Subscriptions to this fund

nies of Secretary Blaine and others are taken.
——The large woolen mill of Horace A. Kimball in Pascoag, R. 1., has bcen entirely destroyed by fire,

defence

and

find the

full

actions.—Boston
:

If the mother is feeble it is impossible that her
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
children should be strong.
Vegetable Compound is a perfect specific in all
chronic diseases of the sexual system of women.

we

operation of "all who desire to give, by this
national souvenir, a new expression tothe

ady.
Resolved, That we earnestly invite

have
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@
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Do
do
fair to good
«17%@
18
Do
do
commen.......
16 @ 17
CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,#1b 12} @ 13; |
‘Nortt ein faciory, fu
ood, 11 & 12¢; North-

Spasms and St. Vitus’ Dance.

the

after city—Norfolk, Charleston, New Orleans and
Atlanta— has revived, and the hum of business
activity resounds through the streets and along

press appreciation of a representative Southern

your

Cephaline relieves at once

sense of its cruelties,
to erect a new State upon
the old one which it had demolished.
But twothirds

and

Ladle packed, choiCe...sueu..

Ayer’s Pills promote digestion, improve the appetite, restore healthy actioa and r gulate the se:
cretive functions of the ‘body, thus producing a
condition of perfect health.

The present economic condition of the Southern
States is calenlated to awaken the profoundest in-

character is a heritage
of which tbe womanhood of the nation is justly proud, by. placing

you

{air 50 go0aasnsnaass
WESTERN.
Creamery choice, fresh made, ..vss....3}
DO.
Ir 10.B00U.s
ss ees
vrnsnsssss 28
Dairy packed, choice...
everiee «24
Do
fair to good.
.18

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronehitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all. Throat and Lung Complaints.
50 cents and #1 a bottle.
87

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE.

in Miss

Willard’s proposition to honor Mrs. President
James K. Polk, of Tennessee, whose noble

government in the Guiteau trial,and the testimo-

k

Bural

representing ten

thiugs to be fearless and

‘Do

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is designed to meet the wants of those who need a
medicine to build them up, give them an appetite,
purify their blood, and oil up the machinery of
their bodies. No other article takes hold of ‘the
system and hits exactly the spot like Hood's Sarsaparilla. It works like magic, reaching every. part
of the human body through the blood, giving to.
all renewed life and energy. $1 a bottle; six for $5.

|

“ How a Life was Sayed.”
He
. Those suffering from kidney tcl other af
fections of urinary organs, should sénd one postage stamp for a little book, with above title, giving a history of many wonderful cures of kidney
and bladder affections. Address DAY KIDNEY
PAD Co., Buffalo N. Y.
!

t

Resolved, That we heartily concur

THURSDAY, Nov. 17.——District- Attorney
Corkhill makes the opening argument for the

enor
gla
et tn

ladies

on Fifth Avenue.

vention at Chicago adjourns sine die after having adopted a platform favoring protection,
and urging Congress to encourage Awerican
shipping by the abolition of local taxation and
other means, and to gradually reduce the inter-

nal revenue taxes with a view

ARAN

of

confidence in
Transcript.

house, with the grounds surrounding it, will
cover thirteen city lots, four of which will be

Southern and eight Northern States,the follow-

Guiteau
case is completed, and the examination

A

meeting

tom the young

It is to be

Avenue and
city, and the

ing resolutions were unaniniously adopted:

of witnesses begins.——The national tariff con-

Tle SATE

ivate residence on this continent,

erected at ‘the corner of Fifth
Seventy-sixth street. New York

for Christian

Testimonial.

ville, N. Y., last August, and

world's fair is
jury in

the

Proposed

parlors of * Our Home

held in Boston.
16.——The

Prayer

in the

Sidney Dillon, one of Jay Gould's partners,
is about to build the costliest and most ornate

‘Frances E. Willard,of Chicago, held in ‘the

New York fund for the relief of the Michigan
sufferers amounts to $131,631.—-Four more
jurors, making nine thus far, aré obtained in
the Guiteau trial. The Massachusetts Legislature refuses to change the chapter of insurance
laws or to repeal the old fugitive slave law.
——The military commission to investigate the
charges against the ninth Mass. regiment reports. They offenders must be brought up
within thirty days, or the entire regimént will
be held responsible for the shameful conduct at
Ricbmond.——A meeting of the executive

WEDNESDAY, Nov.

7.

Missions, the outpouring of the Holy
A

Societv.——The

committee of the contemplated

JAN.

and to be sure to keep the floor always very clean,
dry and free from ice and dust; have quarters
well-lighted, and have a& window shedding light
rearward and toward the south, toward which
point also have the door open; it makes the greatest difference in all weather warm or cold, to have
the door opening toward the southward.
Acecns”

Lynn.

world, and is followed by Charleston, Malaga,
Alexandria,
rsaw and Buda-Pesth.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 4. Prayer for the blessing
of God on bis Church and his Word.
THURSDAY, JAN. 5. Prayer for the young
and all agencies lor Christian training.
FRIDAY, JAN, 6. Prayer for the universal
prevalence of peace and righteousness.

SATURDAY,

and

St. Petersburgis the unbealihiest city

sips.

and the conversion of the world,

quake shock is experienced at San Jo~é, California.——The American Bible Socjety,through
its board of Managers, denies the truth of the
charges of mismanagement. preferred against

ton, Memphis, Cleveland; Chicago

F
i:

will allow no manure to remain 2 day in the place,

Dayton, New Haven, Portland,
San Francisco
and Lawrence. The unhealthiest are Charles-

ing Week of Prayer, as recommended by the
Evangelical Alliance:
™
SUNDAY, JAN. 1. “Subject for discourse:
“ Renewed Consecration.”
:
MONDAY, JAN. 2. Thanksgiving for the
blessings, temporal and spiritual, ofthe past
year, and prayer for their continuance.
TUESDAY, JAN. 8. Humliation and confes-ivn - on account of individual, social amg
national

the coltis turned out during'the fine part of the
day... Provide dry and generous bedding.
You

States
Utica,

18

AT

The six healthiest cities in the United
are said to be, in the order following,

The Week of Prayer.
The following are the topics for the approach-

-

Bets Summary,

r
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.
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G. WEBER, | i

EXCHANGE,

No. 94 Glenn Building,
CINCINNATI,
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